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to

prevent the audience from catching
and applauding.
One was a third
term stoiy upon himself. When he was
defeated for governor ho said ho thought
it was because he had not been nominated on a lucky day, but a friend had
told him it was
due to
the feelipg
against a third term, he having twice
been elected governor. He also declared
that the American
people were getting
heartily disgusted with toadyism and
subserviency to British influence of some
of their foreign representatives.
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HOW

WILY

DAVID

CAPTURED

Mentioned

Broke Iuto tlie City of Beer in the Midst
a

Blizzard ami

of the
Gets

Captured the Hearts

Unterrifiod—Talked

in

a

Few

on

Liberty—

Quiet Thrusts at the

Administration and “Brer”

Bayard.

Milwaukee,

November 2(3.—David B.
Hill of New York broke into the
city fit
o’clock this
morning, pried his way
through snowdrifts for three blocks and
effected an entrance to
the Plankiuton
house. He came.here to lecturo
tonight,
and incidentally
to see
the western

as

i

ary,

and the fact that one per'
son of a family ha-,
died with consump
tion was considered
a
sure
sign tha;
others of that family
could not escape it
►y<jX This is partly true
and partly untrue
A man with weal
is
to
transmit
that weakness t<
lungs likely
his children. But there is no reason in the
world why the weakness should be allowec
to develop.
There is no reason why the
lungs should remain weak. Weak lung!
predispose a child to consumption. The]
provide a place for germs to settle. Tha
is all that is necessary.
Once let the germ!
of disease gain a foot-hold, and they in
crease with a deadly rapidity.
Pretty soor
the blood is full of them, and so loses its
healthfulness and its strength-giving quali
ties.
If the weakness is in some othe!
srgan, the disease will show itself in tha1
irgan. The germs will get into the blood
just the same, and the body will begin tc
lose strength.
We speak particularly ol
consumption because it is most common—
because it causes more than one-sixth ol
all deaths in the world.
If there is a weak and crumbly spot it
the foundation of a house, the owner clean
out the decaying material, supplants it wit!
new, strong stuff. That’s all there is to do
That’s all that’s necessary.
That is exactly the thing to do with tin
lungs. Keep them full of rich, red. whole
6ome blood, and the weakness will
disap
pear. Decaying tissues will be thrown on
and new material will be added until thi
lungs are well and perfectly strong again
This is the thing that Dr. Pierce’s Goldei
Medical Discovery does.
This i9 wha
makes it cure o8 per cent, of all cases ol
consumption where it is taken according t<
directions.
It searches out disease germj
wherever they may be in the body. It ex
terminates them completely and forces
them out of the system. It supplies th<
blood with rich, life-giving properties.
I
makes the appetite good, digestion perfect
It supplies the needed nutriment to all th<
tissues and makes sound, healthy flesh.

Washington, November 28.—President
today attended the

Thanksgiving

service at the First Presbyterian church.
Kev. Dr. T. DeWitt
Talmage, oo-pastor
of the church, preached the
sermon, and

crowd

of

his
for gratitude to God that
had
marked
the
The
year.
preacher
mentioned “the fish in the
Savannah, in
the Hudson and in Buzzard’s Bay.”
An irrepressible chuckle showed that
the President enjoyed the reference
as
course

reason

county and meet a few Democrats. If his
reception in other western cities is iu much
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dyspeptic.

upside

ready

thing
dyspeptics,
remedy.
drugs

They

EPPS’S

Sprudel Spring
curing dys-

COCOA

peptics

perverted
properties
repair
healthy digestion

blood7

ing

ourselves well fortified with
and a
pure
properly nourished frame.’’—civil Service Gazet te
Made simply with bolting water or milk
Solii
only in halt-pound tins, by Grocers, tabelled thus:

The only genuine imported
Sprudel Salt (the water solidified
at the spring) has the signature
JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd.,
of “Eisner & Mendelson Co.,
Chemists.
New Yoi-k, ”on
bottle.
every

THE

Boston, November 28.—Local forecast
stationary temperafor Friday: Fair,

London, England,

| HAiss iVlaria Parloa \
authority
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“Use

good stock

for the foundation of
eoups, sauces and many other things,
and the best stock is
a

If

a leading American 3
cooking; elie

is admitted to be
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% Liebig Company’s \
i Extract of Beef”
*

Jj.
*-

300 of Miss Pa rloa’s recipes d
sent gratis by Dauchy A Co., 4
27 Park Place*, New York. 4

England

vs.

Uncle

ture;

Sain.

Toronto, November 28.—An attemnt
on the part of the American students at

the Ontario Veterinary College this afternoon to hoist the stars and stripes
refree
sulted in a
fight between the
Canadian and American students, which
Several on both
: lasted nearly an hour.
i sides were badly cut up.
Made

Up Again.

Hertford, Conn., November 28.—The
charge of adultery against Mrs. Delia E.

Keeves and Edmund Pago Day, an actor
of Alexander Salvini’s company, was nol
\V. S.
prossed in the police oourt today.
Reeves, the woman’s alleged husband,
refused to testify further in the case and
1 left the esuk room with his wife.

WEATHER.
Pair.
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Thanksgiving Day Presentation—A

and

Outrages

in

Turkey.

ROB A FARMER.

Attempt

is

Unsuccessful and the Per-

petrators A re Now Behind the Bars
—One of them is the Son of General
Henry M. Sprague.

A Cnsc
of

Whero .\ infnians Take Possession

Town—Turkish Army Marching
Against Them—Schools and Buildings
a

Burned and Property Destroyed.

London, November 28 —The correspondto ent of the United Press in
Constantiin- nople, telegraphs under date of Novemformed Officer W. B. Jenkins that
two ber 27th, that a seoond terrible massacre
young men had come to his place
at has occurred at Marash and
that
the
Minot on Tuesday
at- bouses there have been pillaged without
aftornoon and
tempted to sandbag him.
regard to who their ocoupauts might be.
Mr. Strout related his
story as follows: It is reported that thousands of persons
About 3 o’clock
Tuesday afternoon a wore killed and many hundreds were
B

woundod.
The American Theological Seminary
was plundered and
burned and two oi
the students at that institution were shot
Tho hotels
being fatally wounded.
and boarding houses also were plundered.
The Christians at Marsah and in that
vicinity, thousands of whom are destitute, have appealed for aid.
A dispatch received in Constantinople
one

from Aleppo under Monday’s date says
trouble is apprehended at Van and reliable telegrams from other sources say
that outbreaks oontinue with tho purpose
of wiping out the Armenians.
It is

impossible to rely for aid from Sassoun,
the advices stating the relief work there
The Kurds are again athaving censed.
tacking the people under tho belief that
they are acting under orders from the

“A RARE CURIOSITY”

Minstrel Show.

[SPECIAL TO THE PRE3S.]

Bath, November 28.—This forenoon a
pleasant event occurred In this city, it
was the‘presentation of a flag by Winona
Council, No. 1, Junior Ordor of United
the
Emdition
Aerican Mechanics to
sohool, situated tat tho head of Ceutre
The members of the
on High
street.
council marched from the lodge rooms
at a quarter of 10, oarrying the flag in a
long roll and attracted

rh«

Upon their_arrival ?t
building they found a

much
tho

attention.
school

littlo

crowd in waiting.
They tiled inside,and in a brief addreKS
Deputy National Councillor William C.
Besselieure, Jr., presen cedtlie flag. Supervisor L C. Phillips aocepted it iu behalf of the pupils.
followed
This was
by a patrlotio chorus by the pupils who
are having their first year iu school. The
flair was then raised above the building
while tho crowd sang the “Star Spangled
Banner.’
There were present besides tho
pupils and members of the council
many of the school board.
The Emdition school house
is Bath’s
first public building, having been erected
in 1704,and ever since used for a sohool
building, In the house also have been
hold many religious gatherings
before
Bath had so many churches.
Greenwood
delivered
a
funeral
A.|M.
oration on the character
of
George
Washington in this building in February,
1880.
Another pleasant event today was the
formal opening of Bath’s Home for Aged
It haviug been
Couples and old men.
revived after seveari years of labor by
the Kings Daughters. Harold M. Sewall delivered the address.
The Columbia theatre is
packed with
people this evening who are listening to
and
a
local
minstrel
songs
jokes by
troupe of which Edward D. Jameson is
leader.
A STRANGE
A Woman

CASE-

Supposing Her HuBband Head

Finds Him Alive and Herself Divorced.

M. Nelidoff, the Russian ambassador to
Terre Haute, Ind ., Novemebr 28.—A
Turkey, has had an audience with the
Sultan, during which he warned him suit filed here to annul a divorce granted
that it serious disturbance should occur in
1872,brings to light the story of the
at Constantinople the foreign fleets would
desertion of a wife and the procurement
the
Dardenalles.
The
Sultan
moment but he was soon up ami at it. penetrate
of a divorce by the husband whom the
admitted to M. Nelidoff that the
Saining his feot Mr. Strout struck out had a right to the admission of a powers
second wife has mourned as dead for nearly a
tor his assailant and he made it very hot
to
the
guardship
Bosphorus, but rendered
tor him.
of a century, but has just been
his request that they should not insist quarter
The two assailants skedadled as fast as
found living in wealth in New Hampthat right.
He
that
the
upon
urged
Slieir legs could carry them and escaped,
promised reforms were progressing, and shire.
Mr.
leaving their team behind them,

and Women
Are most

competent

to

only

fully appreciate

purity, sweetness, and delicacy

of

the

Cuticuba

Soap, and to discover new uses for it daily.
In the form of washes, solutions, etc., for
distressing inflammations, irritations, and
weaknesses of the mucous membrane, it has

proved

most

grateful.

Boat appeals to the refined and
cultivated everywhere, as the most effective
skin purifying and bcautifyingsoap.aswellas
purest and sweetest for toilet and bath.
Cuticuba

Sold throvshout the world. British depot: F. NkwSons, 1, Kias Edward-at., Loadcn.
Potth*.
Chsm. Corc*., Sole Props., gostoa, U. 8. A.

CT-r.r Sc
Duug &

westerly

winds.

Washington, November 28.—Forecast
Fair Frifor Friday for New England:
day, with warmer southerly winds
Probably colder Saturday.
Eocal Weather Report.
looal
Portland, November 28.—The
weather bureau office records
weather are the following:

as

to

the

8 a. m. —Barometer, 30,591; thermometer, 29.2; dew point, 90; humidity, 66;
wind, W; Velocity, 2; weather, clear.
8 p. m.— Barometer. 30.489: thermometer. 38.3; dew point, 33; humidity, 83,

wind,

S;

velocity,

4;

weather;

clear.
maxiMean daily thermometer, 36.0;
mum thermometer, 44.0: minimum thermaximum
of
velocity
27.0;
mosieter,
8. Si total precipitation, 0.
wind-

that the approach of an era of reform was
According to the complaint oE Mrs.
alarm and the neighbors shown
by the appointment of nine inbut
Sarah Ela of Chioago,, she was married
searching party,
nothing specting judges, of whom three
were
xmld be found of the strangers.
to Robert E. Ela, in Quincy. 111., FebChristians.
Mr. Strout brought
the team
into
Despite the assurances of the Sultan to ruary 15, 1871. They moved to Kansas
Auburn with him and it proved to be the
the contrary, the arieas of Armenians in
and lived happily for six months,
Col. Kano,
property of S. L. Emerson.
has been renewed, though City
who let the team, didn’t know the young Consantinople
there is no sign of any uprising or resist- when he said he was going to Leavenfellow that hired it, although lie felt
to
ance
the laws
on
the
She
part of worth so seek better employment.
sure
he was an Auburn boy, as he has Armenians in
Constantinople. Thousands hoard from him once or twice and then
seen him a number of times.
But a hat of them,
are reported to have
however,
box in the team with the name of a well
never again directly until a few months
a
been frightened into
conversion
to
known Auburn man on it gave
Mr. Moslemish.
ago when she was astounded to learn
Jenkins a clue which he worked up
in
that he was living in Conoord, N.H., and
jxcellent shape and shortly after dinner
had fallen heir to $50,000. Moreover he dishe had both the birds under lock
RUFFIAN CAPTURED.
and
owned her,and said he had been divorced
kr*t
from her. She employed a Boston atLester C. Sprague was first arrested and
torney to protect her rights and he was
then Myron H. Watson, both finally con- A Graduate of the Reform School Wat here a few days ago to examine the records of the court as the husband had
fessing. Watson denied the accusation at
Mr. Stevens’ Assailant
obtained the divorce here. It was found
first, but upon a later visit to ihe lockup
Officer
that the divorce was granted lebruarv
by
Jenkins, he opened up and told
the whole business.
17, 1872, on the ground of oruel and inEspecial to the press.]
He said they didn’t want to kill Strout,
human treatment.
but wanted his money. “I was sorry I
Under the Indiana law at that time,
Georgetown, Novembor38.—Let highway Ela must have made oath that lie had
lid it the minute I struck the blow,”
laid Watson, “and I was so nervous that robbers beware of selecting Georgetown been a resident cf the state more than a
i was actualy sick to my stomach.”
He for their infernal operations. The morn- year. According to his wife’s complaint
laid lie was the
one
that wore
had lived for six months of the
the
the murderous assault and they
whiskers. After the affair he burned the ing following
proceeding year in Kansas city. The
of
Mr. Stevens,
the
town
whiskers.
robbery
notice to her suit for divorce was by pubWatson says his downward career has authorities and citizens generally gave lication in the local
newspapers whioh
been caused by a love affair.
He fell their earnest efforts to ferret
out and she never saw. She says that she loarned
In
love with a pretty girl in
desperately
indirectly about five years ago, that he
Minot, but she proved untrue to him in a capture the guilty party. Suspioious died in California, and it was when she
most serious way,
as he
a
had learned that she might be the hair
claims, finally circumstances led to the belief that
jilting him, The night she “shook” him man named Williams, formorly in the to property left by his New England
be drank some twenty drops of laudaum
relatives and began investigating
the
State Reform Sohool, was the oulprit.
then and there, but by forcing him
matter that she first knew that he was
to
He was known to be in town and a large alive and had obtained a divorce.
iwallow an emetic they saved his
life.
‘No one knows about that but Lelia and
Neither he nor she hart ever remarried.
number of the citizens surrounded the
ber grandmother,
said Watson.
Personal sorivee on a now snit is to be
“After house where he was
stopping and invited served
shat I didn’t oare what became of me. I
on Ela in Concord in a few days.
him out. He was arrestod and the watch
bad a bottle of laudaum in my
pocket
yesterday,” said he, “but the girl that I of Mr. Stevens found on his person.
INSURGENT VICTORIES.
was with when you got me took it away
The follow could keep his secret no
from mo. Oh, I wish I bad that laudnum
longer and gave an aocount of the whole
when you came after me, X tell you, you affair. Threats of serious and immediate Spaniards Defeated in Several Engagewouldn’t have me hero now. X would punishment were uttered, but the advioe
ments According to Deports.
have swallowed it, sure.”
of cool hearts prevailed, and he was carWatson was very
talkative to
Mr. ried
and
locked
Bath
to
up,
Jenkins and begged his pardon for the that
Key West, Fla., November 28.—Advices
justice iu due time may be meted
inroh lunivnano Vw-» neoJ t.ion,».<-X +V10 nffl/ion
out to him.
from Cuba, via steamship Olivette, state
when ho was arrested.
that near Cienen Rojas, on November 28,
Officer Jenkins has taken out warrants
A LOSS TO ART.
the insurgents commanded by Leonico
igainst the young fellows who are only
ibout 18 or 20 years old, charging them
Vidalo, wrecked a train carrying 200
with assault with a dangerous
weapon
Tributes to the Memory of Dumas Spanish soldiers and a quantity of arms
with intent to rob.
The penalty for this Feeling
and ammunition. The insurgents placed
—The Obsequies Will be Simple.
;rime if convicted is at least ono year’s
a dynamite bomb on the track and it ex
mprisonment, and not more than 20
The case will be heard
rears.
before
The
locoploded with terrible force.
Mitohell
Judge
Friday morning.
Paris, November 27.—M. Alexander motive and the car nxet it.were torn into
whose death was announced kindling wood and the other coaohes deDumas,
NOT RADICAL ENOUGH.
that his railed. Forty-three lives were lost and
last ovening,left instructions
funeral should be a quiet one, without about fifty soldiers were wounded, some
Rev. Mr. Casson Suspended From the military honors or speeohes at the grave. of them mortally. The soldiers who were
resistHe also expressed a desire that his body uninjured surrendered without
Socalist Tabor Party.
loose flannel ance
The arms and ammunition
was
should ho dressed in the
and
was
valued
at
many
Lynn, Mass., November 28.—Quite a working costume he frequently wore and captured
of dollars.
thousands
lensation was caused here today when it lie unon the bed upon which he died unPerico Dol Gado, the insurgent chief,
lecame known that Rev.
Herbert N. til tho time should arrive for burial.
reported killed, near Banes, Is alive and
The will also expressed his desire that operating in the Vuelta Abajo district at
lasson, pastor of the Labor churches of
burled in his
ordinary the head of 800 men.
bynn and Providence, R. L, had been ho should ho
In the engagement at Banes, with 300
tho funIt
is
stated
that
attire.
mspended from membership in tlio Lynn working
Spanish troops, Del Gabos’ men were
one
oivil
without
a
he
victorious.
purely
lection of the socialist labor party.
Thirty Spaniards were
In eral will
killed and sixty were wounded. The inhe opinion of
officers of the
Lynn any religious ceremony.
lost
killed
and thirty
twenty
surgents
The Oomodia Francaise will he olosed
leotion, Rev. Mr. (Jasson’s teachings are
wounded.
whioli
will
of
funeral,
the
on
lot socialistic.
Casson
Rev. Mr.
has deday
;the
In the Abajo district hundored3 of men
It is
be- are leaving the tobacco plantations
tc
Ivered labor sermons and socialist
ad- probably take place Sunday.
iresses all ovor New England and in lieved the entire expense of the funeral join the insurgents.
Strout gave

jrganized

an

a

always will be defrayed by tho state. The family
BRIEFLY TOLDap- of M. Dumas havo received a large number of telegrams of sympathy and coniears.
It is understood that he has appealed dolence, among them from
ex-Empresa
The Motor Cycle race at Chicago vestor
sent
a
Premier Burgeoise
>t
the national
day was won by Durea Garaline Motorgrievance board of Eugenio.
It made 54 miles in ten hours and
“The
death
of
Alexcycle.
racialist labor party of America to and message, saying:
minutes.
Eat ho will be given a hearing at
an
ander Dumas is a source of grief to all twenty-three
Rev. Helen G. Putnam, the
noted
)arly date. The Lynn section has apIu assuring
who read and think.
those
Unitarian minister, died in Fargo, N.D.,
pointed a committee to present their case
I
of
my
personal
sympathy
Doforo the grievance board.
She was very well known in
The labor his family
yesterday.
ihurch here has in its membership
a
express the sentiments which tho entig the Northwest and New England.
arge number of socialists, all of whom, nation entertains upon receiving the nows
Charles A. Dana is an enthusiast in art is understood will stand
by the pastor, uf the death of the master contemporary boriculture, and his
country place on the
ft is not thought that tho trouble
will of the theatre.”
lave
effects
on
the
any Injurious
The Physicians woo attended M. Du- north shore of Long Island is a tree
that the museum which contains almost every
ihuroh es.
mas in his illnes3 announce
author succumed to a spasm affeoting the species which will fionrish in this latiAll of
the
Paris tude.
Fire at Bangor.
respiratory organs.
analyze the life work of M. Du
Judge Albion Tourgee recommends
Bangor, November 28.—Fire broke out journals
in
unanimous
expressing
mas and are
n the brick block owned by
death the literary “aspirants” to work in a room
the
Rich tho conviction that in his
fairs at 5 o’clock this afternoon, caused theatre has suflered an iirepurabie
loss, with an open fire, not for the sate of the
literature mourns the de- fire, but so as'to burn five sheets for every
fy an explosion of a lamp on the secind while Frenoh
as done most
who
one sent to the printer.
man
tc
of the
Soor in a closet.
The flames worked up parture
Sir Henry Parkes, G. O. M. G., one ot
make the Frenoh national spirit shine in
nto the attic aud Are and water did con- foreign lands.
oetogenarian colonial statesEngland’s
Mr.
Tiio Journal Des Debats says:
The millinery stock
siderable damage.
men, lias amused England very much by
man of
a
was
extraordinary
Dumas
if
J.
D.
1
Oscar F. Patten and
Mulvaney
and the greatest man out theatei marrying bis domestic servant, aged 23.
& Co., the latter a crockery store, was genius
has seen sinos Corneille, Hoc: no and Sir Henry is the developer of New South
Wales.
ladly damaged. Loss not known tonight. Moliere.”
iome

flven

parts of Canada and ho is
a

big reception

wherever

he
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as any one present.
On their re- good looking team containing a couple
keeping with the one he reoeived here turn to their country home Mr. and Mrs. of Well-dressed men drove into the yard.
today the political signitlcance of his trip Cleveland stopped for a few minutes at One of the men w ore whiskers, evidently
will completely hide David
false, while the other man, apparently
Hill the the White House.
SPECIAL, NOTICES.
lecturer in the shadow of David Hill the
jbout 20 years old, was a beardless youth.
Will Not Wait For Firearms.
STEAK
The latter got out, and,
Democratic leader. Ho slept late today,
rappng on the
November 28.—Despite loor, called Mr. Strout by name and said
and long before
he'got up leading Dem- theConstantinople,
assurance given to Sir Philip Curr,
that he understood he wanted to sell his
ocrats kicked the snow off
their boot the British
Machines of Most approved patterns.
ambassador,
by Tewflk
heels in the hotel corridors and
the Turkish minister of foreign [arm. His father, Dr. Andrews of WaterPasha,
patiently
Patented. Carpets cleansed at all seawaited to clasp the hand that had olinch- affairs, that each power would
be per- yille, he said, was looking for a farm for
mitted to send an additional
sons of the year, at
a country residence and would be
od itself before the nose of Grover Cleveguardship'to
willing
the Bosphorus, the Sultan has not
yet
land.
granted the requisite permits for tbelr to pay a fair price for a farm that suited
Forest
A few yoars hack Gov. Geo. W. Peck entrance through the Dardanelles.
The him.
U DYE HOUSE made a remark that has beoome historic hesitancy of the Sultan in the matter, it Mr. Strout was anxious to sell, and
is understood, is due to his fear that the
in the northwest. ,,Dave Hill is a
13 Preble St.
poli- movement of the powers to increase the showed the strangers through the house,
Opp. Preble House
tical
number
of
to
break
their
into
the
burglar
trying
The most powerful Machines and largest Floor
guardship in the ;hey expressing themselves as well
WVl 1 fa Hnnon nrifL
siinmn
Bosphorus is merely designed to mask an ileased.
They then wont to visit the
space in N.E. Woolen Carpets, Mats, Druggets
ulterior demonstration of the naval force.
orhoard.
Ac., Steam Scoured, a process where no beating it was quite the popular thing to recall It is thought,
however, that the Sultan
It was In the orchard about thirty rods
is required and colors restored to original this bit of history and to ask if the sen- will yield to the demands of the
powers [rom the house, where Mr. Strout got the
brilliancy.
Telephone Connection.
ator had his jimmy with him or a club. in view of the unanimous pressure they
sand-bagging.
They were walking and
Otherwise it is ralking when suddenly the man with the
But before the day was over ex-Gov. Peek are bringing upon him.
probable that the powers will send gun- wealth of whiskers
sat at the same table in the Milwaukee boats into the
stopped up to Mr.
Bosphorus without waiting "Itrout and dealt him
a stinging blow on
olub with the man from York state and for the Sultan to issue firmans
permitting the side of the head, felling him to the
orrnnnrJ
Tlio hlnm rlo»o.l
they told stories and laughed at each them to enter.

0

*0

ATTEMPT

Thanksgiving
Auburn, November 28.—Charles
was present.
came
a laugh in the Strout, a Center Minot farmer,
remarks, detailing the Auburn Wednesday morning and

large

Dr. Talmage raised quite

other’s jokes like two sensible men.
To Support Henderson.
Later there was a a reception to the
Washington, November 28.—A caucus
senator in the weirdly decorated rooms of
of Republican
members of the House
the Press club, which was attended by from
the Southern States, was held to? Away up in quality—Away down * several hundreds of the leading Demo- night to determine upon a course of
crats of the city, with a number of prom- action, in connection with the organiza0 in prices. Why not select one
tion of the House.
It was
attended
inent gentlemen of Kepublioan affiliatnow for Christmas.
Wo
have
a
.(
throughout by eleven members. It is
ions
mixed
in.
The
attentions
to
claimed
that
hundred of them. No old stuff, a
paid
during the evening fifteen
but the latest productions of the 0 the distinguished New Yorker here today members were in the room. After a discussion the caucus voted to support Gen.
were such that it was in every
rospet a Henderson for olerk and Ed. A.
Elgin and Waltham Factoiies.
Parker
distinct personal triumph for him.
Ho
Come to the store, we will be 0 came as a plain lecturer, hut he could of London, Ky., for sergeant at arms.
While
the
caucus
was
in
seesiona
pleased to show you, and if yon (* not have been acourded much more at- ference of Gen. Henderson’s friends conwas
tention or awarded
more enthusiasm
like the style and price we will P
held in a neighboring hotel. At its
among Democrats had he beon the Pres- being
close
representative Cannon of Illinois
for
ident.
lay it aside
you. until
“Gen. Henderson’s name will be
The ox-governor of New York gave the said:
Christmas.
as a oandidato for olerk and we
presented
ex-governor of Wisconsin to understand
that ho harbored no ill-will for having liopo that the will be elected.”
been called a burglar, and it was a long
Balfour and His Pals Sentenced.
time between
drinks, for the senator
dusen’t
even
beer
in
drink, not
Novomber 28.—The court room
London,
Milwaukee. At i o’clock Senator Hill was crowded this
morning when .labez
was driven to the press club rooms and
Spencer Balfour and his fellow dewas soon standing with Gov. Peck under
who have been twice found
fendants.
a chandelier, from which
some
waggish guilty of frauds in connection with the
ciub member had suspended two picked Liboralor
There are some interesting facts about it tol<
Building Society and other
in one chapter of Dr. Pierce’s great work, Com
olives in lieu of an live branch.
kindred companies, were arraigned for
man Sense Medical Adviser.” This book of 100!
All efforts to get Senator Hill to express sentence. The court sentenced
Balfour to
pages will be sent free on receipt of twenty-on<
on
political matters here fourteen years’
A hundred of them.
imprisonment—seven
(21) one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing
P any opinion
‘I have tabooed the years for each conviction.
today were failures.
Brook was
only. Address World’s Dispensary Medical As
Any good kind you wish. Don’t P subbject of politics on this trip at least,” sentenced to nine months and Theobald
Eooatiou, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
bo said, “andjgl never break one of my to four months’
K keep the poor ones.
imprisonment.
Elgin and
Wright
own rules.
I am out here partly 'to de- and
Dibley were discharged, the jury
Waltham are all right. They > liver several lectures in the
west, but having found them not guilty.
The
reOffice of the Sheriff of Camber land Count
a
have suited millions
and will a mainly to combine business with pleasure maining charges against Balfour and his
State of Maine, Cumberland, ss., Nov.. 20tl]
a chance to see
western
by
getting
your
were
associates
suit
to
A. D. 1895.
dropped.
$100.
you. $5.50
0
country. If I could afford to spare the
is to give notice that on the 19th da;
time I would like to see all sections of
of November, A. D. 1895. a Warrant ii
Fast Time.
my country.” A reporter reminded him
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of In3ol
that Gov. Peok had called him a political
November
vency for said County of Cumberland, agains
28.—F.
Washington,
G.
the estate of
burglar. ‘“Life is too short to harbor Thompson, a young cyclist of Washingsuch
he
“Men
of
who
SIMEON M. HARTFORD,
are
things,”
replied.
Cape Elizabeth
ton, made the remarkable time of 67
the warmest frieuds today may be bit- minutes and five
seconds in a twenty
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtor, on petitioi
terly antagonistic to each other tomor- mile road race near this city today.
of said debtor, which petition was filed on th<
Circumstances and There wore forty-three entries and there
19th day of Nov. A. D. 1895. to which dab
row, or vice versa.
conditions over which men have no con- were no serious aooidents. The road was
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by sail
trol are the usual cause of their being in a fair condition.
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery ‘of an
# arrayed on one side or another of a quesproperty by him are forbidden by law.
tion, and what is said in politics of a
That a meeting of the creditors of said debto
German Traveller Browned.
personal natnre cornea in one ear and
to prove their debts and choose one or mor
MONUMENT
of
liis
held
estate, will be
at a Cour
goes out the other, with me at least.
assignees
Hamburg, November 28.—A dispatch
of Insolvency to be holden at Probate Com 1 A
It was only a fair sized audience that from Auckland, N. Z., says that the Gernov23dtf
room in said Portland, in said Comity of Cun
greeted the lecturer, the tariff being man traveller, Otto Elders, has been
berland on the 2nd day of December. A. D
somewhat high foi the rank and
file of drowned while taking his
expedition
1895. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
an enthusiastic
humanity, but it was
aoross British New Guiana,
and that
Given under my hand the date first abov s
NOW WELL KNOWN ISLAND OF
Iho title
or
the
duo.,
discourse was twenty natives belonging to his
esoort
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM,
“Liberty," and it was the first time that were also drowned. All of the diaries and
had
Hill
delivered
it. As a rilfe sketches were lost.
Senator
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court c
the New York senator falls far below tho
insolvency for said County of Cumberland.
nov26&30
genearl average of platform speakers.
Deporting Chinamen,
He read his address tonight, rarely raisWITH CABLE COMMUNICATION
Is reached in forty-eight hours from New York
Vt., November 38.—N. S.
his eyes from the type written manMontpelier,
ing
Seems
Everything
Wrong
by the elegant steamers of the Queuec S S Co
uscript, and his voice was pitched ^ln so Stearns of Rutland started for Taooma,
The
situation of these islands' low a key that those in the
sailing weekly.
with three
hack jows Washington, last Monday,
south of the Gulf stream
The world is
renders F’EOST
to the
able to hear only at intervals.
Tho Chinamen, who were to be deported.
UNKNOWN, and the porous coral formation were
was
in
The
the
discourse
was
stopped
couched in a
party
Chicago by a
down; the times are out PREVENTS MALARIA.
Highest class toxt of
passenger steamers are dispatched every ten vein calculated not to startle any one and writ of habeas oorpus tor the release of
to turn his
of joint; he’s
A hearing will be held
days lor Santa Cruz, and the principal West non—oommittal, excepting on such points the Chinamen.
India Islands, affording a charming tropical is have been
back upon his best friend.
generally accepted by the on Friday.
trip at a cost of about four dollars per day
American people. He indorsed the Monthat oftenest is
For particulars apply to
Now, the
Klled By a Train.
roe doctrine and lauded
liberty in genis their ARTHUR AHERN, Sec’y, Quebec, Canada,
wrong with
A6euts- 332 Washing- eral.
Ti10%.C10h;&
Taunton,
Mass., November 28.—Erio
ton St., Boston Mass.,
In some respects the address had poliIt seems to
choice of a
in Dighton, left his home
A. E. OUTERBR1DOE & CO.
tical significance at times. After review- Hason, living
39 BroadAgts.,
and
medicines
lie between
while Intoxicated early last evening and
way, N. Y.
ing the history of liberty and dwelling this
00127
morning his mangled body was
lawl3wSS
on the one hand and the Carlsbad
upon civil liberty he paid his respects to found on the railroad
track near
his
the toadyism, which
manifested itself
Salt on the other.
He was struck by
train
home.
some
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING
rmong certain Americans who
gained
the night. His wife made an uncan’t both be right; there’s too
titles by marriage. In referring to Gov. during
to keep him at home.
much difference in their methods
McKinley he said that while differing successful attempt
with him politically he admired him for
and in their results.
frankness and honesty
his
in
boldly
Elected to Parliament.
Carlsbad—the
jimouncing himself as a candidate for
November 28.—Lord Warkthe
and
not
London,
.Presidency
BREAKFAST—SUPPER
hiding behind
at Carlsbad has been
‘‘Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
such a meaningless phase as
“I am in worth, the eldest son of Earl Percy, has
govern the operations of digestion and nufor hundreds of years. which
Tho besetting been elected to the seat in the House of
tritl°n, and by a car<-ful application of the fine prop- the hands of my friends.
made
oi
Cocoa, Mr. Kpps lias provided sin of American public life, he said
was Commons tor South Kensington,
Its natural solvent and stimulat- erties
weli-^elected
for our breakfast and supper a
Algernon
delicately flavoured hypocrisy. Ho made several thru ts at vacant by the elevation of Sir
be\eiage which may save us many ht*avv I'loctoi's*
correct
ing
President Cleveland, but they were dis- Borthwick (now Lord Glencorse) to the
bUte fusbytoe ludtdoususe 0f such articles of
as
was his
diet that a constitution may be
waste, and bring until
gradually built up guised very cleverly, but not sucfBiently peerage. Lord Warkworth,
attrition,
strong enough to resist every tendency to dispredecessor, is a Conservative and was
and ap- ease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
back a
elected without opposition.
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point. M e may escape many a fatal shaft by keeppetite.

Ag'tc.,
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“To Be Preserved for Future Generations.”
REED S ENDORSEMENT

3IR.

WAS

OF MR. BRODERICK’S LETTER.

The

Coming Speaker
of

Deluge
the New

is

Members

Busy—A

Kept

Betters—How

Callers and

Feel—Mr.

Heed’s

Fatherly Advice to Persistent Members.
Niovember 28.—CongressThomas B. Reed today received a
letter from Mr. Broderick of Kansas, saying that as the only Republican member

Washington,

man

of the committee on printing, he might
properly claim the chairmanship in the
next House, hut he would not do so and
he

hoped Mr. Reed would feel at liberty
to place him wherever he chose.
Mr. Reed dictated a reply expressing
his gratification at Mr. Borderick’s unselfishness and adding jocularly that his
request was so reasonable that it should
with.
Mr.
certainly be complied
Broderick's letter was then filed
away
with other papers bearing in Mr. Reed’s
handwriting his in dorsement.
“A rare curiosity to be preserved

for
future generations.
Mr. Reed has already roeeived 150 applications for chairmanships and oommittee

assignments, and these represent about
the number of Rephulicans in town with
the addition of a few
whose
others,
arrival has been delayed. Up to the hour
of luncheon today, Mr. Reed’s
callers
were as numerous as on preceding days of
this week.
The members
began their
visits early and did not cease until 2
'j

Djubtt,

iui.

uucu

uuuug

uiu

;aio

Jiuuia

of the afternoon brought up
the airean
of his correspondence and toak a
short
outing. The new members, while modest
in their demands, so far as
chairmanships are concerned, are eager for appointments to the more prominent committees or to committees where they believe thoy can best represent their
constituents.
More than thirty applications
have already been fllod for assignments
to the river and harbor committee
and
this number will probably be increased to
fifty before the close of the week.
To one of the new members who
was

especially persistent today, in requesting
a river and harbor assignment, Mr. Heed
said, laying his hand on the member’s
shoulder and addressing him with fatherly interest.
‘15fou can’t help yourself or your people
at home any better by going on this committee.
Your efforts will bo equally
effective as an ordinary member of the
House. Besides, if you are on the committee and don’t secure as large an
appropriation as you desire, you will be
held responsible where yon might escape

with less censure if you were off it.
The new man concluded that this was
sound advice and informed Mr. Reed that
ho would be satisfied with any disposition
that might be made of him.
The statement heretofore made that th»
committees would all be announced at
with the
the
same
exception
time,
possibly of the committee on rules, mileage and accounts, is confirmed today by
This
ono of Mr. Heed’s intimate friends.
gentleman doubts if the list will be comand
it
will
the
thinks
before
15,
pleted
probably not bo finished before the 20th
of December.
Mr. Reed has made no promises either
comwith respect to chairmanships or
He listens
with
mute assignments.
are
patience to all the reqnests which
a
verbally made, occasionally adding bit
of good natured advice, and
frequently
telling a humorous story or injecting a
Then he
bon mot into the conversation.
promises to take the matter under careful
consideration and after asking the membids
ber to put his wishes in writing,
and
turns to the next
him good day
In making up his oommittees he will
be influenced, it is said, not by personal,
but by party and public considerations.
men
to appoint
He will not hesitate
whom he cordially dislikes,or witli whom
to
rom agreeable,
his relations are tar
the best chairmanships, if the pnblic inon
He
the
other
it.
will,
terest demands
hand, it is asserted, refuse the request of
his more intimate friends if he regard*
the places
them as unflttod for
they
dosire. Sir. Reed has not, so far as can
be learned, indicated whom he will apto a singlo committee, nor is it heievod that he will change this rule cicopt in a few notable cases. So far as the
members generally aie concerned
they
their
will not, it is believed, learn of
assignments until the list of committees
is made publio.

fioint

Prayers for Bob.
November 28.— l^lie movement to offer mayor for Col. Robert G.
lnsersoli at noon ou Thanksgiving day,
set met with enthusiastic responso today,
at the Mayou Mission, the Christian Ena
deavor Society held
special meeting.
The room was filled with worshippers and
for an hour the most fervont
appeals
ascended to the throne of mercy for the
infidel.
of
the
noted
conversion
meetings
In a few other cases special
most
but in
for prayer were
held,
churches the members of Christian Entheir
offered
deavor Societies
petitions in
their homes. At all of the city churches
where services were held the special subThe
ject of the prayer was remembered.
Christian Encleavorers were joined largely bv Epworth Leaguers and Christians
generally in the effort to secure lngersoll’s conversion.

Cleveland,
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Royal Bskinr; Powder Co.
106 W»U
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A PREVALENT DISEASE.
1N0T

NECESSARILY
31 AY

DANGEROUS BUT

BECOME SO.

Portland Defeats the Much Mooted

Aineiicnn men and women suffer from a ;
Very general disease—dyspepsia.
Thin,
Dyspepsia has it any symptoms.
pule jeople are generally dyspeptic. Hollow cheeks, bad breath, acid eructations,
palpitation of the heart, hot and cold flusbnl>
oc, headaches, nausea and vomiting
BY A Sl’OItE OF 6 TO 0 IN A
these aie symptoms of dyspepsia.
What does dyspepsia mean? Ir. two words,
BATTLING GAME.
How can we remedy
imperfect digestion.
t? Not alone by resort to drugs.
We must
rest the stomach.
For this purpose wo must put into it a
fcod which is already digested and which The' Commercial
Supremacy Still Unwill aid the digestion of other foods.
We
Sauforc]
decided—Westbrook Defeats
must take‘Shaker Diges'ive Cordial, foi
Berwick Defeats Philips
Badly—South
this is just such a preparation. It contains
Bxeter—II. P. Triumphs—Other Games,
food wiiicb will be absorbed at once.
It
alio contains principles which will assist
in
It was a Manhattan Held game
!be digestion of other foods, while last but
miniature which the big crowd at the
not least, it contains a combination of
P. H. 8.
ball grounds saw when the
those drugs in the cultivation of which the
Thornton
Shaker? nave been so successful, and which eleven played the
Academy
act by stimulating the liver and bowels.
team yesterday afternoon.
The
people
Imper/ect digestion is ofteu caused by
overwork of
the digestive apparatus, too filled the stands; they stood many ranks
o uch food,
food eaten too quickly, nerdeep along the ropes; the big tree which
vous worry, etc.
stands close to the fence afforded roosting
I ho >haKer Digestive* Cordial is t'e rn csr
suei useful leiuedy for indigestion
that has
plaoes for a dozen adventurous youngsters
A single 1U cent
bottle
over been made.
will aPord relief in most cafci:, although and on the top of the high fence perched
ttiis small quantity cannot be expected to a
The mud was
long line of spectators.
efi * ct a t eriect cure.
It adhered in heavj
if you lied it suitable in your own case, about a foot deep.
All druggists keep it
continue its use.
yellow layers to the boots of the on
and can supply you with an interesting
lookers and as to the players, they were
descriptive pamphlet.
It was in tlieir hail
plastered with it.
and on their faces ami the orginal colon
of their clothing were soon obliterated,
At intervals some ropy-haired youngster

Thorntons

1

i

position to wade out into that sea*of mud
which

spattered athletes
tiling about.
ur conrso it was

were

the

22

soil-be

girl friends of tho players were re
.splendent with their long streamers ol
blue ribbon hanging from big bows ol
the same material pinned to their jackets.
And the fellows who didn’t play showed

As

an

AID TO THE PROSPERITY
OF MAINE
factor is so important
the investments made by this

no one
as

Genuine Home Company.
From first to last,
its insurance contracts occasion

THANKFULNESS
AND

PROFIT.

THE END of the policy is

Just

hi

—

as

Satisfactory

As the Beginning.
UNION MUTUAL POLICIES are ••
Never

a

Always

|;

Worrying Expense,
Comforting Investment.

a

WHEN SHALL OUR AGENT GALL?

MORE in harmony
f\NCB
^
with the world, 2000
completely cured men are
singing happy praises for
the greatest, grandest and most
cessful cure for

sucsex-

ual weakness and
lost vigor known to
medical science, An
account of this wonderful discovery, in
hook form, with references and proofs,
will besent to suf._,
fering ien (sealed) free. Full manly vigor
permanently restored. Failure impossible.

ERIE MEDICAL CO.,BUFFALO,R.Y.

WM. M.

MARKS,

Card

Book,

back fifteen.
Portland does not try
many rushes, but prefers to have Underwood kick. Thornton catches the ball on
her forty-five yard mark.
Underwood
holds and the lads from Saco have
the
ball in the center of the field.
By hard

where their sympathies were by wearing
similar favors tn their overcoats.
How
One young man
whe
they cheered!
wandered about in front of the seats was
in great cemand as a leader.
He
was

by the boys as
“Brick.”
The young man in questior
could make a fortune as an auctioneer.
He has lungs and a throat which would,
like Trilby’s, have excited the admirafamiliarly addressed

tion of Svengali could that judge of vooa
power have heard the young man knowr
as “Brick,”
when he led
the chorus,
keeping time with his cane:

“One, two, three, four, five, six, seven
All good children go to Heaven
When they get there they will yell
Portland, Portland, well! well! well!”
Over and over again the ditty was re
peated, varied by a cry made up largelj
of the word “boom,” and which oonveyei
the information that the Portlands weri
all
When Portland made tin
right.

fifty yard line, when time is called,
The summarizing of the plays
shows

PRINTER,

1

rec

under the
be blue
ir
too.
So ii
and yell re

EXCHANGE.

PRINTERS’

l-£ EicSiai)^e §«** Ford Sand.

FINE JOB PRINTING fl SPECIALTY.
All orders
tended to.

by

mail

or

telephone promptly at
aoriiootitf

REWARD!

$500

-

of

From the

AT

AND

School
L. A.

of

Shorthano

and

Typewriting.

Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
CRAY & SON, Portland,

Me.

WOOD MANTELS! ND TILING
Largest anil finest stock.

Low-

est Prices.

W, A.

ALLEN,

Foot of Preble Street.
ct5

dij

ANDEHSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

Insurance
31

Agency,

Exchange Street,

Hop.acb Asdebsos.

S&2&SSS:
ctl9

Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

H. E. MILLS,
F*ianO Tuner.
Order

Slate at

Congress Street
sept7

Cbaudler’3 Music Store 431
eodtt

above,

uuu

yards:
ball:

it will

be

seen

xuuluuuxj

ucm.u

that
ijj

out-kicked her
by 30 yards,
blooked one of her kicks for 33 yards and
was penalized but twice to Thornton's
four.
The two teams lined up and played the
game through without any change in the
make up, which was as follows:

PORTLAND.THORNTON.

Boon

Chapman,

yesterday’s

football game on the Deer
The 400 Saco rooters am
their “little tin horn” and their “nigge

ing grounds.

G. Allen,
E. G. Allen,

mascot”

Gulliver,
Locke,

bitterly disappointed.

1. e.
L t.
1. g.

first half.
Considering the oondition o [
the Portland team they played the
bos
game they have put up this season. Then
was more snap and less wrangling thai
usual, but there is still room for improve
raent along the line of each.

Boykoi

J. Dow
Golthwaitc
Hatch

c.

Si >
De CJaybrook,
Not at tbe game, but at Port
were we.
Devine,
It was nothing bu
land’s misfortune.
Sullivan, capt.,
bard luck, which prevented a score in th s CrifTeth,
were

30

yards,

For the arrest and conviction of the
jiarties who assaulted John if. Doyle,
lit a saloon on India street, on or about
the 17th day of iseptemher.
The day was fine, but the grount
JAMES DOYLE,
The
attendance
wai
very
nov28dlmo*
muddy.
Col.
Victor,
the
of £the
largest
season, full;
2,500 being present and a better be

GRAY’S busIness COLLEGE

Kicks—Portland,

Thornton, 30 yards.
10 'yards,
Penalties—Portland,
Thornton, 10 yards, ball.

x uxviauu

the bed.

the

relatively;

Rushes—Portland, 66 yards; Thornton,
55 yards.
Kicks—Portland, 61 yards; Thornton,
35 yards.
Blocked Kicks—Portland, 23 yards.
Penalties—Portland, ball twice; Thornton, 10 yards.

fist

as

was

plain how the teams played

SECOND HALF.

GAME WAS PLAYED.

Portland., 6; Thornton, 0,

it

48 yards.
Blocked

close of the
game, when with the score six to nothing
in favor of the home eleven, the crowc
waded through the mud to the street anc
went home to dream of
Thanksgiving

HOW THE

makes

Rushes—Portland, 96 yards; Thornton.

group who wore favors of yellow and red
the Thornton-Academy colors, and awa}

over

r.

g.

r. t.
r.

Wentworth
Goodwin, capt.

e.

Dual

E. Dow
q. b.
1. h.
Foss
r.
h.
Wakeiielt
Robinson,
f. b.
Coh
Underwood,
P. H. S., 6.
.Score:
Time, twenty
minute halves. Referee, J. D. Sinkinson
Bowdoin ’99.
Umpire, A. P.
Ward,
Bowdoin ’9(i. Linesmen, J. P
Russell.
Bowdoin ’97, and G. L. Burnell, Deering

High.

Attendance, 3,500.
SILVER

STEADY.

The Two Silversmiths' Elevens

haved crowd
it would
be hard
t(
assemble.
Not a person (save subs, re
porters and officials) were inside the rope:
We congratulate
thi
during tbo play.
Portland management upon the attend
ance and the provisions made for it.
The game Itself was highly interesting

Play To

;

Tie.

A most exciting game of football tool

place ou the Deering base ball ground!
The contending
Tanksgiving morning.

teams were the elevens from the
well
known firms of Woodmnn, Cook & Co.,
Thornton, while outclassed, made a big ; and the Stevens Silver Company.
For <i
fight. Her style of play was very old ant long time a friendly rivalry has existed
Portland soon bad it sized up. Portlanc between the two teams and no
effort!
should have scored at least once more. I
have been spared in putting themselves
the boys would only learn to keep on sidi
in the best kind of condition.
Of course
and not hold, it would be to their ad
the eleven did not have as much time in
vantage.
practicing as a sohool or college team,
Almost the instant Referee Sinkinsot
but notwithstanding their limited time
How*s

to

take

as

his

text

“Electric Roads.”

The announcement
was well
received by the congregation,
and quiclky spread to all sections of the
town so that yesterday morning tho
big
good interesting game and the

Marabmeyor,
Shaw,
Woodward,
Reid,

guard

centre

Farnham

Rounds

right guard
right1,4-tackle

Peele
„.

.44-

sermon.

Then the learned divine prooeeded to
the point at issue, and for nearlv an
hour held the undivided attention of his
large congregation. He critioized in
rather a severe manner the
decision
of the board of commissioners, and said

Frobert
Flaherty
quarterback
left halfback
King
Grant,
Frazier
Croutber,
right halfback
fullback
Reed
Carpenter,
Referee, Underwood.
Umpire, Robin- that it was an insult for these authorison.
Linesmen, Devine and Allen.
ties to declare that Gorham was a small
Westbrook, 34; Sanford, 4,
and insignificant comumnity and did
The Westbrook football team closed the
a
with a brilliant
game and
decided victory to their credit Thursday
afternoon at Warren Park. The opposing
team was the Sanford Athletic football
season

the boys were in good condition and dis
played a fair knowledge of the game.
One point in the game both elevens ap
preoiuted and followed to a “t,” and thal
was the rule against slugging, both side!

This!

We offer One Hundred Hollars Rewart
fur any case of Cularrh
that cannot hi
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We
the undersigned, have known F. .1
Cheney for the last fifteen years, and
be
lieve him perfectly honorable In all
busi
and financially able ti
ness transactions
carry out any obligations made by
thei

playing

a

About four
both elevens

linn.

WEST
TRAUX. Wholesale Druggists
Toledo,
WALDING. K1NNAN * MARVIN. Whole
sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure la taken interna 11
uclng direc'ly upon tbe bicod and mucon *
Surfaces of the system. Price 75c per bottle
sold by all druggists Testimonials free.
&
O.

■

pleased with the
fested
by frequent

manigame was
outbursts
of enthusiasm. Tbe first half was a little onesided, but nevertheless was very enterBoth teams played with great
taining.
vim. The Westbrooks gained their points
by smart sprinting and by furnishing the
runner

FIRST HALF.

turkeys, kicking foot bails

decided

not need an eleetrio road.
“Why, we
have tiie most beautiful village in Cumberland county’
stated the clergyman
“and we demand no more than
any
other of the suburban
towns similarly
located when we ask for this road. ’’The
remarks
stirred the
auditors, who

gentlemanly
attended,
hundred people
i)
being well represented
clean,

game

the audienoe.
The game started with the Woodmai
The
Steven:
team having the kickoff.
team got tho ball from the kick and thoii
backs started in to rush the ball througl

They had advanoed it to Wood
man’s thirty yard line when they lost tin

the line.

with a good interference.
Tbe
Westbrooks made seven touchdowns and
three goals in tho first half.
In the
second half there was great playing. The
Santords made a desperate attempt
to
even the score, but were able to
make
one

touchdown.

The

Westbrooks
There were

only
failed to score a
point.
several interchanges of the ball and some
No bad temper was shown
good punis.
but that it was not a gentle game
was
manifested by frequent oalls for time to

administer to tbe injured.
Left Guard
Blackwood was obliged to leave t}re field
near the close of the last haif on account
of injuries.

The liue up is

as

follows:

WKSTRBOOKS.SANFORDS.
K. Leightou,

c.

Chapman,
Quinby,
March,
Blackwood,
L. Leighton,
McClellan,
Porter,

t.
1. t.
r. g.
1. g.

Gowen

Geary

r.

r.

Higgins

Tibbetts
Reed

Hickey

e.

1. e.
r. h. b.
1. h. b.
q. b.

Hodgkins,
Bryson,

Callahan
Taylor

u.

a.

utuiQu,

St irks
Parent

uiccunuuu

Walter Haskell acted as referee for the
Wostbrooks and Nichols for the Sanfords.
Warren, ’96, of Bowdoin, has been coach-

ing the Westbrook High
eleven for the past week.
South Berwick

sohool foot ball

Defeats Philips Exeter.

press.'!
South Berwick, November 28—A crowd
of about 2,000 saw a great game of foot
ball at Burgett Park, Dover, N. H., this
afternoon. Tho South Berwick played as
[special

one man

to

the

and defeated tho

Phillips

Academy boys 8 to 0.

of 46 to 2.
From the start to the finish
Cornell was never in tho game.
Pennsylvania scored IT points in the first hall
and 29 in the second.
Cornell scored its
two points on a safety touchdown from
Brooke’s fumbling the ball when it was
passed to him for a kick.
Throughout
the entire game with the exception of a
few moments in tho first, hulf,
Pennsylvania’s was offensive and defensive play
was as flue an exhibition of fast scientific
football as has over been seen in this city.
and swcpl
Over weighted, out-played
away before the furious onslaught of the
Ithacans
tho
fought
Quakers,
bravely,
but it as in vain that their hacks hurled
themselves against
Pennsylvania’s impregnable line, or attempted to start the
ends, and towards the last it only became
a question of time for tho red and blue tc
score touchdowns after touchdown.
The
field was simply a sheet of slippery mud
U. P. claims the championship of the
colb-go world.
Games.

Dartmouth, 4.
University of Michigan, 18; University1
Brown, 10;

A., 4;

Chicago

A

At Worcester yesterday the
Armenians
adopted strong resolutions of sympathy
for their suffering countrymen
the powers to. interfere.

Beecham’s

pation

pills

book at your
go

by

and cal]

for consti-

io* and 25*.

Get the

druggist’s

it.

Annual sales

moro

than 6,000,000

of the most prominent men in the
its tresaurer
town, and who has been
for more than the past dozen years, stepped to tho front. Mr. Hinkley said that
he felt that as a member
of the committee to who had tried to
secure the
Mr.
remarks
had voiced
Reynolds’s
road,
the sentiment of the community. He
would move that the address he printed
in full and circulated at large. To the
motion there was a rising vote of thanks;
every man, woman and child oxpres sed
their vote in this manner. Yesterday’s
ohurch service has been by far the most
lively held in that section for yoars and
has created 'a great deal of interest.
Gorham poople,it seems, will not rest
until their desires are granted.

single plant bears numerous seed,
•which are distributed by the wind. In
the winter the plant dies and the root is
broken at the surface of the ground by
the force of the wind. Then the plant is
blown about the country, dropping its
seed as it moves along. The plants grow
very closely together and completely
cover the ground.
They have sharp
spines, which worry animals and cause
festering sores. They also render the
operation of reaping and mowing machines impossible.
A

Is Winter

Eye

a

Perennial?

boxes.

field of 4C
acres and pastured it cue year. The second year he fenced off ten acres to grow
grain and pastured the remaining 8C
The third year he fenoed off anacres.
other ten acres for grain and pastured
the remaining 20 acres. The fourth yeai
he fenced off ten acres for grain and pastured the last ten acres. The fifth year he
harvested a crop of grain from the Iasi
ten acres. Judge White’s experiment
demonstrated that winter rye is a perennial bo long as you prevent its jointing,
explains a correspondent of The New
England Homestead, who says: “If yot
are in a hurry for a pasture, I know oi
nothing better than winter rye. I sowec
rye and redtop last Ocl/jber and begat
pasturing it in April, 1895. It is yield
ing a surprising amount of feed.

with winter rye. He sowed

More

a

Potash Needed.

No doubt it is true that potash is tin
need of soils where tobacco culturf
has been the main crop for years. Th<
stone fruits, especially the peaoh, seen
to dorive the greatest benefit from iti
use.
This is especially true when th<
orchard is on sandy land. Potash in th<
form of hard wood, fresh ashes or a lib
eral application of kainit or other pot
ash salts aids materially in keeping tin
trees in such a healthy condition thai
they are undoubtedly less liable to be at
tacked by the yellows, or other disease:
of a similar character, says Americai

great

Agriculturist.

and

have

TTfl©

you the

cost

samc-

Brunswick

Cigar

TRADE MARK
is GOOD and you will like it and
Sold by first-class dealers

'Wholesale depot.
E. L. STANWOOD

&

CO,

buy it again.
everywhere.

PORTLAND,

MAINE.
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Ivorine
Washing Powder.

The “New Woman.”
When the “New Woman”

really

comes

to

stay,
She will don her bloomers and wheel away,
To preach and to doctor and have her say
And
The

run
“

and

judge

Before

like

jury,

Henry Clay,

the old world in her

New Man’s

”

on

silvery sheen,
be faultlessly clean,

a

His floors and his flannels
“

way.

which housewifes lean.

His linen will shine with
For the wise

own new

despair will not be so keen,

If he knows the staff

Thero are several other advantages
from top dressing. Not the least of
these is the protection that the manure
affords the plants. The top dressing
will frequently prevent the sharp frosts
and subsequent thaws from throwing
the roots of the plants out of the ground.
It shelters them from the cold winds,
and during storms, when the snow is
drifting badly across the fields, it catches
a great deal of it and buries the plants 4
underneath. As a frost protector, the
manure top dressed over the field in ♦
winter has consequently no equal, says
a writer in The American Cultivator.

New Man

”

will

use

Ivorine.

Cake of Toilet Soap in Every Package of Ivorine Washing Powder.
The J. B. WILLIAMS CO.

f

Fertilizer.

of carbon has long been
successfully uEed in France as a remedy
for phylloxera on grapevines, and is
coming into use in this country as an
effective treatment for club root in cabbage, smut in onions, etc. It has been
proved in France that the use of this
substance has considerably increased the
yield of all crops, while soils that were
“clover siok” or that failed to produce
good yields of a crop that had been
grown upon them year after year were
made to give good crops by the applies-

Bisulphide

non oi

nisuipmae oi oaroon. nave

sucn
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“the RAINY DAY”

,
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A Carton.

Glastonbury, Conn.
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that
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many of the old saytell us to prepare for,
is generally the day after
a big fire.
so

Sings4

4

^

f

*

a

♦

i

DOW &
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j
♦

35 Exchange Street.
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How many disorders of children were really caused by
and how quickly and surely they can be cured,
mortality would be reuuced to a minimum.

£ worms
* infant

JL1

£

X

^

♦♦♦ ♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« »♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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PINKHAH,

Fire and Casualty Insurance.

£

♦

day.

4

»
(
(

»
»

Pin Worm !:

f at_1

Whiter.

4

As vve represent the strongest
fire insurance companies, we are
able to protect you from such

4

results been observed in this oountry?
They are important in showing that this
substance is beneficial to the soil, so
that its use as an inseoticide, germicide
and fertilizer is likely to be governed
by its cost.—American Agriculturist.

Asparagus
It takes very little heat to start asparagus Into growth, and occasionally
it is desirable to replace beds of old
£ the great vegetable specific, has been curing children
S for 41 years. It is the safest, quickest, and most effect1I V
plants with young ones. In this case the
all stomach disorders
| ual medicine ever preparedatlor
old roots can be taken up and placed in
«.
| of children or adults. 35c. all druggists or by mail. 1
=
children
sent free to mothers.
book
about
valuable
A
1/
a cellar or even a frame where they
1^. I lt“W
£ Treatment of Tapeworms a Specialty. Particulars free,
can be protected from frost, and the as£ DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., AUBURN, ME.
I
gininunnniiuniimiimiinimiiiiiinHmiiBtfWW^W^i'VWWWWinff^WWVti'WVWWnr'Vl 1
paragus sprouts will come into use a
month or two before they can be obtained from the open ground. They can be
set very closely together, so that a large
i
ThE« Famous llcmedy cares quickly,permanent*
amount of asparagus shoots can be obI ly all nervous diseases. Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
?
Power,
Headache, Wakefulness, Lc»t vitality,
[
tained from a comparatively small spaoe,
1 nightly emissions. 6711 dreams, Impotency and wast*
®
***-**■
»'«■
1—J jug diseases caused by youthful errors or cxbut, explains Meehan’s Monthly, these
cesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve t<on3c aud
roots usually are not considered of much
blood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
piumr. Easi'y carried in vest pocket. S3 per box;
value after one crop has been taken
<6 for 85. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee
to cure or monev refunded. Write us, free me<13ca9
from them ill this way. Rhubarb roots
book, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials and
can be made to produce early stalks in
financial references. Ao charge farconealis*.
aEED t)©M
Beware of imitation*. Sold by our advertised agents, or address A
Sons.
much the same manner.
Vlasonio Temple. Chicaco.
In

[Mothers
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gold in Portland by E. L. FOSS, 639 Congress St., and by L. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress St.
feb2eodtf

F rmer'i Icehouse.

If the farmer would have any of tire
luxuries which are possible to those who
live in cities, there is nothing that will
insure them so cheaply as a good icehouse, says Prairie Farmer. A suitable
building for holding ice may be built
wholly above ground, or partly below
and partly aoove, but in either case it
should have good drainage, and tight
roofing, and ample arrangement for ventilation. There should be a space of
from 18 to 24 inches between the walls
and the cubes of ice. This spaoe is best
filled with sawdust, or in the absence of
this with fresh leaves or chopped stray,
The opening should be on the north side
of the building, and it is best if the

building
Do not let your dealer palm off on yot
Insist oi
ny new remedy for colds.
having Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

just as easy to
a
good smoke as a
poor one, they

yield.

Hussian Thlstla In the East.

-O’

MISCELLANEOUS.
-i---

good Cigar.

a

It’s

Top Dressing: Winter Grain.

Stephen Hinkley, Esq.,

The agrionltnral department of Washington has been notified that the noxious plant known as Russian thistle haf
been found in the yards of the West
Shore railroad at Weehawken, N. J. At
this plant spreads rapidly and has overrun 40,000 square miles in Etates beyond the Mississippi river, the importance of concerted action in arresting itf
progress is evident. In many of the
western states the legislatures have
passed acts with a view of exterminating the weed and preventing its spread-

Have

Heat.

A great many sow the winter wheat
and winter rye in the fall, and then
leave the manure for a winter top dressing, and the results are so good that the
method is well justified.
The work of every grain raiser in
such times as these is consequently to
increase the yield per acre. Reduce the
acreage, but increase the yield. By giving a liberal top dressing of manure in
the fall or winter to the grain we make
doubly certain the chances of a higher

one

Exeter

Philadelphia, November 28—On
lin field this afternoon, aihid the
of 16,000 people, the University of Pennsylvania closed the second season of unbroken victories In foot ball by defeating the Cornell College eleven by a score

of Chiaago, 0.
Boston—Boston A.
A., 4.

address,

Judge White of Whitestown, Oneida
county, N. Y., was one of the first setFrank- tlers west of Albany. About 80 years
cheers •ago he tried an important experiment

V. P. 46, Cornell 2.

Other

of the

Honey That Haa

Blquefled by

American Bee Journal: “After candied
honey hus been liquefied by heat, is it
inferior to its former quality?” This
query elicited 25 replies. Four of these
was a plain “no” without any qualifications. Two answers were to the effect
that the quality is ^ured somewhat by
heating. The majority seemed to think
that if the liquefaction is carefully done
at the lowest possible temperature it does
not affect the quality of the honey.
Will Barnum said, “I have never detected any difference in the quality, but
it is quite probable that too much heat
J. M. Jenkins
would be detrimental.
replied: “No, unless overheated. It is
not necessary to cook or boil it to liquefy
honey, and care should be taken to use
only enough heat (hot water) to attain
C. H. Dibbern said,
the desired result.
“I think not, unless the heat is up to
about the boiling point.” J. M. Hambaugh’s answer was, “No, not necessarily. The flavor is often injured by
allowing it to become too hot.
G. W. Demaree wrote: “The honey
will not be injured if melted under
Put
glasB by the heat of the sun.
your candied honey in small, bright tin
buckets. Set them in a shallow box,
covered with glass (like a solar wax extractor), put the lids loosely on the
buckets. In this way you may melt 100
or more pounds each clear day, and the
delicious odor of new honey will apparently be restored. I use my solar wax
extractor to melt candied honey, and it
does the work well.
Allen Pringle expresses the opinion
that honey is at its beet a few days after
being extracted, when it is fully ripe.
No matter how ripe the honey is when
extracted, he thinks the taste is improved somewhat by allowing it to
stand exposed in a warm, dry place for
a short time.
It loses the pungency to
some
extent, without deteriorating in
flavor. “On the contrary, when candied
honey is liquefied, it should not be left
exposed at all, but sealed np tight at
The exposure in
once while it is hot.
the one case improves it, while in the
other it deteriorates it. If the honey
has been properly handled from the
start, and is liquefied right and put up
at once, as above, it will be nearly as
good as ever, but not quite. The flavor
may be about as good, but that fragrant
aroma is partially lost.”

on the topio that was now of
the
interest to his flock than any

He had

----—-

The following query was answered
not long ago though the columns of The

1^3

to Portland’s advantage
by knocking
the ball toward his opponents’
goal.
Thornton gets the ball, but the attempt
to kick has cost her twenty-three yards.
She is able to advance over four
chalk
marks and has the ball on
Portland’s

Portland people by any means nor wa:
the blue the only color worn.
Here am
there in tho throng of pretty girls was s

yellow
they were

other.

Flavor of Candled
Been

edifloe was crowded.
on both sides should feel proud of
Mr. Reynolds was finely prepared and
their work. Tho ooaohes, Messrs. Allen
and Sullivan, deserve credit for
their gave an interesting resume of the excitement incident to the agitation for the
good work with the teams.
street car enterprise.
The following was the line up:
prefaced his remarks by referring to
W. C. CO.S. S. CO. the old
Puritan custom on days of
left end
Lunt,
Murray Thanksgiving to preach on any
timely
left tackle
Watson
Campbell,
Instead of delivering a regular
left
Heffren question

were

that Portland outplayed
Thornton in
every way except the fact that Thornton
held for downs twice.
The
following

yellow umbrellas; red and
horns and they yelled until
in the face and the
air,
oircumstances, it couldn’t
their vicinity was yellow,
went, cheer answering yell,
plying to oheer until the

was a

more

The

boys

takes the ball. The visitors can
make
but two yards in their attempts at rushThe
ing and Dow falls back for a kick.
High School forwards were right with
him and block his kick. The ball is very
treacherous and flies around in mid air.
E. G. Allen has a good reach and uses it

touchdown in the second half, the cheer: ;
long and loud, and when a momen
later the goal was kicked, the
crone
stood up and yelled.
But all the cheering was not done bi

down at the corner of the held was
collection of long haired youngsters fron
the city by tbe Saco.
They had red anc

It

preach

LIQUEFIED HONEY.

eleven.
They put up a very creditable
rushing, Thornton gets to Portland’s game, but tbe Westbrooks out-played
forty-five yard line when Hatch is caught them, as the score indicates—Westbrooks, even in their enthusiasm aooorded
holding. Portland rushes only four yards 34; Sanfords, 4. There were about four round after round of applause to this
on the
next three downs so Thornton hundred spectators present and that they sentiment. Immediately at the conclusion

-AND-

JOB

them for downs. Woodman had advanced
the ball to the centre of the field
when
time was called. The soore.stood : Stevens
Silver Co., 4; Woodman, Cook & Co., 4

runs

were

MANLY VIGOR

rushes by excellent dodging, only to lose
it on a fumble as ho is downed two yards
from the line.
The Academy boys got

Robinson
intervening forty-five yards.
circles Beal for twenty, short sharp plays
invariamy actus a little, till Underwood is
also
He
pushed over for a touchdown.
kicks the goal.
H. S.,
Soore, P.
6;
Thornton, 0.
Dow kicks thirty-five yards.
Sullivan

it naturally improved all of the
man}
opportunities it found, to applaud the
The
good wo k of the Portland players.

Pertkni S\um

was kicked. Stovens kickod oil again and
Woodman worked the ball up to
their
whore Stevens
hold
twenty yard lino,

have been waiting for and they
show
how they can play when they have to.
It takes nine rushes to carry the ball the

diving and swim

i'ortlan'l crowd anc

a

weak. Then E. Dow passes the ball ahead
and Portland has it twenty yards
from
the goal.
Griffeth takes it back in three

five yards further away from their goal
when time is called for the first half.
Underwood kicks off thirty-three yards.
Thornton
rushes back
twenty-three
yards in five downs, relying principally
upon the “tandem,” Dole running with
the hall behind Wakefield, the point of
attack being the Allens. Portland has a
little luck in the form of being nresented
with the ball, Wentworth trying to hold
G. ADen.
This is the chance the boys

would require some assistance in digging
Peering soil out of his eyes. In front ol
the ropes here and there stood
a police
man, the Peering contingent being re-in
forced by a detail of
officers.
Portland
The police were prompt and efficient bul
the crowd in the main showed little disin the midst of

MISCELLANEOUS.

TEXT: “ELECTRIC ROADS.”
Thorn- ball on a fumble. Woodman immediately
blew his whistle at 8.05, Dow of
ton kicks the ball thirty yards to Locko, startod in to run tho ends.
They had
who is forced out of bounds after running advanced tho ball very rapidly down the
A Unique Thanksgiving Day Sermon
twelve yards, toward the Saco boys’ goal. field until they reached the Stevens’ five
at Gorham.
Here
the
line.
Stevens held them
Underwood and Kobinsc^ add eight yard
yards by shorter rushes, but the Thorn- and they lost the ball on downs Stevens
went in to run
ton lads are
tho ends and Residents of the Pretty Village Determined
putting up a pretty stiff de- immediately
break the lino also, Colpitts
fense and Underwood
in Their Stand—A Targe Audience and
making a
punts thirty yards.
Thornton muffs the ball, but keeps it by beautiful run of thirty yards around the
Much Interest in the Subject.
falling on it. Portland gets offside and end. Rounds finally gained through
was an unusual scene
There
it is Thornton’s ball on their
attending
forty-live the centre for a touchdown. No goal
union Thanksgiving day sorvioe o£
the
kicked.
Woodman
was
hit
yard line.
Wakefield
off,
again kicked
Cole, Foss and
Portland for a total of fifteen yards, when Carpenter sending the ball to Stevens’ the Congregational churohes in Gorham
forenoon.
the hall goes to the
High Sohoul boys for twenty yard lino. Stevens again ran the yestedrday
As is well known the people of the
“holding” in tho line.
The Portland ends, but not so successfully ns at the
hacks fail to advance and Thornton has first of the half.
By hard work they town have, for the past year or more
a chance.
Dole rushes through Locke reached the centre of tho field. Here time have been most anxious to secure the extension of the electric railroad line front
for ton yards, but loses the
ball, Sullivan was called.
The second half began
getting it and ten yards for “piling on”
with Stevens Westbrook, and as is also well known
by Thornton. Portland now rushes rigiit having the kiok off.
Carpenter caught the hoard ot railroad commissioners remet and said that it would
down the field tor steady
bo
gains. Griffeth the ball on Woodman’s twenty yard lino cently
proves thejbest ground gainer, Robinson, and advanced fifteen yards.
The ball inexpedient to accede to these wishes.
Devine and Underwood blocking off well was now in Woodman’s possession and An indignation meeting was held in the
for him. Underwood also works tho lino they started in with a vim,
their backs town hall last Saturday.
The community have not
for several good gains. Portland i9 with- doing some pretty work around tho ends
yet lost any
in two yards of a score when the hall goes and through the line.
With the ball on of their ill feeling as was
developed in
to Thornton, Guliivor being guilty
of Stevens’ thirty-five yard lino tho pigskin the regular church service of Sunday
when Rev. George W.
a
to Grant,
was passed
who made
holding.
Reynolds, tho
Doio carries it out of danger in
the Congregational
two magnificent plunge around tho right end eloquent pastor of
rushes and Foss adds ten yards. All these and aided by excellent interference went parish announced that the Thanksgiving
plays are directed at Locke who seems over the line for a touchdown. No goal service should take place and he should

THE PIG SKIN’S DAY.

is

not

exposed

For sale by Landers & B.ibbige, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

"IT

a

to the sun or

month.

IS

IGNORANCE

EFFORT.”

winds.
Take the PRESS, 50c

diseases of
the generative organs Of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. Falling or Lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors,
Mental Worrt, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. .With every 85 order we give a written guarantee to euro or refund the money. Sold at 81.410 per box, <8 boxes
for 85.00. 3>ft. MOTT’S CElElMICALCO., Cleveland,Ohio.
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THAT WASTES

TRAINED SERVANTS USE

SAPOLIO

MISCELLANEOUS.

WEBSTER AND

CUBA.

holden

no otherwise than as grants
and
crowned
heads.
from
‘Useful and necessary changes in legislation and administration,’ says the
Laybaoh circular of May, 1831, ‘ought
ouiy to emanate from the free will and
intelligent conviction of those whom God
has rondered responsible fur power; all
that deviates from this lino necessarily
lends to disorder, commotion and evils
far more insufferable than those which
they pretend to remedy.’ And his late
Austrian majesty, Francis 1, is reported
to have declared, in an address to the
Hungarian diet, in 1820, that ‘the whole
world had become foolish, aDd, leaving
their ancient laws, were in search of im’’
aginary constitutions.

iudulgenoies

Gout
Glands

Utterances TJiat Have Application to
the Present Situation,

Gymnasts

The Great Stateman’s Answer

to

Austria

in 1850.

is the agonizing inflammation of wide
prevalence. Thousands suffer from inflamec
glands. The multitude who indulge in gjrm
nastic exercises meet with bruises, contusions
strains, sprains, soreness, stiffness, lameness
Gout

(Washington

We have the sovereign remedy to soothe anc
relieve all these ills and mishaps, and not 011I3
these but all inward and outward aches, pains

attitude of the government of the United
States, in regard to the Cuban revolution,
to excuse the reproduction of its
princi
pal features.
The iut'ter is under the State

inflammations. Its extraordinary worth
merit and excellence have won the publi<
favor in a way that i s wonderful. It cures cuts
burns, scalds, chills, croup, colic, cholen
morbus, cholera infantum, chronic diarrhoea
stings, bites, chapped lips and hands, chil
blains and all lung, chest, kidney and bowe
troubles. It breaks up colds, coughs, hoarse
ness, asthma, catarrh and all throat troubles
It penetrates neuralgia, sciatica, rheumatisn
and all spinal troubles. It quickly relieves
headache, toothache, earache and backache
and

Depart-

letter head of date December 21,
1850. In the opening of the lettor Mr.
Webster says:
The objects of Mr. Hulsemann’s note

ment

are, first, to protest, by order of his government, against the steps taken by the
late resident of tho United States to ascertain the progress and probable result
of the revolutionary movements in Hun-

JoiinsonvTar"
anodvneLINIMENT

stood on its own intrinsic merit while
generation after generation has used it witt
and transmitted the know
satisfaction
entire
ledge of its worth to their children as a valuable
Inheritance. For over 80 years the demand foi
it has steadily increased. It has probablj
saved more lives and relieved more suffering
than any other remedy. It was devised by ar
old fashioned, noble hearted Family Physiciai
for the good of his fellow men. It is mar
vellous the number of different diseases it wil
Be not afraid to trust what time hacure.
endorsed. Every Mother should have it in th<
house, dropped on sugar suffering childrei
love it. Its electric energy everlasting!]
eradicates inflammation without irritation.
Has

Your Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment I found t<
be the most valuable of any I ever used. I hac
strained
cord that bothered me for four years
a
I did not find any relief until I used your valu
Wm. Mills,
able Liniment.
Champion Sprinter of New England.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on

every

Star.)

The letter from Daniel Webster to Mr.
Hulsemann, charge d’affairs of Austria,
referred to in a recent issue of The Star,
is interesting enough as bearing on the

bottle,

_

SYMPATHY FOR

REVLUTIONISTS.

Mr. Webster then speaks in terms of
eloquent enthusiasm :
“The power of this republic at the present moment is spread over a region,
one
of the richest and most fertile on the
globe, and of an extent in comparison
with which tlio possessions of the house
of Hapsburg aro hut ns a patch on the
earth’s surface. Its population, already
35 000,000, will exceed that of the Austrian empire within the period during
which it may be hoped that Mr. Hul-

_miscellaneous.

“Had the Imperial government of Austria subjected Mr. Mann to the treatment
of a spy it would have placed itself without the pale of civilized nations; and the
cabinet of Vienna may be assured that if
it had carried or
attempted to carry any
such lawless purpose into effect, in case,
of an authorized
agent of this government, the spirit of the people of this
country would have demanded immediate
hostilities to bo waged by the utmost
exertion of the power of the republic,
military and naval.”
In conclusion Mr. Webster says:
“Toward the conclusion of his note Mr.
H ulscmann remarks that ‘if the government of the United States were to think
it proper to take an indirect
part in the
political movements of Europe, American policy would be
exposed to acts of
retaliation, and to certain inconveniences,
which would not fail to affect the commerce and industry of the two hemisAs to this possible fortune, this
pheres.
hypothetical retaliation, the government
and people of the United Srates aro quite
willing to take their chances and abide
their destiny. Taking neither a direct
nor an indirect
part in the domestic or
internecine movements of Europe, they
have no fear of events of the nature alluded to by Mr. Hulsmann. It would be idlo
now to
discuss with Mr. Huisemann
t hose acts of retaliation which he
imagines may possibly take place at some indefinite time hereafter.
“Those questions will be disoussed
when thoy arise and Mr. Huisemann aud
the cabinet of Vionna may rest assured
that in the meantime, while performing
with striot and exaot fidelity all their
neutral duties, nothing will deter either
the government or the people of the
United States from exercising, at their
own discretion, the rights belonging to
them as an independent nation
and of
forming and expressing their own opinions upon the great political events whioh
may transpire among the civilized nations
of the earth. Their own
institutions
stand upon the broadest principles of
civil liberty, and believing those principles and the fundamental laws in which
they are embodied to be eminently favorable to the prosperity of States—to be, in
fact, the only principles of government
which meet the demands of the present
cnligiitened age—the President lias perceived with great satisfaction that in the
constitution recently introduced into the
Austrian empire many of those great
principles are recognized and applied,
and ho cherishes a sincere wish that they
same
may produce the
happy effeots
thoughont his Austrian majesty’s extensive dominions as they have done in the
United States.”

gary ; and. secondly, to complain of some semaun may yet remain in the honorable
expressions in the instructions of tho discharge of his duties to his government.
late Secreatry of State to Mr. A. Dudley Its navigation and commerce are hardly
Maun, a confidential agent of tho United exceeded by the oldest and most commerits
States, as communicated by President cial nation its maritime and
maritime
may be seen by Austria
Taylor to the Senate on the 28th of itself, in allpower
seas whero she has
ports as
Maroh last.
weil as they may be seen also in all
“The principal ground of protest is quarters of the globe. Life, liberty, propfounded on the idea, or in the allegation, erty and all personal rights are amply
seourod to all citizens, and protected by
that the government of the United States,
jest and stable laws: and credit, publio
by tbo mission of Mr. Mann and his in- as well as private, is as Well established
vJA
has
interfered
in
--6o>wumoiiu
UUlitlllClll'Uil
the domestic
structions,
affairs of Austria in a manner unjust or Europe; and the country in a ! its interests and concerns partakes most largeThe ly in all the improvements and
disiespeotful toward tho power.
progress
President’s message was a communica- which distinguish the age.
Certainly the
tion made by him to the Senate ‘trans- United States may be pardoned even by
those who profess adherence to the princimitting a correspondence between the ex- ples of absolute
government if they enterecutive government and a confidential tain an ardent affection for those
popular
This would seem to forms of political
agent of its own.
organization" which
he itself a domestic transaction, a mere have so rapidly advanced their own prosand enabled them in
perity and
incidence of intercourse between the so short a happiness
period to bring their country
r resident and tne
and
in
the
the
to
manner
whioh it belongs
benate,
hemisphere
which is usual and indispensable in ocm- to the notice and respcetful regard, not
to say the admiration of the civilized
munications
between
the
different world. Nevertheless the United States
branches of the government.
It was not has abstained at all times from acts of inaddressed either to Austria or Hungary; terference with the political changes of
(he earth. They cannot, howevor, fail to
nor was it a public manifesto, to which
cherish always a lively interest in the
any foreign state was called on to reply. fortunes of nations
struggling for instiIt was an acoount of its transactions tutions like their own.
Hut this sympacommunicated by the executive govern- thy, so far from being ncessarily a hostile
toward any of the parties to these
ment to the Senate,
The Samaritan society intend to hold a
at the request ol feeling
great national struggles, is quite consisthat | body;
made
publio,
indeed, tent with amicable relations with them fair in December to raise fundsj to buy
The Hungarian people are threo or another graveyard.
because such
is
the
common all.
four times as numerous as the inhabiMr. John Smith and family of Concord,
and
usual
course
of
procedure. tants of these United States were when
It may be regarded as somewhat strange, the American revoution broke
N.
H., spent Thanksgiving with his
out. They
therefore, that the Austrian cabinet did possess, in a distinct language, and in brother, Mr. Jas. E. Smith, Preble street.
Masters Lawrence and Charles Dixon
not perceive that, by the instructions otler respects, important elements of a
nationality which the Anglo- are taking a course in French at their
given to Mr. Hulsemann, it was itselt separate
Saxon race in this country did not posinterfering with the domestic concerns oi sess; and if the United States wish suc- home.
There are two cases of diphtheria on
a foreign state, the very thing
which is cess to countries contending for popular
the ground of its complaint against the constitutions and national independence Preble street.
it is only because they regard such conThe History Club had a very interestUnited States.”
stitutions and such national independence
He then proceeds to enlarge upoa this not as imaginary, but as real blessing. ” ing meeting Wednesday evening at the
home of Miss Stevens. The next meeting
proposition and adds, after recapitulating
THE CASE OF HUNGARY.
will be held at the residence of Captain
Mr. Hulsemann’s note:
The manner in which the attention of
Andrew Smart, Sawyer street, Friday
“If Mr.‘Hulsemann saw, in the adthe President was called to the situation
dress of the President to the diplomatic
evening, Deeembev 6th.
in Hungary by Mr. Stiles is recited:
Mr. John Fisher has given up his home
corps, satisfactory pledges of the senti“In
the
of
course
the
and
in
1848,
year
ments and the policy of this government
in the Pitter Blook and will pass
the
in regal'd to mutual rights and mutual the early part of the yoar 1849,” Mr.
winter with his mother on Preble street.
duties, it might, perhaps, have been bet- Webster says, “a considerable number of
J. Osgood Grailam was home from
ter not to bring on a discussion of past
came to the
United States.
transactions. But the undersigned read- Hungarians
Biddeford to pass Thanksgiving.
them
were
individuals
Among
admits
that
this
was
a
represenfit
ily
quesiton
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Meaher are enteronly for the consideration and decision of ting themselves to be in the confidence of
taining company for a few days.
Mr. Hulsemann himself; and although the
and
revolutionary government,
by
the President does not see that any good
Mr. ana Mrs. Eliphalet C.
Robinson
these persons the President was strongly
purpose can be answered by re-opening
have issued invitations for the wedding
the inquiry into the propriety of the urged to recognize the existence of that
of their daughter, Mary Louise,
steps taken by President Taylor to ascer- government. In these applications, and reception
and Mr. George Thomas Spear, December
tain the probable issue of the late civil
in the manner in which they were viewed
war in Hungary, justice to
his memory
4th, from 8.30 until 10 o’clock.
requires the undersigned briefly to re- by the President, there was nothing unMrs. R. A. Parker is to form a class in
state the history of these steps, and to usual; still less was there anything unvoice oulture and expression soon.
show their consistency with the neutral authorized
by the law of nations. It is
policy which has invariably guided the the
right of every independent state to
government of the United States in its
Dover and Foxcroft.
foreign relations, as well as with the es- enter into friendly relations with every
The cases of Oleson V3. Matthews and.
tablished and well-settled principles of other
Of
course
independent state.
national intercourse and the doctrinos of
questions of prudence naturally arise in Dinsmore vs. Bobson which were republic law.
ferred to Judge Wiswell were heard at the
“The undersigned will observe that reference to new States, brought by sucinto the family of Court House Friday and Saturday.
the President is persuaded his majesty, cessful revolutions
the Emperor of Austria, docs not think
The hearing in the former case was
nations; but it is not to be required of
closed and will be reported next term of
that the government of the United States neutral
powers that they should await
ought to view with unconcern the extra- for recognition of the now government by the Supreme Court.
The other case was continud.
ordinary events which have occurred not the parent State. No principle of public
Edwin.C Lockett has been here for one
only in his dominions, but in many other law lias been more frequently acted upon
in the interest of the I. O.
week
of
e
since
parts
Keburary, 1848.”
Europ
F.,
within the last thirty years, by the great
the result is that Tuesday night a
and
world
than
this. Within
AMERICA’S NATURAL SYMPATHIES powers of the
17 members.
that period eight or ten new States have court was oragnized of
After declaring the natural interest of established
independent
governments Officers:
C. D. H. K—M. L. Mann.
the United States within the limits of the colonial domina neutral power that
on
this
C. K.— F. H. Jackson.
ions of Spain,
continent, and In
felt in the matter, he proceeds:
has
tho'samo
betm
C. B.—H. J. Cross.
V.
done
thing
Europo
by
“But the undersigned goes further, and
B. C.—E. M. Soule.
Belgium and Greeco. The existence of
V. S.— C. W. Hayea
freely admits that, in porportion as the all these governments was recognized by
S. W.—C. M. Dixie.
powers of Europe as
extraordinary events appear to have their some of the leading
United
States
as
the
W.-E. W. Crocker.
before
it
J.
well
was
by
origin in those great ideas of responsible acknowledged by the States from which
S. B —D. H. Beale.
and popular governments, on which the they had separated themselves. If, thereJ. B. —F. H. Palmer.
P. C. B.-C. H. Knowles.
American constitutions themselves are fore, the United States had gone so far as
the
to
acknowledge
formally
independence
Chap. W. G. Bussell.
wholly founded, they could not but com- of
as
the
result
has
although
Hungary,
Physioian.—E. H. Stanhope.
mand the warm sympathy of the people
Treas.—O. McKechnie.
proved, it would have been a precipitato
or tins country.
stop, and one from which no benefit
to
resulted
either
party; it
“Well known circumstances and their would have
Thanksgiving at the Churches.
have been an act
history, indeed their whole history, havo would not, nevertheless,
law
of
the
the Union service, held at the
nations,
Besides
provided
the
against
they
made them
representatives of purely
in her contest with AusFirst Parish, reported in another place,
popular principles of government. In took no part
this light they now stand before the tria.”
there was an observance of the day at
world.
They oould not, if they would,
MR. MANN’S MISSION.
other churches. At Williston there was a
conoeal tlieir character, their conditions
The object of Mr. Mann’s mission is prayer meeting in the early m orning. At
or their destinies.
'They could not, if
they so desired, shut out from the view fully explained, and the right of the the Congress Street Methodist Episcopal
of mankind tiie causes whioh havo placed
United States to send such an agont is church the congregation and that of the
them in so short national career ib the
social
St. Lawrence Street united in a
station which they now hold among the defended.
civilized states of the world. They could
At
Referring to Mr. Hulsemann’s state- service but no sermon was preached.
not, if they desired it, suppress either the ment that Mr. Mann might have boen the Cathedral of St. Luke there was the
thoughts or the hopos which arise in
the
day and the
men’s minds, in other countries, from treated by Austria as a spy, Mr. Webster office assigned for
celebration of the Holy Eucharist.
contemplating their successful example says:
of free government.
That very intelligent and distinguished personage, the
Emperor Joseph II., was among the first
to discefn this necessary
consequence of
the Amerioau revolution on the sentiments and opinions of the peopio of Europe. In a letter to his minister in the
Netherlands in 1787 he observes that ‘it is
remarkable that France, by tho assistance
which she afforded to tho Americans,
to reflections on freedom.
gave birth
This fact, which the sagacity of that monarch perceived at so early a date, is now
known and admitted by intelligent powers all over the world.
True, indeed, it
is that tiie prevalence on tho other continent of sentiments favorable to
l-cpublican liberty is the result of the reaction of
America upon Europe, and tho source
and center of this reaction has doubtless
been, and now is, in these Unitod .States.
my
“The position tliU3 belonging to the
United States is a fact as inseparable
as an a
very
their
from
constitutional organization
and their character as the ouposito posi
to
t-ion of the powers composing' the European alliances from the history and constiutionul organization of the govern
meut of chose powers.
The sovereigns
who form that alliance have not uulTe
quently felt it their right to interfere
with the political movements of foreign
states, and have, in their manifestos ami
declarations, denounoed the popular ideas
*1
Ask for the Genuine
of the age in terms so comprehensive as
of necessity to include tho United States,
JOHANN HOFF’S Malt Extract
and their forms of government. It is well
known that one of the leading principles
All Others are Worthless Imitations.
announced by tbe allied sovereigns, after
the resoration of the
Bcurbcns, is, that
all popular oi constitutional rights are
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PIMPLES; BLOTCHES
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AND OLD SORES
PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT CATARRH. HAUBli.
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES
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Makes

and DYSPEPSIA

Marvelous Cures

Are entirely s-tEtovod fey 1KPJ**
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in Blood Poison

earth.

It__

P. P.

at Ilct
me more

Send three bottles O. O. V.
Beapectf ally yc era.
JA8. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Brown County, C«

primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercupoison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in ail blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
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7b all whom 4t may concern: 1 here*
by testify to the wonderful properties
or P. P. F. for eruptions cf the skin. 1
suffered for several years with an un*
sightly and disagreeable eruption on

wp*

I tried every known

Am

^

dp

rome-

jjs
SB

*0

SScfin Cnneer Cmrcd,

may say, without fear of

contradiction, that P. P. P. Is the best

Testimony from rhe Mayor cf Sc?:: > '■*»

Ladies whose systems are poisoned
And whose blood io in an Impure conuitlon. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonio and blood cleansing prop*
ertiosof P. P. P.—Prickly A^h, Poke
Soot and Potassium.

Sbqxjin, Thx. January In-. 1
Messes. Lippman Bros., Bavaar.sii,
Ga.: Oentlemen—I havo tried yotr P.
P. P. for a disease or the iii'm. t: »»iiy
known as skin cancer,ef tb},-'- year**
-o : 1C
standing, and :ound iivsc
o. fcllirpurifies the blocd Rod
ruction i’rom the ae&fc cf the gi.-aaso
mb prevents say spre&tmg cf the
so,'is. I hf.ve taker aresix bottlea
and feel e«r%«t>nt tbetcRC? Ver course
a *m also relieved
v*'H effect a cure,
me from Indigestion
and stomaoli

_

®F
\

\
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SPHINGFI2LD, Mo., Aug. 14th. 1893.
—I can speak 1b the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very best
hundreds of dolphysloians ana spent
jars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say It has dono mo more
good than anything I have ever taken.
I can recommend your medicine to aU
oufforers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY,
Green County, Mo.

X

X,

&&

dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
J. D. JOHNSTON,
(Signed by>
•
Savannah, GA.

blood purifier in the world, and make*
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all oases.
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C»pt. J. D. Johtiiioo.

my faoe.

For

eczema—wo

^

fvjP

Spriuz3,Ark.,an<3
thus done
good than three
?rourP.
months* treatment at the Hot Springs,

syphilis,
rial

A

X.

Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Kasshs Lippman Bho=., Savannah,
©a.: J>2ak Sirs—I bought a bottle or

P. P. P. purifies tho blood, builds up
weak
and
the
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
where
sickness,
gloomy
happiness
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.
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—Priokly Ash, Poke Roof; and Pctoaalum, the greaterc bicod purifier oa
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VERY LATEST STYLES IN THE
NEW YORK MARKET.
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WHICH PICTURE TRUE TO LIFE THE
Insect Undertakers,
Insect Carpenters,

Monsters of the Ocean,
Monarchs of the Air
Marvels of the Land.

TVe are constantly adding new gar«
ments to keep the assortment
in

Quantity

and

Quality Up

to Date.

FASCINATING AS ANY NOVEL.

Furnishers

Cloak makers.

have been woven
a mere collection of uninteresting facts, but they
nto interesting and absorbing narratives which instruct at the same time they
Read of
ntertain and amuse.

This is not

Square.
nov23eodtf

Monument

Ants that Keep Milk Cows,
Ants that Own Slaves,
Ants that Raise Grain,

Swing Lamps,

Death’s-head Moths,
Insect Rakes and

PIGEON “M®*COTTON ROOT
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positive preventive. Can be
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Japanese Pile Cura Company, St. Paul Minn.
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE, 205 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMOND
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An /EOLIAN RANDALL &
Will enable you to liave musio in your home at
any and all times, without the aid ol a musician.
It can be used by every member of
the
family, as the operation of plaving it is so
simple that it can tie learned by anyone with a
few days’ practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but Is
capable of the moat delica te sliaaings of tempoaud expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
.Eolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
All the Wagner Overtures
operatio music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arrauged lor
the JSollau, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The tone of the .Eolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the different parts.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
bear it.

Sole New England Representatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Fiauos.
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one half the number of illustrations or descriptive pages, which sells
for less than five dollars.
However until futher notice, we will offer this magnificent volume at the
unheard-of-price of

FORTY CENTS.
Mail orders will be filled from office of publication in Springfield, Ohio, unles
six cents is sent for postage. Postage free when sent from publication eflfic
Address all orders to PORTLAND DAILY PRESS, Portland, Me.
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FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
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DO YOU
4 103. i>ew

edtf

APPRECIATE-BARBJUHS^*

mines,
6 lbs. Good Raisins,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New-Raisins.
3 lbs. 4-Crown, New Raisins,
5 lbs. New Clean Oorrenat,

Now Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
-Pie Rpef, Suet and Spices.
New Fi^s, Nuts and Dates.
Id Jbs. Rolled Oats,
—

»

Office, 350 Commercial St

,,

TEIjEFIIONrE

OFFICE:

C.McCOULDRIC.'Mgr,

octlC

There is No Similar Book in Existence,

Containing

mai-9

ap3

T.

Its beautiful cover, lithographed iu colors, and its hundreds of instructive and
and entertaining pages, makes it indeed a “thing of beanty and a joy foreve.v’

and Free-

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Globe Ash.

In pictures,
All records have been broken in the publication of this volume.
size we have never offered anything that would begin to

Coals for Domestic Use.

Pocahontas

Pipe-fish,

reading matter and
equal it.

MCALLISTER,:

OAL.

Saws

Truuk-flsh,

Climbing-Ash,
Flying-Ash,
Devil-Ash,

Iffl | Kb ll

Jewels.

as

A VAST STOREHOUSE OF RAREST KNOWLEDGE

HASKELL & JONES
Clothiers,

worn

Venomous Vipers and Deadly Cobras
Whip-snakes and Rock-snakes
Sea-snakes and Ring-snakes

Its pages teem with astonishing facts. Its information is so
exhaustive that
the same amount of knowledge could not be otherwise gathered together outside
of a large library. In the work of gathering this vast amount of information all
of the well known authorities have been freely consulted, and you can positively
rely upon every statement made in the book.

—

and JLadies’

Insects

Horned Screamers and Tailor-birds,
Birds with Four Hundred Tongues,
Serpent-eaters and Scissors-bilis.

Customers who can’t be suited from
Stock, can have (Garments MADE to
ORDER at a small additional cost.

Tailors,

OVER

1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS

Cloak and
to show our
Customers the

Cape Stock enable

j The M. STEIHEBT & SONS GO.,

JF

5 ©4

OF LAND

xo cts.

25
25
-5
25
l‘>
20

cts.
cis.

cts.
cis.
cts.
cts.

i» UlS.

Porn Roasts,
Beef Roasts,
Corned Beef

Tamarinds,

r.i bg. silver Skinned
12 lbs. *s\\eet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,
St. Andrews Turnips,

on

<-ts.

50

ets.

25 cts.

M

JAAl.
JLJ JLJp
J&. rn
twiddle.
60
5&tn
35 ik 37
S'/idia StS.

.

inn

8 cts. ib
»3 to 12 ets. lb
2 lo 8 cents, lb8 cts In
'Z\ eta
Onions,

25 ct a
bush
bush

~

7

! certainty

PORTLAND DAILY PReSS

due in

large

to

measure

theatened changes in the tariff, manufacturers in this country began to curtail
production and the consequence was that

—AND—

MAINE STATE FKESS.

lfalf square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
•'A Square” is a space ot the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices
classed with

other

type and
paid notices, 15 cents per
in

nonpanel

line each insertion.
Pure r,eading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advernot paid! lia advance, IwiU be
isements

barged

at

regular

rates.

State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
r.criptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97
Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
In Maine

for first

THE

PRESS.

ERIDAI, NOVEMBER
It looks

29.

though

President Cresco ot
Venezuela had made up
his mind to
tight. He has quietly been
making a
tour of the provinces and finds that he
oan

as

put into the Held

men.

This would be

an
a

army of 100,000
pretty formidable

foTcc and if well armed
a
would give England

and

good

While Mr. Benedict is certain that

Mr.

Cleveland would not accept a renomination under any circumstances, Mr. J.
Secretary of AgriSterling Morton,

1
•j

No

Republican

IByou

The real

ly

remarkable
thing is, considering the section from
whioh they chiefly come, that they are
not
ver.

substantially unanimous for free silA year ago they would have been.

L'he Sanitary Inspectors journal published by tho State Board of Health,
speaking of the recent ; outbreak of
diphtheria in Rocklnnd, says that it got
its start beoause “'oases of sore throat,
from

their clinical aspects, could
which,
not
be differentiated
positively from
mild cases of diphtheria were not reported to the local board of health, and,
what is more, ohildren from the houses
in which these eases were present were
allowed to go to school.
There is not
doubt that the great majority of
the outbreaks of diphtheria get their start
in this way,
and
not
from
leaky
muen

drains, as many people seem to think,
though of course
imperfect sanitation
helps to spread It For a year or more
competent medical men have made daily
Ul U1B

report the

To his annual departmental
o£ Agriculture has appended
of farming
some facts about the extent
and farm lands in the United States

bankrupt Treasury ?—Argus.

Thgre are some more “cold facts” that
the Argus does not touch
There
upon
was an election in November, 1892 in
which a party secured control of the
Presidency and both houses of Congress
•hat declared
its intention to
repeal
tho McKinley bill and substitute for it a
measure

in which all the duties on

im-

portant foreign importations should be
scaled down.. Up to the time of this
election tho McKinley tariff had

sufficient

possible point.
hey brought in only
enough to meet the immediate demand;

because they believed that
in a short
time they could import at less cost. Had
business continued as good as usual in
the country there
would
have been
smaller importations pending a

change

in the tariff for the reason above stated,
in the second
place, by reason of the un-

J

j|&
W

Agents for flame,
*1 [■
\ \ Supply the Trade.
u

take a dose of
Hood’s Pills on
retiring, and to-

Ticket Office.

UNDER U. S. HOTEL.

|

|M

V\

WARDEN. PA.

to

Raymond & Whitcomb’s
lanta.

Excursions

to At-

Special excursions to Atlanta.

California^

an(*

Whitcomb Excursions

to

m°3- excursions to
California.
n
special
Florida
Low rates to or from ali parts of
Europe
rate# t0 P°mCS
r)ortU- Soutl1- East and

?.

Westap

All arrangements made in advance.
nov22

I
(7 recommend

E. SWASEY & CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,

IT*

>ct*

Commercial St„

(foot of Cross street.
eod3m)

j

Sou>e

j

of tbe

THESE

COMBINE

THINGS

TO

y)

1

|||

Kfor

others,

The cook book will be sent postpaid to any address on receipt of 15 cents.
Mail orders will be filled from the oftice of publication, causing a delay of several
days. If desired by return mail from this office send three cents for postage.
Address all orders to office of this paper.

Especially prepared to meet the wants of Farmers,
Merchants, Mechanics, Clerks, Students, Women,
and all who desire a complete work

33A]VHlEns.

0Ctl4

make any silver beautiful.

Your old silverware
look like new.

can

be made to

Nearly 70 Comprehensive
Maps. Many of Them
Double Page.
140 New and
lustrations.

p city
aruegists

peering; Chapman

Made only
Portland. Me.

by

and

Mosis

Wyman,
Mfg. Co.,

_uov28d;it

PORTLAND
Spring St.

Heading Hoorn

FRATERNITY.
Opens November 25th.

evening and
Sunday afternoon.
Classes, if desired, in
leading. Writng, etc; Club for debate and
classes
tudy of Parliamentary Practice;
n oooking and sewing; Amusement Rooms.
to E. C.
House or
»ppljr at Fraternity
lOilDAN, President, 171 Danforlb M.
nov2o

open

every

XTtilm

Committee,
eodtf

Superb

CO.,

C. W. ALLEN

dtf

the next months
can he engaged for any occasion for which
good music is required. Apply to CHARLES
GRIMMER, 180 Middle street, or members of
Grimmer’s Orchestra.
novlSdlm

Incorporated 1824.

(or

GREAT HGLIDAY ATTRACTION.

GREAT, CALIFORNIA TRIO,
Assisted by

Star

Current Accounts received

on

favorable

allowed

on

Deposits.

Time

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

wanted;

GRAY’S
I

COLLEGE

BUSINESS
AND

of Shorthand and Typewriting.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. CRAY & SON, Portland, Me.

WOOD MAN TELSAND TILING
Largest and finest stock.
est Prices.

W. A.

Low-

ALLEN,
dij

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO
Fire

Insurance

31 Exchange
Horace Anderson.

Agency,
Me.
Portland,
eodlyr

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order

Slate at

Chandler’s Muste Store 431
eodtf

MARKS,.

Book,

Card

-AND

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

M 1-3

Counties of the United
States and of American
Cities with over 5,000
Inhabitants.

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St,, Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
.All orders bj

CONSOL.

msil

telephone promptly st

or

**

4*s,

all parts

DR.PARKHURST|
TAMMANY,
PIGHTING
and What It Has
|

Will be the

subject of
only lecture in

Parkhurst's
this winter.

Dr. C. H.
Portland

LECTURE will
livered in City Hall,

THIS

evening.

be de-

Monday

Dec. 9th.

Tickets are now
Jones & Allen’s.

on

sale at

Cressey,

The 50 and 75 cent tickets secure reserved
seats.
Half fare from Lewiston. Brunswick
ind Bath and waystations on M. C. R. R.
All
stations west of Westbrook on the P. & R. R.
It., and on Grand Trunk from all stations between So. Paris and Portland.
nov25dlw

SAMARIaT

FETE

Dec. 4. 5. & 6.
Wednesday and Thursday Evenings,

and gorgeous
entertainment under
iirection of Prof. M. B. Gilbert, consisting of
ihe Amazon March, La Danza
Espagnola;
Chinese Comlque, Dusty Miller’s Processional
Pictures. The above entertainment is entirely
lew and produced upon a scale never before
utempted In Portland. One number alone iejuires 150 persons and powerful calcium lights.
Grand

Tickets,

26 cents.

Friday Evening, Grand Dancing Party,
filbert’s full orchestra.
Tickets, 60 cents.
Free admission “every afternoon.
Hall de;orated. Booths for the sale of Useful and
Fancy Articles, Flowers, Confectionery and
Refreshments.
Each day first class course
nov29dtd
linner, 35 cts. Supper, 25 cts.

ASSOCIATION

HAYDN

—

dtf

R. R.

10c to

theatre.

Saturday Matinee, Children 5c.

CITY HALL.

Street,

Little!

WM. M.

nov23

Artists.

Price, 35 cts., 50 cts., 75 cts.

Foot of Preble Street,

Congress Street.

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

Specialty

Taught

School

Thos. J.
ctl9

[[EDS AND FARMINGTON

Big Company of

Us,”

cto

dtf

a

Popular Prices I Matinees,

EDUCATE

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

and

Matinees Wednesday, Thursday llhanksgiviug) and Saturday, the

*^

SURPLUS

J. C. McCohe, Treas.

Commencing Monday Eve., Nov. 25,

of

Having many open dates

THEATRE.

C. F. Stubbs, Mgr.

GRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.

Il-

Population of each State
and Territory, of all

PARK

ALLS

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

A Whole Library of Itself,
of vital and absorbing
interest to every member of the household.

“The

Holy

City,”

OAUIi.l
Kotzsclimar Hall, Monday,
Hec, 2.
’95, Commencing at 8 o’clock p. in.
Tickets, 50c with reserved seat, to be obtained of the members and at Stockbridge’s.
nov26dtd

GRAND

CAKE

:

WALK.

:

aovlleodtf

UNDEB THE AUSPICES OF

DUE 1912.

REWARD!

-

$500

For the arrest and conviction of the
who assaulted John H. Doyle,
parties
in a saloon on India street, on or about
the 17th day of September.
JAMES DOYLE,
Victor, Col.

nov28dlmo*

DELANEY

AND GOAMES,
Thatcher Post Hall,

CDESDAY

DEC 3rd.
EVENING,
Walking for the Cake, begins at 9.
3 Beautiful Prizes.

Cake.
Single Tickets 50 cents.

ice Cream and

Social Dance.

nov27d3t*

DIAMONDS'

....

ojfcciai

nuuijutuiuu

njgaruiflg

any

IN a-

tion, Province, State, City, Town or Village
desired, the knowledge Is rarely obtainable from a school geography, which necessarily has only a few general facts and the
location of important cities.
Railroad maps

notoriously incorrect
and misleading, hence the puzzled truthare

seeker, where largo libraries are inaccessible, is without relief unless he is the
happy owner of a knowledge-satisfying,
pleasure-giving People’s Atlas.
All Countries on the Face of the Earth
are

acid to eat, no grit to scratch, no ammonia
blacken.
Try a twenty-five cent bottle.
For sale in Portland by Owen. Moore &
Co.,
iastmau Bros.* Bancroft, Frank P.Me Kenney,
eweler; Hooper, Son & Leighton, silverware
epot; Frank B. Clark, stationery and notions;
Morgan & Co., fancy goods; H. H. Hay. H. P.
W. Heseltlne & Co., Simmons &
?; Goold, D.under
ilammoiid,
eye and ear infirmary, Goold
fc Bragden,
druggists; Landers [& Babbidge.
druggists; Smitn and Broe. druggist; John
druggist; B. W. Bootliby. druggist;
lyiliamson,]
*eo Dow
druggist; Geo. E. Young, druggist;
of

Executive

r

!

J

F. O. BIALF.V.
ar!4

-OF-

AND

■

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Casco National Bank

CAPITAL

1

BAILEY &

F, O.

-BY THE-

Is

Mosis Liquid Gold and Silver Polish

ACU1TON

T^EXid

6’s

ai

no more important adjunct to a
tasty
Thanksgiving dinner than beautiful silver.

SECURITIES.

8ept7

|)

['here is

GO,

and

BONDS

dtf

at the minimum of cost.

(| saved my
[vv|

BANKING

oc21

Jan4____

M

ADOLPH ZIMMER,
Bellwood,Neb.,Apr. 13,1895.

NORTHERN

53 Exchange Street,

STEPHEN R. SMALL, President
MARSHALL R. GODIN!). Cash'ei

u

it alone

FINANCIAL.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

Interest

CENTS.

|

GOHSOMPUIN
to

15

sale.

^_nov27d3t*

Bonds,

Cent.

on

Tnese bonds are issued by the Sanitary District of Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance CHAS. S. FOBES, Prest.,
of a popular vote of the electors within Its
W. F. M1LLIKEN, V. Prest.,
limits, which include praottcally the entire JAMES E. McDOWELL,
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the JAMES E.
HEWEY,
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons. FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MAESTON. Sec’y,
FOR SALE

MAKE

THE STANDARD THE BEST.

Now

^

195 Middle St P. 0. Boi 1108.

Special Features $re:

11
Entertainments—
only $2.50, $3.25 and
?4-0°-

COURSE

Interest Payable Jauuary and
July 1.

Tabulated Form for the Recipes, Making Mistakes Nearly Imposslble; Improved Arrangement of the Tables of Weights and
Measures; A List of Utensils Neeessary in Cooking, with
Directions for their Use and Care-a Feature Especially Valuable for Beginners; Dally Bills of
Fare; Copious Illustrations, both of Articles of Food and Best Utensils to
Use in the Cooking of Them.

marc
CURE §

BUY
YOUR 75
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE AND LAMPS
retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods at the
pries you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

r,

Reserved seats, 35, 50. and 75c, Admission
®al« at Stockbridge’s. Half fare
E to all holdinc "Couihoui” tickets. Late trains on G. T. R. R.
"°n
on M. L. L

SWAN & BARRETT,

j| ATLAS OF THE WORLD

\\ delight

1 mo eod

at

Per

COUTHOUI,

famous Impersonator, assisted by the
charmmg soprano, Nellie Salome Thomas,
Mr. Geo. Hubbard
Wilder, Flutist, and Miss
Lida J. Low, Pianist.

BY

((

U With

No

Washington,

few of these names as follows:

y)

V\ Gentlemen:

0

Special Excursion

Authority in the Culinary Art.

Embodies all the best features found in other
GOOD cook books, and in addition contains
SlSflfl?!
X saw
much valuable matter not found in others, and
all eminently practical for the average househeeper; being especially designed
for those homes that love good cooking at a moderate expense. It will at once
be noticed that there is an entire absenso of those technical terms which render
the vast majority of cook books of no practical value.
4
r-pty
£ Hg

*

illoTHE PISO COMPANY,72

vil

Pine Tree

a

as

Ladies

Mrs. Harriott T. Ward, Special Teacher of Cookery, Boston.
Miss Cornelia Campbell Bedford, Supt. New York Cooking School.
And 200 others whose names are well known, and who represent nearly every
state in the Union.

m

AKRON CEREAL CO.,
daily.
Akron, O.

morrow

your digestive organs will be
regulated and you will be bright, active
and ready for any kind of work. This
has been the experience of
others; it will
be yours. Sold by all druggists. 26 cents.

give only

Recognized

Ttie

TICKETS.

terms.

Tonight!

ache, Heartburn
or Constipation,

are

PRICE

iwuuiiua

If your liver is
out of order,
causing Biliousness, Sick Head-

Housekeepers,

Prominent

and

Chefs

ALL

--

of

some

can

][

il
It

5

with the lady who read “The
of Columbus” at the World's
Fair in Chicago, MISS JESSIE

Due July 1, 1901.

Paul Resal, Chef of White House, Washington, D. C.
Louis C. Zerega, Chef Hotel Ponce de Leon, St. Augustine, Fla.
Gustav Beraud, Chef Calumet Club, Chicago.
A. J. Piliauet, Chef West Hotel, Minneapolis.
A. Gallier, Chef Hotel Brunswick, New York.
Mrs. S. T. Rorer, Principal Philadelphia Cooking School.

j (_

I
i[
Crushed 1

1500 barrels

We

[

& Josselyn, A
|1F Brown Fortland,

W

Who

]j

day-

i r
\ r
t

Celebrated

11

A heaping saucer full
with cream and you’ll
soon know which is the
best way to start the

][

In the first place the domestic commodities, merchandise and products expoted during the fisoal year of 1895 amounted to $793,000,000.
The agricultural products included in that sum amounted to
$553,215,317. The farms of the United
States, averaging 137 acres each, are valued at more than $13,000,000,000. Of such
farms there are 4,564,641, with an average
value of $2909. The farm family, including hired help, averages six persons. By
their own labor, with an additional investment of about $200 in implements
and $800 in domestio animals and sundries, the Amerioan farmers have with
their surplus products fed the American
population and furnished more than 69
In the
per cent.; of our total exports.
bulk, consequently, their work appears
successful.
highly as for
the mortgages.
The
Now,
census of 1890 shows that on the entire
valuation returned for farms there is a
Railroad
mortgage of only 16 per cent.
mortga.es represent 46 per cent,of the entire estimated value of the lines in th
United States, and in June, 1894, 192
railroads, representing nearly one-fourth
of the total railway capitalization of the I
country, were in the hands of Receivers, j
The indebtedness of banks and bankers is
enormous when oompared with the dobts
..41 4.1,.. 4?_-_
TJI_•

produced

revenue for the expenses of the
government. Why did it not continue
to do so?
First, importers seeing a prospect ahead that duties would be lowered
cut down their importations to the
lowest

foods, which contaminate the
system, but
with something good
and wholesome, such as

If
1F

v

We now come to another phase of the
The McKinley tariff went into
effect October l. 1890.
From that date
to .July 11,
1893
the surplus revenues
over expenditures amouuted to thirteen
millions (*18,388,067) From July 1, 1893
to .Juno 30, id'.ll, ilic oxcesa of tile
expenditures. over tho revenues was sixtv-nine
niillons (69,80,, To ibis
deficiency
should be added the imditionai sum of
thirteen millions (81.1,508,557) for
the
months cf July and August The Wilson
bill did nut dike boot till
September 1,
1894.
Thus :t will l.o seen by the official
record of the Treasury
Department, that
wholly under
Republican legislation
•there was an aggregate deficiency in the
National Treasury of eighty-three millions of dollars (883,311,818.) These are
cold facts. Who is responsible for the

greasy and indigestible

][

It is
which are worth a wide reading.
well for all of us to realize that during
the past fisoal year 42 per cent of our population has not only fed the other 58 per

question.

The Recipes are from Over 200 Practical and Experienced
Besides Many

j|

not with a breakfast of

|-Oa»»|

(Boston Journal.)

whooping cough, 17; mumps, 35; pediculosis, 47; scabries, 33; chicken pox,22.

j|

I to

Farming Still Profitable,

42;

j[

III

1,200 RECIPES,

w

Day Right

■j j1f

♦

186 Illustrations.

Koj
il

j£

tion.

”*-

IILLCQ., St. Joseph,

Start the

U

law enacted by a Demooratio Congress
has failed from its enaotment, and still
continues to fail, to meet the expenses
of the government. These are some “cold
faots” which the Argus omitted to men-

pupils in tile pUDllC
sohools of Boston and the result has been
significant. From the report of the superintendent of schuols it appears that
ucuu
nuin
during
the four months
It requires
ending February 28, to gain suooess in (arming.
as
well
as
brain,
brawn, mental, as well
1895,, 9,068 pupils thought to be ailing by as
manual effort.
But the idea that
the teachers were examined, and 5825 of
American farming is losing its grip is
this number were found sick and
3,238 not false. At least 43 per cent, of our popusick. The number found
siek enough lation are on farms, and their work in
to be sent home was 1,038, and of these the past fiscal year has been progressive,
profitable and altogether satisfactory.
S80 were found to bo suffering from contagious diseases, as follows: Diphtheria,
scarlet fever,
68;
19,
measles,
oAomiaauuus

C

u

][

not interfered with by the near approach
of a change in the political complexion of
the
threatadministration and
the
ened abandonment of the principle on
which our tariff laws have been framed
for the past 30 years. But the first tariff

upon

320 PAGES,

W
*
r

evening
rophecy

1

DRAINAGE,

r

and

An

ilyl.7dtf

*

f-

City Hall, Tuesday Evening, Dec. 3rd.

H. M. PAYSON & CO,
A3-a.3V3ai3a3Fl.S3ij

How to Cook It.

C

AMUSEMENTS.

INVESTMENTS. 2d STOCKBRIDGE.

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5’s.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6’s.
Borough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2's and 5's.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

CHICAGO

—and—

adminis-

Republican Congress has proved
inadequate so long as its operation was

light

What to Cook

GUARANTEE.

Iflcally Prepared
nufactured only by

a

whioh throw a new
these theories.

OUR

of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfHour, and if you do not find it
cakes you ever ale, return the
ir
grocer, leave your name, and
refund the money and charsre

__AMUSEMENTS.

-FOR SALE BY-

American Homes.

jj

culture, is going about diligently urging cent., but has furnished more than 69
that he be made
again the candidate. per cent, of all the exports of the whole
The various admirers of Cleveland had people. The idea is very likely to prevail
manufacturing communities that
better get together and settle upon some in
farming in this country is unremunerdefinite story.
ative and unsatisfactory. There is a genA majority of the Democratic members eral idea that
our farms are heavily
of the House is in favor of free silver, burdened
with
mortgages, and that
but this loses a great deal of its
sig- farming is rapidly falling from a position
nificance when it is remembered that of money
making and social dignity.
almost all the Democratic members are There are facts in the
Secretary’s report
from the South.

FINANCIAL

FOR

A grocer who offers
you any other rj
colored package than Red when
you*
3 ask for the Genuine Aunt
Jemima isO
jj trying to deceive you, and if he deceives ;‘t:
in this matter he may in
your ac- H
Remember the Red package. >
i ouuts.
Beware of counterfeits.

tration since the wai has failed
to
pay
the ourrent expenses of the government
out of the revenue. No tariff bill passed

by

I

,

combination of the great staffs
WHEAT, CORN and RICE.$

2

threatened
with
repeal or
Yet
it has
never produced

defioit.

Flour.
A

jjof

sufficient revenue from the day
of, its
enactment.
Bnsiuess, according to Demooratio papers, has revived tremendously,
and yet the bill still continues to
proa

©Dok ook

Pancake \

|

how about the J Wilson bill.
That was
p-ssec by a Democratic Congress, the
leaders of which declared that it t would
produce sufficient revenue. It has been
in Democratic hands and has not
been

equipped Secretary
deal of

trouble.

..STANDARD...

the needs of the government..
Had the
bill been left unthroatened it
to
would undoubtedly have continued
But
produce all the revenue needed.

duce

I

the__

McKinley

seriously
change.

*

Latest and Best Cook Book Published.

Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $0 per year: $S for six a
large number of men and women were
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
thrown out of employment..
Thus the
is
The Daily
delivered every morning by
was
of the people
purchasing
power
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
all
for
reduoeed
and
demand
the
Woodfords without extra charge.
and
of
foreign
goods,
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at the kinds
rate of $7 a year.
domestic, diminished. This operated
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published to still further reduce importations. As
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; long as the McKinloy bill was unthreatto cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- enod it
It
produced sufficient revenue.
tion of six weeks.
was only after
Democratic success had
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
encouraged the importer to believe that
short periods may have the addresses of their
he could get an advantage by waiting
papers changed as often as desired.
and had reduced the demand for goods
Advertising Kates.
an
uncertainty which parfirst by creating
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
and diminished the
alyzed
purchasing
Three
tnserweek
after.
75
cents
per
week,
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other power of the people that the McKinley
day advertisements, one third less than these law failed to produce revenue enough for
ates.

--

MISCELLANEOUS.

the

Shown.

Rivers and Lakes

are

Accurately Located.

Among the illustrations are the following: The Masonic Temple at Chicago (tallest building in the world), the Auditorium
Building at Chicago (one of the largest
buildings in the world), the Woman’s Temple (the handsomest building in Chicago),

Statue ot Liberty, the white
House at Washington, the Great Brooklyn
Bridge, Mirror Lake (Yosemite Valley), El
Capitan (Yosemite Valley), Waterfall and
Cave (New Zealand),Jordan River, Murchison Waterfall (Upper Nile), Pilot Knob
(Iron Mountain, Missouri), United States

(Pike’s Peak, Colorado),
Giant’s Gap (American River Canon, Colin
Tropical Florida, Falls of
orado), Scene
the Rhine, the Matterhorn Mountain
(Switzerland), Scenes in and near the City
Signal

the

United States are Given

on

to the unitea

The Popviiar and Electoral Votes for
President in 1884, 1888 and 1892 by States. List of
"eS
A1‘
Aerlcultural Productions. Mineral Products. Homestead Laws
RulesStatistics
of
'L8ervloe
Immigration, 1820 to 1891. Public Debt for the
past 100 Years, Gold and Silver Statistics. Number and Value of Farm Animals.
Cultivable Area as Compared with
Increase of Population. Postal Information, with
Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other
Information that should be in every Home,
Store, Office and School-room.

,eDti

sent postpaid t°
Address all orders

to

Urn office

30
a

SlOO?OoO

CITY QF

CENTS.

addr0gs

otttig paper.

on

reoeipt

of 80
of

oents.

BELFAST, MAINE,

10-30 4 Per Gent Bends,
DATED

It gives a Classified List of All Nations,
With Forms of Government, Geographical
Location, Size and Population.

Mail

several daily

THE
DB. B. 0. WEST'S NSBVE AND BEAIN TBEATBEHT
is sold tinder positive written guarantee, by
agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Bram and Nerve Power; Lost Mai hood:
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessive U80 of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Oonsumr«ion, Insanity
andDeath. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Swopl® package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
Hammond, corner Free and
Centei Sts.; L. C.
fowler, coi ner Congress and
G°°ld’ 581 C°n
authorized

NOVEMBER

1, 1895.

We recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

SA-INTBCSIIS.
Cor. Middle and
nov2G

Exchange Sts.
dtf

X ks\CX
MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

and

-LARGESTLINE
—

OF

—

_

the

Maps.

Relating
States Are:

PRICE

NEW LOAN.

All the Large Cities of the World, the
Important Towns and Most of the Villages

its opoumi r eaxures

*he„1

oct!9___dtf

Service

of Peking (China), Island of Juan Fernandez, State Capitols, State Seals, etc., etc.

of

A fine line of Ladles’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
n the latest styies ol settings.
My prices are
•easonable and every stone of the best quality,
810.00 to $30 0.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monunent Square
jimlldtf

42 fflaie Street.

Bartholdi’s

Typewriting.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
eodtt
jaul

notice of quarantine.
The cattle commissioners of the State of
Maine, having found from recent experience
that it has become
absolutely necessary to
supplement »»ur former notice of quarantine
issued January 1st, 1692. so that It shall include not onlv
Massachusetts, hut all other
states, order that no catile
for dairy or
breeding purposes slmll be brought
into
this state either by
road, water, rallroud or
other conveyance until further notice; and
all such cattle
entering our state, without
a permit signed
by some member of our
board will be subject to
quarantine at * he
owner s
expense, and the attention of all
persons is directed to chapters 177 and i9i
of ilie publio laws
will
of Maine, which
hereafter be rigidly enforced.
JOHN NV. DEEKING, President.
F. O. BEAL. Treasurer.
GEO. H. BAILEY. D. V. S.,
State Vetenriury Surgeon.
Deering, Nov. 12th, ’95. novltSdlwteoduw I

TRUSSES
AAB
THE

-LOWEST—
PRICES.
CEO. C. FRYE

320 Congress Street.
75c. MEW YORK ELASTIC TRUSS. 75c.
uovl
eod«
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UMO> SERVICE.
Recognition of

Thanksgiving

at

the that of Jackson,

Yes-

terday—Admirable Address bv

Rev,

Dr. Dalton—Fine Singing by the Clioir.
The churches in
Portland west of
India street united at tho First Parish
yesterday in a Thanksgiving union ser-

gation

There was a very
large congrein attendance at 11 o’clock, the

hour named for the services.
In the pulpit recess was noticed Rev. Dr.jJenkins,
of State street,
Rev. Mr. Samson of
Free streot Baptist, Rev. Dr. Blanchard
of Congress square, Rev. F. C. Rogers of
Pine street, Hev. Mr. Kimmeil of the
Church o the Messiah, andgthe pastor
of the church, Rev. J. Carroll Perkins.
After

tlie
invocation by
Rev. Mr.
the singing of Hymn 634, read by
Dr. Jenkins, the reading of Gov. Cleaves’
proolammation, and tlie Scripture reading from Isaiah, 65th chapter, by Rev.
Mr. Kimmeil, and prayer by Rev.
Mr.
Samson, Dr. Dalton deivered an admirable address on ‘‘The
Necessity of

Rogers,

Leadership,”'

of

which

the

following

is the substance:
Texts : Isaiah 66: 4—‘I have given him
to the people for a commander and leader:” St.
Matthew 16: 14—‘‘Let
them
alone. They are blind
leaders of tlie
blind. And if the blind lead the blind
(hey shall both fall into the ditch.”
These passages, said tlie preacher, bring
to our notice two kinds of leaders, tiio
the other to decne leading to victory,
feat. But leaders and leading are asthe
sumed
throughout
Scriptures and
recognized outside of them in every past
age and in all countries. In our uay,
however, the idea is somewhat obscured
by the assumption that the advent of
“Demos” and the Declaration of Independence have superseded the necessity
of leaders, who, henceforth, must “take
a baok seat,’
or, at least, march with the
popular procession, and be careful to keep
step to the tune which it pleases the peo-

ple

to set.
T fliatannf frnni

this

vifiW.

suirt

bnlinvA

that it will not bear examination, but
may be easily and conclusively refuted by
facts. All admit both the fact and the
necessity of great leaders in the past,
and up to the 19th century. The American and French revolutions are popularly
supposed to have so effectually destroyed
the old order and established a new and
better with civil rights and general education, that the (masses of mankind are
sufficient unto themselves, fully competent to take carelof themselves and others
too, on the principle that “one man is as
good as another,” perhaps better. It
would bo irrelevant to refute this contenfor they
tion from ancient precedents,
are not “up to date.”
It was only yesterday that men and women discovered
v hat singular gifts they possessed, and
how easy it, is for tthem to “go as they
please,” if they only have a mind to, and
the courage of their convictions.
I propose tfiis morning to prove the
contradictory of all tnis, and hope to
show that leaders were never more necessary and never rendered better service.
Now to the proof. My first appeal is to
united Italy, whioli was only “a geo1870
graphical expression,” as late as
when it became one country for the first
time. But how did it become one countryf Chiefly through the leadership of
Cavour. There were other leaders, but
Cavour contributed more than all the
rest. Austria presents a different pioture,
an empire
composed of different races
antagonistic to each other, yet firmly
leaderheld together by the
skillful
ship of the Emperor, doubtless the wisest
and ablest living sovereign.
Still more
convincing Is the case of Germany so
long divided by internal broils and
French diplomacy, yet united at last by
the good sense of the Prussian king, the
iiplomaoy of Bismarck and the military
genius of Von Moltke. What a combiof talents, all uniting to restore a
ost empire and even create it anew.
The French illustrate the evils of bad
leadership in the same crisis. The imin
their
portance of good leadership
case was made conspicuous
by its abso
and
the
second
sonoe,
empire fell, no
more to rise.
Turn we now to England, jwhioh suffered from selfish leadership in the 18th
century till Pitt became prime minister,
when all was changed.
With
Pitt as
prime minister, Wolfe in Canada and
Clive in India, a new face was at once
put upon the long contest between England und France.
The power of France
was broken,
That was
east and west
the turning point which made England
“mistress of the seas.
After the further and final struggle with Napoleon,
England was muon exhausted, and

Jiation

Franco

mnra

an

F.ncrlnnd

to reoover by entering at
new career as the leading

and

touq

onue

t.lio

flrar

on

her

manufacturing

commercial
the Old
country of
World, to which the old aristocracy had
to succumb.
jj
Cobden and Bright led the
way, S ir
Robert Peel followed,
Disreali educated
the old squires, and Gladstone
led the
Liberals.
Tbe result is seen
In the
of
and
growth
population
power
beyond
all precedent In tbe history of the
old
World. “The Old Order’’ changes slower
there, than here, but faster than elsewhere,
and England is now a orowned republic, a monarchy in form, a republic in
fact.
For final proof, we turn to our own dear
country. Kb need here to proolaim “the
fathers through
mighty deeds” of our
the leadership of Washington
and his
generals, of Paul Jones, on the ocean, or
of toe Provincial
In
Phila(Jongross
delphia. We bavo the high testimony of
Gladstone that tbe services and states-
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A verages for the 100 bird race:
90 per cent
Fisher,
87
Barton,
85
Neal,
83
Randall,

between the mountains

and

the

Money

in

Guessing.

in Stocks, write for
particulars. They will certainly interest
you. Address J. ARTHUR 1399 Broadway N. V.
If you ever deal
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MAINE
Items of

Interest

Gathered

by

Corres-

played

Scarboro.

He
in which he showed
great versatility.
was well
supported by the remainder
of the company.
Among the specialties
the Gleasons and Miss Walker were es-

Storkbridge

Course.

Says the MU dl boro Gazette: “Miss
Jessie Couthoui, the popular and talonted reader, has just reasons for feeling
prido in tho flattering reception accorded
her by the large audienoe
present on the
occasion of this, her second
appearance
in town. The ohief charm of her art lies
in its perfect naturalness.
None of the

A small crew of men, with their
teams,
been grading up around the
parsonThe work will probaby
ige a little.
uot“bo completed this season.
Rov. G. L. Mason preached last Sunday
in the subject,
“Is the Word

entire

Better?” He took the affirmative.
Miss Grace Cook has finished her term
if school at Beach Hill.
Last Thursday was such a blustering
lay that only one lady outside of the
'amily was present at Mrs.
Asbuury
Libby’s to attend tho Ladies’ Aid meet-

There were two fine audiences at the
Park theatre yesterday, and as usual
those who attended were pleased with the
excellent porgramme
The
presented.
California Trio again demonstrated their

dramatio
inflection.
successful in humorous
renditions.”
The
Couthoui company
will appear next week in the Stookbidge

especially

audience.
Reading of the Programme.
Report of Secretary.
Mr. Rand
Music, Violin Solo,
Debate, Resolved that the new man is
needed more than the
woman.
new
Affirmative, Wilbur Martin, MissClough.
Negative, Vernon Williams, Miss Lombard.
Music, Vocal Chorus.
Miss Vida Dyer
Musio, Vocal,
Miss Edna Dyer
Recitation.
School Journal, George Whitten, editor,
Edna Dyer, editress.
Pantomime, When the eats are away the
mice will play,
Sew Business.
of
executive
committee.
Report
Music. Vocal,
Chorus
The inclemency the weather caused
many to remain at home though their
interests were with the “young idea”.
Ihe question for debate was thought to
be rather blind, but it was evident to
those who heard the discussion that the
subject had been looked up.
This being the last'meeting, as school
ploses the 27th
the adjournment will
continue until next term.
The scholars
wish to thank the
for their atpublic
tendance and kindly jnterost manifested
ind hope for the same in the future.

uc*

ooean,

Poterson,
Dennis,
E. G. Peterson,
J. N. Martin,
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E. G. Peterson,
Adams,
Rich.
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Randall,
Adams,
Darton,
Martin,
C. Randall,
Dow,

13
8
14
,,

14
8

Peterson,
Taylor,
Neal,

j

Chisholm,
Fisher,

18
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Dennis.

Adams,
J.

Poterson,
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9
19
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EVERYBODY IS READING IT
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| When We Tell You That; |

Ward.

to

be rather unfortunate in City Hall shows on holidays lately. The Fox : & Ward minstrels may
have started out a good show, but there
is little in their performances to
commend. It is a pretty cheap show. A light
house saw them at the matinee
yesterseems

We Have the Best Fitting Shirts,
Our Prices are the Lowest,
Our Stock is the Largest,

1

=|
i

We

™

day, but there was a large
house last
evening. Tho best features last night
were the cornet solo by Mr. Lincoln
and
the lightning baton drill
by Major M.
F. Gleason.

~

S'-

—

—-

Knight,Rioker and Rice, Messrs. Merrill,
Stockbridge and Harmon, the Misses
Philbrook and Blanoliard, Mrs. Allen,

pear.
The programme will be
brilliant.
Reserved seats

Look at the Neckwear in Our

|

exceptionally

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

"Y
E5
EE
EE
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Lower

EE:
EE

Laundered lOo extra.

Mrs. Jolinscn, Mrs. Thomson and Mrs.
Smith, with Mr. Walter Simth, make a
very strong list of talent that will ap-

«

90c.
75c.
05c.
50c.
39c.

“I

EE

What is

|

truth.
have them

the exact

Senator,
Bonanza,
Forest City,
Portland Pride,
Cumberland,

Y

]

|f

Here’s our list, we always
in stock in all sizes and lengths.

—

There will be a grand
vocal and instrumental concert at
Chestnut street
ohuroh Wednesday evening next, MJsses

only telling

are

Concert.

lupervisor.
Mrs. Sully Small,

better known
as
the ice Monday
Sally*, slipped
her
dislocated
and
shoulder.
uorning
Jr. Jordan is attending her.
Mrs. Addie Winter is vistiting her sisor, Mrs. Louisa Lane.
Miss Elen Small spent
Thanskgiving
vith her cousin,, F. H. Witham.
iunt

on

and Miss Etta L. Burns.
In Friendship, Nov. 16,
Miss Josie Cushman.

Union Thanksgiving services were held
The
n
the Congregational ohurch.
lastor, Rev. George W. Reynolds, was
issisted by Rev. T. P. Millett and Rev.
Rev. E. C. Strout of the
5. M. Cousens.
Methodist church was absent on account
was
1 if illness.
The subject announced
and drew a large con‘Electric Roads,
an
unusual mim1 degation, comprising
The
speaker, Rev. Mr.
)er ol’ men.
and presented
his
best
at
Reynolds was
electrics, as a social
iis subject of
juestion in a manner that scoured the
individod attention of the audience and
,vliat was most unprecedented awakened
At the close of the
1 mthusiastic applause.
the publication
of
: icrvice a request for
was
unanimously adopted.
ho sermon
of
in
the
electrics
is
subject
L’he interest
luabatod and tbe purpose of the whole
lommunity is to press the matter to a
successful issue.
Jarius
The funeral services of Mrs.
which
1’albot and Mrs. George Stokes,
incurred Tuesday, were largely attended
mil both were highly respected. The inermont of Mrs. Talbot occurred at Everjroen Cemetery, and that of Mrs. Stokes
1

it

In this city. Nov 28, Ruth Theodora, widow
ol Commander John Stone Paine, U. S. Navy,
(laughter ol the late Colonel George Boinfora,
Chief of Ordnance, U. S. Army.
in this city. Nov. 28. Dor M„ wife of Harry
■K Noves. ncpfi ,'to years, 8 months.

Fine Flavor

other Narcotic substance.

n

I

cures

WHITE STORE,

H

I Funeral Saturday
Falmouth Foreside.

itn

[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
No. 453 Fore street.
[I.ewiston payers please copy.
In Providence, 11. i. Nov 27, Ann. wife of
the late Edmund Flynn, aged 75 years, formerly
of Portland.
[Burial at Calvary Cemetery.
In Hampden, Nov. 27. George H. Merchant,
only son of Orlando D. and Clara Merchant,
aged 13 years, 10 months, 13 days.
Xu Ellsworth, Nov. 16. Bohert J. Bennett,
aged 80 years. 16th, Mrs. Lydia B. Smith,
aged 64 years.
Ill Penobscot, Nov. 16, Mrs. Fostie Wardwell,
aged 31 years.
in Amity, Nov. 11th, ltev. Harry O. Gidney,
aged 66 years.
Ill Mattawamkeag, Nov. 20, Mrs. Sarali C.
Green, aged 65 years.
lu Brewer. Nov. 23, David IV. Washburn,
ai"'
73 years.
In Skowliegan, Nov. 15, Edmund Osborn,
aged 78 years.
In Gorham, Nov. 23, Lucy F. Stokes, aged 33
years.
In Bangor, Nov. 24, Elijah Smith, aged 67
years.
In Brewer, Nov. 24, Mrs. Priscilla W. Gregg,

aged 52
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Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.

Allen C. Smith, Free.,
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Boils,

Hatter aid Furrier,

MERRY,

237-239 Middle Street.
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Catarrh,

lease of the larger
piano
the world to the New Hotel
the Largest Piano Man n f acture
our

Chafing®,
Throat,
Ulcers,
Colds,
Rheumatism,
Sore Muscles,
Burns. ]
Sore

>

j

?

They Must

<

T«e

Two sires, 25 and 50 cent*.
At druggists, or by mail.

)
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Bkanbreth Co., 374 Canal St., N. Y.

/

ISRSE
SUNSETS
ARE THE STRONGEST.
Awarded

highetd pri«* nt World'* Fair.
Made in 250 etvlew.
Square Blankets for the road.
Surcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes, sizes and qualities.
The Beet o A is the

200 Tremont St., Boston.

BAKER BLA
5/A
Many Hai'® VF®*®! 16 Aear®.

BUY PURITY MALTINE

Sold by ajl
W rit® «s lor a/A

i

WM._MR£8

Book.

& SONS, PWto*el»hU.

BREAD,

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
all the Land.
Label attached to every Loaf. Presentation of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearei
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

c^oxjx^-^t

Thousands of toAftofctal®.
dealers.

NEW ENGLAND PIANO GO.
#ctleodtA

show

figure

j

No better made. We court comparison. You
will find our prices and terms to buy organ
unequalled. Look around, but be sure and
visit Piano Headquarters.

_

over

to

You ought to
see our ELECTRIC SEAL
CAPES.
MEN’S UNDERWEAR we are headquarters
for.
Now is the time for WARM GLOVES.
We
can fit you.
Our SOc TIES are ivorth double
the price.

as

Salva-cea,

| Piles,

known.

be Sold or

n Earache is about as

*

has to deal with. But it
Stops it immediately. Big (
< pains—1 i 111 e
pain s—it
? stops all of them.
Salva-cea is the quickest
<
< to relieve and cure
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M. Foster & Go.,
New York.
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United Hospital
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afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
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Castoria has

favor upon it.”

In this city, Nov. 28, John H. Flaherty, aged

c

Distributing Agents.

merits of

throats, thereby sending

down their

them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kiwohxlo*,
Conway, Ark.

pennyroyal pills.

the world, must remove as soon as possible,
and must realize on the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world lias ever seen.

John W. Perkins & Co.,

Our

ment have

Aek for DR. MOTT’S FEEKYROYAL FILLS and take no other
&T Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00
Cleveland, Ohio,
CO.,
HR. MOTT’S*
For sale by LANDERS & BABDIGE. 17 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

li

Manufacturers,

physicians In the children’s departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the

•*
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing Opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful

agents

Syndicate,

C. Strout, pastor
of the
Rev. E.
Methodist church, has been confined to
with
illness
the
house
ho
past week.

Castoria is so well adapted to children that
recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
211 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
I

—
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Having

if

Castoria.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

dlt

relieves

constipation and flatulency.
teething troubles,
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.
cures

5ie Congress St

nov29
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warerooms

You smoke it always
you smoke it once.

Castoria

and Wind Colic.

Castoria.

ever

Your Dealer
Willingly Shows This
Superfine Brand.

Diarrhoea

K

unity

1

harmless substitute

a

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,

FOR 19 cts.

We must
must go.
Greatest opportmove*

Burning
Popular

It is

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years* use by

Window,

They

i Even

Grovevillo.

HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver I.Is,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
4 pleasant laxative. All Druggist*

Ernest Simmons and

DEATHS.

Gorham.
iu
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lialdwin.

Rev. 1. M. Page is
attending the
Bates Theological School at Lewiston.
The winter term
of school in this
listrict commenced last Monday under
ho instruction of W. D
Churchill, the

in

J.

]

Friday evening,

10
9
7
9
8

Rich,

The ladies’ Home Journal

The Park.

at
StockNovember 24,the semi- bridge’s, Cressey, Jones & Allen’s, F. B.
inn ual
entertainment of the Woman’s Clark, T. F. Homstead’s and Stevens tk
Literary Club was held at the pleasant Jones Co.
mine ofjMrs.. Mary F. Nutter.
Although
the night was dark and stormy members
Haydn Concert.
ame from four to six miles
Each guest
Be sure and go to Stookbridge’s at once
iad been inivted to bring a fagot and
Holy City,”
while it was burning the owners should and secure seats to “The
“Thanksgiving Anthem.”
After Dr. Dalton’s address the choir and sntertain the company. The party took whioh will be rendered by the Haydns at
many original lorms since
fagots were Kotzschmar Hall next Monday night.
congregatio saug “America,” a collection variously constructed to mean anything
was taken and
the benediction
Waite's Comedy Company Next Week.
pro- 'rom a bundle of twigs,
an immense
nounced by Rev. Mr. Perkins.
jack log up to a witch and a monkey,
This above popular company will.comfhere
were
original stories,
ghost mence their second week next
Monday
MAINE’S BEST SCOREitories, songs and speeches. There was
ilso the original
as
was ably evening, on whioh oooasion Mr.
Waite
man,
Fisher Wins the Gun
Club Champion- lemonstrated by Mr. James Drew who will make his first appearance this season
proved that a pumpkin out into a Jack- and the only time during this
engageship.
i-iantern, which served as a light to give ment in the
laughing comedy “Uncle
wickedness to tho soene, was the original
For the Monday matinee the
The Thanksgiving shoot of the Port- ipecies. After the literary part the ma- Reuben.”
ierial part in the shape of sandwiches, wonderful little Elmore sisters in their
land Gun Club is over and Bob Fisher is
salads,, cake, ice cream and coffee were
Mr.
Alfred
the acknowledged champion. Mr. Fisher’s squally.enjoyed. Rev. Robert Lawton, comedy “The Two Kids.”
Kelsy will make his first appearance on
score of ninety out of a
possible one hun- who was present, made some very tUtterng remarks about the club which mod- Monday evening.
dred is a score that has
never been
isty forbids us to repeat.
reaobod before by a
State of
Maine
Albert Hoyt of Lynn, Mass., is visiting
MARRIAGES.
shooter, while the scores of Messrs. it W. M. Tibbitts.
Cornish.
Darton, Neal and Randall are all up to
In this city, Nov. 27, by Rev. I)r. Dalton,
A quiet home wedding occurred rat 12
eighty-five per oent. About 2,000 targets
Albert James Clinch aud Miss Tlrzah Emery
p’clook Wednesday at the residence of Purington. both of Portland.
were trapped and the affair wass a
!
great
Mr. and Mrs, William H. Nevens.
Mr.
In this city, Nov. 27, by Rev. C. W. Parsons,
success.
The scores were as follows:
IV. T. .Sherman Morrison and Miss Sadie Walter llarland Lovell of Portland aud Miss
EVENT 1; 10 BIRDS.
J. Neevns, were joined in marriage by Edith Harvey Wiuslow of Deering.
In Hampden. Nov. 27, Henrv S. Warren of
dev. J. B. Saer. Miss May Merrill was
and Miss Nellie M. Nichols.
Darton,
7
he bridesmaid and Mr. Harry Merrill Bangor
In Fort Fairfield, Nov. 19, John S. McKinney
Neal,
8
jest man.
Only relatives witnessed the and Miss Almeda Fisher. Frank Fisher and
Dow,
5
Miss Kate Sutton.
ceremony.
C. Randall,
8
Last evening. J. B.
Saer
delivered
me of
bis interesting
and inatrnotlvn burg and Miss Jennie Blackden of Etna.
In Mattawamkeag, Nov. 19, Charles HathaFisher,
8
ectures at the M. E. chucrh. His subject
way of Medway and Miss Lottie E. Estes of
Rich,
8
jeing “Rome.”
Mattawsmkeag.
J. Peterson,
8
Mr.
Eben Files of Boston
In South Thomaston, Nov. 19, Reuben Chandspent
Dennis,
7
"
L’hanksgiving day with Miss Myrtie ler and Miss Lila B. Crouch.
E. G. Peterson,
8
Iu Rockland. Nov. 16, Otto Ledberg and Miss
Japp.
J. N. Martin,
3
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. C.
O’Brion of Annie Johnson, both of Hurricane.
In Vinalhaven, Nov. 16. Richard Smith and
Adams,
8
Jroveto, N. H., are at Mr. D.
W. Miss Annie Crandall.
J’Brion's for a shjrt visit.
EVENT 2, 10 BIRDS.
In Waldoboro, Nov. 16, Leroy S. Winslow
Newfield.

Randall,
Randall,
Fisher,

^

f

ability to present a clean, refined and
laughter producing act. The Sildays are
Sebago.
also clever comedians while
the great
Sebago, Nov. 88. The scholars of Pot- musical team is alone worth the price
ter Academy held their third literary
of admission.
Every evening at 8, matmeeting Nov. 25th, and rendered the fol- nee
Sat urday.
lowing programme to an appreciative

It goes without saying that this report
represents but an abstraot of Dr. Dalton’s
discourse.
The music was very fine.
The choir
sang among other
things Schnecker’s
“Cantate Domino,” and
Kotzschmar’s

C.
E.

j

issue of

ing.

authority.

Dow,

j

(December)

is in the current

co arse

Growing

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

“THIS COUNTRY OF OURS”

t

gamut of

She is

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

General Harrison’s f

j

pecially good, jflj

piquant and winning charm of manner
greatly enhance tho effect of her elowhile turning a corner on a dark night, cutionary work; her voice, deep and rich,
is improving and will doubtless recover.
being easily adequate for sounding the

the Old World, and dearer to us than any
in the new.
Our earlier chief magistrates, whether
of the nation, states or cities, were selected irora the ranks of men who
had
shown their ability
and demonstrated
their fitness for the high offices to which
they were elevated by the suffrages of
their countrymen. And this reasonable
requirement should be diligently observed if we would escape the abuses sure
to follow the rule of selfish “rings” in
whose eyes a publio office is not a public
trust to bo administered with a high
sense of honor.
If we ourselves have thus far suffered
little frem a low plan of municipal
politics,, let us take heed and all due precautions with suitable safe guards lest
we should be
carried out of our true
course by adverse ourrents, and
finally
suffer shipwreck on the hidden reefs and
dangerous shoals.
Here Dr. Dalton said he
would not
enlarge on this point as it would soon be
presented by one who will speak with

Darton,
Neal,

|

amusing climaxes. Newton Beers in lie
leading role created laughter as Jack

Eight Corners, Nov. So. Mrs. Meserve,
who was recently thrown from a carriage

aave

j

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

to

two very largo houses yesterday afternoon and evening.
At the matinee “The
Plunger” was presented, and in the evening the four-not comedy entitled the
“Prince of Liars,” was presented.

effects are forced and the results are at
all times pleasing to her auditors. Her
attractive "personality,
certain
and* a

pondents of the Press.

|

Theatre.

The Waite Comedy Company

Tile
No

superior even to Boston,, the pride of the
pilgrims, nearer to the great West, and to

Randall,
Randall,
Rich,
Fisher,
.1. Peterson,

►

13

41
39
39

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

__

play abounds in comical situations and

EVENT 7; 50 BRIDS.

Merrill,
Thornton,
Chisholm,

yond most others beautiful! for situation

Dow,

t

Neal,
Fisher,

to “the great rebellion.
and the last ditch into which
Calhoun first, and then Jeff Davis and
his conferes led
their misguided
followers. Surely the consequences of bad
leadership were never more apparent. On
the other hand, prosterity will appreciate
the services of Lincoln, Seward, Greely,
Chase, Stanton and other statesmen, more
The
fame of
highly even than we do.
Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, and other
soldiers, Far rag ut and our navy, will be
undimmed by time. But even here, we
must discriminate between
things that
differ, for the time is past when a man
could be “everything by turns and noththe
ing long” as was often the case In
The south
early history of the country.
their
trained
chief
soldiers in the
put
commands, and reaped the advantage of
their training.
We pitted Banks, who
was a good speaker of the House, but no
the
soldier, against, Stonewall Jackson,
second best soldier, if not the first, of the
South, and paid deaily for our folly.
Stanton, too. was a great suocess as Secto direct
retary of War till he aspired
aotive campaigns, and the movement of
armies, as if he were a bettor soldier than
Grant or Sherman. The moral is, "Let
So
the shoemaker stick to h's last.”
much for leadership in national affairs.
But all that has been said, and much
that has been left unsaid, is applicable,
equally so, to municipal affairs,the crux of
The United States
our present positions.
government is a splendid success in spite
of minor mistakes. So are the state governments and none more so than that of
Maine, whose proud motto is “Dirigo.”
But the problem of munioinal government is the despair of the wisest and best
misamong us. The cities are more
governed than the states, either as separate or united.
This, of course, is especially true of our large cities. But evil is
contagious. Evil company corrupts good
in
manners, and a low moral standard
one city is apt to corrupt its neighbors.
The only remedy is the development of
a deeper interest, a
pride amounting to
a passion in our cities and all that affects
their welfare.
This sentiment has borne
good fruit in suoh cities as Birmingham
and Glasgow. Surely neither these, nor
any others on earth, are more worthy of
UIIU

Randall,

Adams,
C. Randall,

we come

Portland

7
10
10
11
14
13

Rioh,
E.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

15 BHIDS.

EVENT 6;

with the result predicted in the text, but
the other three thrilling the hearts of
their countrymen with
sentiments of

C.
E.

l

They can be

Calhoun,

14
31
31

Taylor,

great

were

Neal,

4-i.

i

partiots

CalWebster, who led all other loaders.
houn, indeed, “a blind leader of the blind,”

Large Congregation in Attendance

vice.

these

beyond comparison.
But what of the succeeding generation,

First Parish.
A

of

manship

db~lEkjEsispi*9

Corner Pearl & Milk
SOLE
eep*

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

PURITY BRAND EALTINE BREAD,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE GIRL OF MY HEART.

General
»

Debility.

That

complete collapse

of the

entire system, when the organs
improperly perform their func-

tions, and

as

natural result

a

ensues,

flesh is

Often when in idle thought
have raised my eyes aul caught

I

Glimpses

experienced,

and death

from starvation is the end.

concentrated food

And

This

trouble is in every instance averted by the use of that greatest

by the weakest stomach,
new

flesh and

tissue is created, the blood
is enriched, the vital organs renerve

their natural functions and

return to health is the result.

a

In this connection, Dr. M. W.
Van Denburg of Fort Edward,
N. Y., says, “I have used Bovinine in cases of extreme
debility
where

other food would be

no

tolerated and with

very satis-

factory results.”
everywhere tell the

Physicians
same

story.

for shortening pastry ? What’s
best for frying things ? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for health f
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:

(
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CWfiKS

i

A person who does some-

thing radically

-t('.

from

%

I

I
V/3^

different

fellow-men is

his

yyusually dubbed a “crank.” yyv
t’
People who want their §Sgj
y\’:
printing different from
the ordinary every-day

8jg

kind

we

are

certain

please. Whether

S3

a

cra“k

or

-ft,

gfj
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111

you

not, try
•
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THE LUXURY
of

SEA BATII

»

Gold

as a

during

WEST INDIA SEA SALT
Bath,

CTS.

GEO.

G.

FRYE

APOTHECARY,
320

Congress

Street.

BATHS ALL WINTER.

SEA
i

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK Rp
fflO.
J.

37

E.

JC3

PLUM

PRINTER,
*

StfttEBJ2.

WARREN

wishes to inform his many friends ana th<
purchasing pi-bllc that he has leased the storj
Xo. 783 Congress street, formerly occupied bt
I!. I/umsou & Co., and on

Saturday,

Nov. 30, at 1 p.

in.

full line of Hosiery. Underwear
Handkerchiefs, Gents' Furnishings, Corset;
and Faucv Goods. An invitation is exteiidet
will open
to

one

dove.

—Willis N. Bugbee in Detroit Free Press.

thYboatoterer.
steering northwest; from Samoa for 600
700 miles you will sight the Ellice
group—low lying, palm clad coral atolls,
fringed on the lee with shimmering sandy
beaches. On the weather side, exposed to
the long sweep of the ocean rollers, there
are but short, black looking reefs, banked
by Irregular piles of loose, flat, sea woru
coral, thrown up and accumulating till its
surface is brushed by the pendent leaves of
the coooanuts, only to be washed and
swirled back seaward when the wind
cornea from the westward and sends a
fierce, sweeping current along the white
beaches and black coral rocks alike.
Twenty-three years ago these islands
were almost unknown to any one save a
few wandering traders and the ubiquitous
New Bedford whaler.
But now, long ere
you oan see from the ship’s deck the snowy
tumble of the surf on the reef, a huge
white mass, grim, square and ugly, will
meet your eye—whitewashed walls of a
distressful ghastliness accentuated by
or

,3

a

and all to attend this

opening

^_^313_*-

UIaaI.

This cheerful excrescence on the face of
suffering nature is a native church.
The people have mostly assimilated
themselves, in their manners and mode of
life generally, to the new order of things
represented by the fearful looking structure aforementioned—that is to say, even
as the Tongan and Fijian, they have degenerated from a fierce, hardy, warlike
race into white
shirted, black coated
saints, whose ideal of a lovely existence is
to have public prayer twice a da/ on weekdays and all day on Sunday. To thorn it is
a good thing to get half a dollar from tho
white trader for a sick fowl, which, when
bought, will be claimed by another native,
who will have the white man fined J2 for
buying stolen property. Had the white
man paid $1, he had done wisely; that
coin sometimes goes far in the Tokelaus.
For instance, the truly unotuous native
Christian may ask a dollar for two fowls,
but he will also lease out his wife for a
similar amount.
Time was, in the Ellices, when the undue complaisance of a married woman
meant a sudden and inartistic compression
of the jugular or a swift blow from the
heavy ebony wood club, of the wronged
man.
Nowadays, sinoe the smug faced
native teacher hath shown them the right
way, such domestic troubles are condoned
by tl—that is, if it bo a genuine American dollar—or two British florins, for outraged honor would not accept the cast iron
Bolivian money or the poor silver of Chile
and Peru.
And for |1 the native “Christian” can all but pay for a nicely bound
Bible, printed in the Samoan tongue, and
thus no doubt out of evil would come
good, for he could by means of his newly
acquired purohase picture to his dusky
mate the terrors that await those who look
upon strange men and tupe fa’ apupula
(bright and shining money).
But I want to tell about Kennedy. Kennedy, the boat steerer he was called, although 20 years had passed and gone since
that day at Wallis island when he, a bright
eyed, bronze faced lad, with the fighting
4-1_.3

A i
BAH 1© lbs.
©F |

For the

the

Tl__Tl__

ning like fire through his veins, despite

Weather,

I© lbs.

twin-

Now, b3r this time, you may think,
I have waded past the brink
am struggling with the breakers in
fickle sea of love.
But this maiden is, I’m told,

~

*

that is

product

readily assimilated,

sume

she flitted here and there

Scarcely more than five years old
And of love and its enticements is as guileless

Bovinine
Retained

as

Ringing gayly with the laughter
kling in her eyes.

continual loss of

a

of her

like butterflies,
And it makes my heart rejoice
When I hear her merry voice

a

cessation of nourishment to the

body

I saw her in the park
’Twixt the twilight and the dark,
When the last beam seemed to linger in her
soft blue eyes and shine,
And her face, divinely fair,
Nestled in a wealth of hair,
Has with rapture set to beating this old wary
heart of mine.

sale.

novatsdlw'*

his New England bringing up, ran his
knife into a shipmate’s heart and fled for
ever from all white associations.
Over a
woman it was. and only a copper colored
one at that; but then she was young and
beautiful, with dreamy, glistening eyes
and black, wavy hair, ornamented with a
wreath of orange flowers and coil upon
coll of bright hued sea-sea berries strung
together, hanging from her neck and resting upon her dainty bosom.
Standing at the doorway of his house,
looking over the placid waters at tho rising sun, Kennedy folds his brawny arms
across his bare, sun tanned chest and mutters to himself in his almost forgotten
mother tongue: “Twenty years, 20 years
ago! Who would know me there now?
Even if I placarded my name on my back,
and what I did, 'tain’t likely I’d have to
face a grand jury for running a knife into
a mongrel
Portugee, way out in the south
Poor little Taseas, a soore of years ago.
lamalu! I paid a big prico for her—20
years of wandering from Wallis island to
tho Bonins, and whereevor I go that infernal story follows me up. Weil, I’ll risk
it anyhow, and the first chance that oonies
along I’ll out Kanaka life and drinking
ship’s rum and go see old dad and mum
to home.
Here, Tikena, you Tokelau
devil, bring me my toddy.”
A native, clad in his grass titi, takes
from a woodrn peg in the house wall two
shells of toddy, and the white wanderer
takes one and drinks. He is about to return tho other to the man, when two girls
come up from th*> beach with their arms
around each other’s waists, Tahiti fashion,
and one calls out with a laugh to‘‘leave
some iD the shell.”
This is Eaumanu,
and if fchero is one thing in the world that
Jake Kennedy cores for above himself it
is this tall girl with tho soft
eyes and lithe
figure. And he dreams of her pretty often,
and curses fluently to think that she is beyond his reach and is never likely to fill
the place of Talamalu and her
many successors. For Laumauu is tabu to a Nuitao
chief—that is, she has been betrothed, but
the Nuitao man is 60 miles away, at his
own
island, and no one knows wlion ho
Will claim his avaga.
Then the girl gives
him back the empty toddy shell,
and, slyly
pinching his hand, sails away with her
mate, whereupon the susceptible Kennedy,
furious with long disappointment, flings
himself down on his bed of mats, curses
his luck and his unsuspecting rival at
Nuitao, and finally decides not to spring a
Surprise on ‘‘ilad and mum” by going
“hum” for a considerable number of years
to

come.

Mr.

"WONDERS OE THE TROPICS.'
Try the WEST INDIES and stop at the

MAHIKTS

HOT33Ij,

BARBADOS.
For Circulars address Geo. S. Pomeroy, Bot
2884, New York, or G. B. Lorinp;, of Borin;
uov9eorUm*
Short 6i Harmon, Portland.

>

Jake Kennedy at this time was
widower—in the widest sense of
The last native girl who had
the word.
uccupied the proud position of te avaga te
papalagl (the white man’s wife) was a native of the island of Maraki—a dark

again

a

skinned,

passionately jealous creature,

Who had followed hiR fortunes for three

years to his present location and then developed mal-du-pays to such an extent that
tho local priest and devil catcher, one
Pare-vaka, was sent for by her female attendants.
Pare-vaka was not long in
making his diagnosis. A little devil in
the shape of an octopus was in Teneuapa’g
brain.
And he gave instructions how to
get the fiend out, and also further instructions to ono of tho girl attendants to fix,
point upward, in the sick woman’s mat
tho foto, or barb of the
sting ray. -So,
when Kennedy—who, in his rough, careless wa3% had some faint fondness for tho
woman who, three years
ago, he went mad
over—heard a loud cry in the night and
was told that Tenepapa was
dead, he did
not know that, as the sick woman lay on
her side, the watchers had quietly turned
her with her faeo to the roof,
and, with
tho needlo pointed foto, pierced her to the
heart. And old Pare-vaka rejoiced, for ho
had u daughter who, in Ids opinion, should
bo avaga to the wealthy and clever white
man who could tori nui and sisi atu
(pull
cocoanuts and catch bonito) like any native, and this Tenepapa—who was she but
a dog eating stranger from
Maraki, only
fit for shark’s meat? So the people came
and brought Kennedy the “gifts of affliction” to show their sympathy, and asked
him to take a wifo from their own people.
And he asked for Laumanu.
There was a dead silenco awhile, and
then a wild looking creature, with long
white hair falling round his shoulders like
a cloak, dreading to shame the papalagi
before so many, rose to his feet and motioned them away. Then he spoke: “Forget the words you have said and take for a
wife the girl from the house of Pare-vaka.
Laumanu is taba, and death walks behind
her.” But Kennedy sulked and wanted
Laumanu or none.
And this is why he feels so had today
and the rum keg gives him no consolation, for the sweet voiced Laumanu always runs away from him when he steps
out from his dark little traderoom into the
light, with unsteady steps and a peculiar
gleam in his black eyes that means mischief—rude love to a woman and challenge
to fight to a man.
Lying there on his mat, plotting how to
rmecAocinn

him

^P
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Canary L.overtaking.

leading bird fancier of this oity
makes a specialty of canaries. He believes that they can almost talk, “it’s
a curious thing,” he said the other
day,
“the courtship of canaries, like human
beings in a way. I have a beautiful
ladybird singor, and a friend brought
me a fine, stalwart
gentleman bird
from Germany the other day. I pnt the
two cages together, and you should
have seen the fun.
“The feminine vanity and toilet mak-

laughable. The young German,
too, primped himself up and was in fine
feather. Gradually they began to talk
—about the weather, I suppose—and,
by
Jove! in less than an hour, when my
ing

was

back

turned, I

them in the
looking glass kissing each other. That’s
a fact.
“The male canary always remembers
his mate and can tell her Whistle in a
roomful of birds. One little chap, who
was in a cage with six othors,
nearly
broke his wings to get out when he
of
his
heard the chirp
mate, whom I
had just brought back after a two weeks’
absence in the country. When canaries
are
hatching, the proud, prospective
papa takes his turn on the eggs and feeds
his mate very generously, sometimes
making 25 trips to the seedbox and
carrying water in his bill. My salad bill
in the summer is large. Lettuce or water cress they need in the warm weather,
and a red pepper pod is a treat. It's excellent for their digestion. Young birdB
like rolled cracker crumbs and hard
boiled eggs chopped and mixed. ’—New
York Letter in Boston Advertiser.
was

saw

|
#
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After having la grippe
troubled with a severe
other remedies without
concluded to
try the

children’s medicine, and to his delight
it-'so on effeeted a permanent cure. do and
50 cent bottles
for sale by Landers &
Babbidge, druggists, Portland, and C.
13. Woodman, Westbrook.

SViORE" CLOCKS
('locks for
than all the other dealers combined,
Alarm (/locks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c 'id. Largest Stock, Best Cloc ks, Lowest Prices
McKFNNKY, the Jeweler, Monument Sauare-
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Blood Diseases, such as Rheumatism. Gout, Anaemia, Chlorosis, Sallow Complexion,

w

IP

^
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*r revitalizing

^
ifigk

the Khl-

and puritylug
#«ejs the
blood.

^
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(ffe

Bold by all draggiata at, to cents
a box, or mailed poet paid on
receipt of price. Write for pamphlet ©^PlAinin* new treatment,

)j)

^

CHICAGO.

kind.
any
you want information
household or mec hanical receipts, oil for
electrical
motors
make
all purposes, bow to
and batteries, etc., strictly
confidential,
send 3Uc in silver to E. MERRILL, Wojtes7-4
ter, Mass.
of

IF

'117’ANTED—All persons in warn of trunks
and bags to call on E. I). REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices;
32-4
trunks repaired. Open evenings.

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

JIT

SPECIAL

PINEOLA COUGH BALSAM.
ant

That

Con
sumptlves will in
variably derivi

yoa

making

LOW

can’t

tissues.

w a s t e <
There is:

large percentage o
those who supposi
their

cases

to hi
who

consumption
aro only
sufferinj
deep seated cough,
For
catarrh
by catarrh.

from a
often
use

Cream Balm.
Cream
u«e.

chronic colt
aggravate!

only Ely’i

Both remedies are pleasant ti
Balm. 60c. per bottle; Pineol;
Balsam, 25c. at Druggists. In quantities o
$2.50 will deliver on receipt of amount.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., New Yovli

buying.

When
When

you wants a

girl.

’*

Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla,
she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,

When she became

Miss, she clung to Castorla,
When she had Children, she gave them Castori^

The best wearing, most stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men’s
Shoes on the continent.
Best calfskin, dongola tops, solid
leather soles, with all the popular
toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for $100, good for
90 days.
W ear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
once and you will never
change. The
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis'

Shoes.

F

Sold by CENTER & McDOWELL.

th«

At a Court of Probate held at Portland,
within and for t.be County of Cumberland
the Third Tuesday nf November in thf
year of our Lord eighteen hundred anc
ninety five; the following matters having
beeD presented for the action thereupoi
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all persons
interested, by causing a copy of this ordei
be
lo
puDiished three weeks successively in the MAINE STATE PRESS, anc
the Weakly Eastern Arcus, papers printed a:
Portland aforesaid that they may appear al
a Probate Court, to be hold at said Portlanc
on the Third Tuesday of December next ai
ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and b«
heard thereon and object if they see cause
SETH P. SNOW, late of New Gloucester, de
erased. Account presented for allowance bj
Willis Snow, Administrator.
SARAH P. SNOW, lato of New Gloucester
deceased. Account presented for allowanct
by Willis Snow, Executor.
CAROLINE M. WOOD, late of Pownal, de
ceased. Petition for an allowance out of tin
Personal Estate, presented by Leonard F,
Wood, husband of said deceased.
ELIJAH HUSTON, late of Gray, deceased
Will and petition for probate thereof pre
on

when for the
same

you

money

get

can

B. L. Tobacco.

as

it

is made from
the best leaf—
Lasts
■ mmm

longest.?

'>^*—’***

1 11

m*"

*tm

tli in ness
The diseases of thinness
scrofula in children,
consumption in
grown
people, poverty of blood in
either.
They thrive on
leanness. Fat is the best
means of
overcoming them.
are

Everybody knows cod-liver

oil makes the healthiest fat.
In Scott’s Emulsion of
cod-liver

oil

the taste is
hidden, the oil is digested,
it is ready to make fat.
When you ask for Scott’s Emulsion and
your druggist gives you a package in a
salmon-colored wrapper with the pict.
ure of the man and fish on it—you can
trust that man!
50 cents

tor.

MARY J. PLAISTED, of South Portland,
person of unsound mind. Petition for livens*
to sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
Adeline Miller, Guardian.
MIRIAM WINSLOW, minor child and heir o
James N. and Ella M. Winslow, both late o
Deering, deceased. Petition for license t*
sell and convey Real Estate, presented by
Fred N. Dow, Guardian.
RICHARD CASTLE, late of Deering, deceased
First and Final Account presented for al
lowance by John H. Fogg, Administrator.
GEORGE H. MORAN- late of Portland, de
ceased Account presented for allowance by
Agnes A. Moran, Administratrix; also Pe
titton for an allowance out of the Persona
Estate, presented by said Administratrix.
MARY ELIZABETH BARBOUR, late of Port
land, deceased. Will and codicil thereto, an*
petition for probate thereof, presented by
Charles W. Roberts and George W. Moody
Executors therein named.
JOHN W LANE, late of Portland, deceased
Sixth Account presented for allowance by
r Edward M. Rand, Trustee.
M * RY’ F. HEWEY. late of Portland, deceased
Petition for license to sell and convey rea
estate, presented by George H. Hewey, Ex
eeutor.

MARY A. KERR, late of Portland, deceased
First and Final Account presented for allow
ance by Beniamin Thompson, Administrator
also Petition for Order of Distribution pre
seuted by said Administabtor.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A true copy of the original order:
At♦net

Call early and get
purchasin':.

our

prices before

STEVENS &
JONES GO.
Under Falmouth Hotel.
novl6

dtf

THE DAILY P RESS
Can

always

be found at the

S. LABRADOR, sailing
Wednesday, Dec. 4th,

S-

ot

Can be obtained of

V

STARR,

LET—At No. 147 Brackett street, down
stairs rent of six rooms and batli room. al
floor, price $18 per month.
Inquire o
A- C. LIBBY, 42 y>
27-1
Exchange street.

quick snap, in BuxFORtonSALE—Genuine
tenement,
store,
banquet

x

RENT—Lower tenement No
IpORClark
street, (opposite Tf he
head

Bradford

.streeO 5

rooms

$11|

171
o

a

;

month
possession

per

1family. .Immediate
A31INfcSHAW,“ 51, 1-2 Exchange

BEN J

St

26-1

_

LET—A first
TO
store, all fitted
has

class
corner
grocer}
foi- business. Tbis stor<
always ueen occupied by grocery busi
ness and lias a large cash trade.
Apply U
31. H. FOSTER at Dye House, 13 Preble
street.

26-1

T. M. Glendening, Long Island.
F. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street.

M. A. Parker.

Libby’s

Corner.

2 1-2 Union Wharf,

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Ounard, Atlantic
Transport and White Star Lines. oc21eod3m

room

cellars, stable, acre choice land, fruit, near
post oSce church and school all in good repair nearly new for $^00.
Easy terms with
exchange.
Apply, GARDINER, Oxford

Building.

26-1

Black
Langs ban
T^OR SALE—A few
A
Cockerels. First class stock, have had
unlimited range the
entire season;
are
strong, healthy and vigorous.
Cull or address, G. ri. PARTRIDGE, SVestbrook, Me.,
Saco street.
26-1
SALE—Beautiful
FORDiamond
Island; first

on
cottage
class location,
wharf: has twelve
rooms
and two
water closets with
pipe sewer to low water
mark, large corner lot. beautiful grove,
rents for $200 per season, must be
a< ld
at
some price before D«*>‘**mber 15th.
W. H..
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street. 25-1
near

RENT—Furnished
house, 8 rooms
hath, steam heat, sunny exposure: 18'
Cumberland street.
26-1

TO

LET—A nice modern house on Deerini
avenue at Wood fords:
furnace, bath
excellent
neighborhood
central:
etc.,
Those desiring a bandy, quiet home shouh
improve this opportunity, $21. 413 Congres ,
street. WATbON.
22-1

TO

RENT—On Spring street, a residence »
of 16 rooms in perfect oruer; steam am
modern improvements; a large lawn adjoioi
the premises. BENJAMIN F.
HARRIS
Chambers, corner Exchange
and Middle
streets.
25-1
desirable rooms, single oi
board, at No. 74 Spring

street.

30-4

No. 11 Henry street
Deering street; has 9 rooms, furcact
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern con
veniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or tc
GEO. F. WEST, 191 3Iiddle street.
20-tf

TO

LET—A few pleasant furnished and un
furnished rooms, steam heat and gas, a

No. 2

Gray street._

mO LET—a

furnished room
bowl with hot anc
bath locm. Call at 1’
60. right hand ball.
23-1
pleasant

lighted,
,heated, use
cold
of
water,
Dow street,

set

street

Ownot
iu fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51% Ex
hauge street.
l.tf
LET—Pleasant furnished rooms witl
heat and use of bath room at
Cumberland street.
26-4

TO furnace
457

mo LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect
A
ing rooms over the X. John Little store oi t
Congress street, up one flight; one room front!
on street; set bowl; city water, large closet an<
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE
246 Middle street.
7-tf
WANTED—MALE

SALE OR TO
LET—During th**
winter
for
bis
a
nice
keeping,
horse, weighs 1030 pounds, six years old,
souud and kind, afiaid of nothing. Can be
seen at 167 Newbury street. Price
J.
$100.
C. WARD.
22-1

For

>ALE—Who would
FOR number
of houses
a

like to know that
for sale cheap
J. B.
21-3

are

Alfred, Ale.

Shaker Village,
VANCE, Trustee.

at

SALE—Farm of forty acres, well
located In WestbVook.
near
market
and city, cuts forty tons of hay, good sot of
buildings, good milk farm: keeps sixteen
will bo sold at a bargain if applied,
cows;
for at once. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
street.
23-1

FOR

T^OR SALE—Munjoy Hill, largo two story
-F

house of fourteen looms in first class
lor two families; rents for $300 per
close to electric cars: price $3000.
II. WALDRON, lbO Middle street. 23-1

repair

annum:

W.

FOR SALE—Lard Tierces. We have several
good lard tierces and port barrels in
shape, will sell them cheap for cash.
Give us a call at JOHNSON & LAMBERT,
24 Wilmot street. Tele pone 228-3.
23-1
-F

goon

SALE cheap
I^ORbeautifull
bay

heai 1
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

117 ANTED—A capable man with some busi
*
ness experience to act as our represents
tive. Position permament, and to the righ t
man, we will pay
$12.00 per week and acl
vance according to abilty. GATLEY & O’GOR
28-1
MAN, 47 Middle St., Portland Me.

H. C. Berry. 937 Congress street.
L. H. Beal, 422 Congress street.
J. M. Googins, 221 Spring street.
Ti/'ANTED—An experienced flour salesmai
who has travelled in Maine, mustfurnisl
Mrs. Bralev. cor. Spring and Clarkl streets.
J. T. AVyer. 48 Portland Pier.
the best of references. Applv at at once, Roon
92 FalmoutU Hotel.
G. AV. Hunt, 8 Custom House AVharr.
27-3t
John Cox. 23 Monument square,
Dennett, the Florist. 663 Congress street.
Also at the new srauus In the Falmou th
Preble and Uuited States hotels, and Grand ^ _MISCELLANEOUS.
Trunk and Union Depots.
It can also he obtained of Chisholm Bros., agents on all trains
HUOT of Chicago, the highly giftec
of the Maine Central. Grand Trunk and Fort
trance test Medium and Phychometrii
land & Rochester railroads and of agents on any
reader, specially engaged for Sunday, Dec. 1
of the Boston trams.
at 7. 30 at Thatcher Post Hall. Congress anc
The Press can also be found at the following Elm streets. Endorsed
by the Public Press o
New York as a Wonderlul Medium.
29-1
places out side.the city:
Auburn—J i:. HaskelL
Augusta—J. F. Pieree,
wish to caution you not t<
Bath—John O. Shaw.
allow your horse to stand in the stree
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Clark.
or stable this cold weather without a gooc
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
warm blanket.
You will find a good assort
AV. T. Bardsley.
merit
of
horse
blankets
at
J.
G
Bridgton—A. AV. Ingalls.
M’GLAUFLIN, the harness maker, 61 Preble
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
23-1
street._
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
loan on first and second mort
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Stare
]Vf"ON E Y toreal
!.tA
Camden—Fred Lewis.
estate, life insurance policies
gages
J. H. Gould.
personal property and good collateral securi
Cornish—E. L. Brown.”
ties; notes discounted on favorable terms.
W
Deering—N. J. Scanlon.
P. CARR, room 6, second floor, 185 Middle St
Damariseotta—E. AV. Dunbar.
novl5 4
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—H. P. AVhite & Co.
m machinery, hordes, diamonds, watches
Freeport—A. AV. Mitchell.
life insurance policies, first and second mort
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
gages, real estate; also notes discounted. Bus
Fryeburg—J. T, AVbitmore.
iness confidential. PORTLAND COLL ATE R
Gardiner—Russell Bros.
AL LOAN CO., room 6, 185 Middle street, ‘Jut
Green’s Landing—S. AV. Fifield.
floor.
Gorham—L. J. Lermond.
novlo-4
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt* Son.
Kennebunk—J. II. Otis,
SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared ti
ltannebunknort—C. V Millar.
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions foi
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Address letters or posta
highest cash prices.
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf
Long 1 sland—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning
OPERAC LASSES.
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huchtias,
I have just imported the largest and best line ol
Norway—F. P. Stone.
Opera Glasses ever shown in this city. They ii
A. 0. Noyes Co.
elude a number of new patterns that are entirely
Old Orchard—Fogg & i b by.
unique and wi Isurely please you. $3.00 to 825.0f
Biemr.ond—A. K. Millett.
Opera Glasses to let. Me KENNEY, the Jewelei
Bumford Falls—H. L. Elliott.
Monument Square.
octldf
—C. A. Clifford.
Eockland—Dunn & Carr.
1*1 ANTED—To buy from S10G0 to *15,OX
A. J. Huston.
V, Worth of cast off clothing. I pay the
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
highest cash prices for
ludie*’ dresses,
Skowhegan—Bixby & Buck.
gents and children's clothing and geut’s
South Portland—J. F'. Merrintan.
winter overcoats.
Call or address letter
South Windham—J. W. Bead.
or postal to tf.DE GROOT% 7U Middle street.
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
u-4
South Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—ir. B. Kendricks & Co.
NOTICE.
E. L. Preble.
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
The Republicans of Windham arorequsted
to meet at the Town House in said Town on
Thomaston—E. Walsu.
Vmal Haven-A. B. YinaL
Saturday, November 3ltih, at 3 P. M., foi
the purpose of organizing a
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
Republican
VV aterville—W. D.
Club.
Spalding.
Per Order,
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
nov26dlw
TOWN COMMITTEE.
Winthrop—F\ S. Jackson.
Woodfords—Chapman & Wyman.
Yarmouthville—(i. Howard Humphrey.

CaU'IIQN—We

MR.

_

Jet for her

keeping a
eight years old
fine driver, very fast walker;
driven by
ladies for past two seasons.
Price very
low. NELLIE B. M’GREGOR, 295 Spring
freet.
23-1
or

mare

l?OR SALE—2% story house containing 12
-F
rooms with all modern improvements fitted
for two famlies, Lot 70x100 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42%
Exchange street.Nov5-4

FOR

HELP.

Forty words inserted under this
one

Buys 2 1-2 story double house:
tpUv/VA
only five minutes' walk from
City hall. Balance purchase price on eas/
payments if desired. Rents for $204 a year;
will pay 12 per cent on money invested. A.
C. Lib BY & Co., 42 l-2Exehange St,

novl9-4

will put

street.
Bruce Phillips. 1 Commercial street.
AV. A. Gillls, 145 Commercial street.
M. H. Hackett. 190 Brackett street.
John H. Allen, 381 Vz Congress street.
Denuet&Co, the Florist, 646 Congress street.
G. J. Hodgson, 96Vj Portland street.

27-1
new

FOR

on one

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange
A
periodica TjtOR
opposite Portland Savings bank.

SALE,

Magee Boston Heater Furnace, has a 31 inch
grate. Will heat twenty five thousand cubic
teet. Has been used but one season. Will sell
at a bargain if taken at once. The SMITH &
ABBOTT CO., 72 Union Street,
nov28

dlwwky2t

SALE—The
T^OR
JThomas

Homestead of the late
Quinby, near Stroudwaterin Deering. Four acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as tnere is In Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
ily27-tf
WANTED—SITUATIONS.
Forty words inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in

one

advance.

*-—----——a situation
young lady
housekeeper in a small family or to do
Address E. K. S., Farmington

TyANTED—A
TT
as

wants

plain sewing.
Maine.

28-1

WANTED—By

capable reliable Ameri-

a

can woman, a situation to do general
housework in a small family where there
are no children.
Adoresa by mail only, M.
E., 150 Free street,Portland, Me.
22-1

IT U ATI ON
WANTED
Competent
Danish girl for gsueal housework in
small family. Present employer 29J
Congress street. Right hand bell; call from 2 to
6, afternoons.
25-1
as stenographer by
young lady who has had exparience.
Good references.
STENOGAddress,
RAPHER, Old Orchard, Me. Box 213. 25-1

WANTED—Position

ACCURATE STENOGRAPHER and Tvpewriter, gentleman, competent to assume

French and
charge of correspondence in
English, desires situation. Please state salary
you will pay and the number of hours daily,
such an assistant would be actually employed*
MR. T. BLONDIN, City, Postottice Box *3£S
93.1

WANTED—FEMALE HELP,
Forty words Inserted under this
one

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—A first class cook. Inquire at
THE SHEKVVOOD, No. 88 Park street.
29-1

TVANTED—A capable
TT

for general
housework, 30 to 40 years of age, Arne
ican, Nova Scotia, or Scoth, to go into the
country, small family, and good home, correspond with MRS. B, Portland. Me.28-1
woman

YVANTED—Girl to
take
care
of child
during day and evening; sleep and board
home. Apply at Room 6, sWETT’S HOTEL.

at

28-1

experienced
WANTED—An
street.

cook

103
27-1

at

Sprin g

band friends

neighbors
LAdV
samples. fc*end ALBERT WOOD,
Mich.,
Perfumer, 716 Woodward, Detroit,
or man to

or

my

cents for five trial bottles Satin-Scent
nov4-lni
Perfumes, receive outfit offer.
ten

LOST AND FOUND.
Gold

ring

with

street

and be

23rd,
LOST-November
diamond; think in viciuity of Boston
Please leave at
and Maine freight bouse.
418 Commercial
rewarded.

Bangor and Aroostook BailANTHEEV5S,

road

CAROLS,

Company.

SACRED SOLOS, First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bondi

Sunday School Concert
Exercises,
Sacred Christmas Cantatas,
Secular Cantatas.
trade.

TICKETS FOR EUROPE

H. G.

bargain, Inquire at RYAN
Commercial street.

house
npOLET—Brick
A
near

Mall orders promptly tilled.
Large stock of Piauos for the Christmas

EDWARD C. REYNOLDS. Register

via.

and $1.00

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, New York

John W. Frank. Executor t.hereir

named.
SAMUEL Ii. BRAGDON, late of Windham
deceased. Petition for license to sell anc
convey Real Estato, presenud by Wiliiam A
Stevens, Administrator.
RALPH WARE, late of Westbrook, deceased
Will and petition for probate thereof, pre
seuted by James A. Walk, son of said de
censed.
JOHN C. SCHWARTZ, late of Westbook, de
ceased. Second Account and Private Clatn
presented for allowance by Fabius M. Ray
Administrator.
RUTH ROLLINSON, late of Cape Elizabeth
Second Account presented foi
deceased.
allowance by William Rollinson, Administra-

It is best and

cheapest,

snnted bv

25

mo

DR.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To All Persons Interested in either of
Estates Hereinafter Named.

cheap stuff!

npO LET—A tenement of 5 rooms on Danfortl
f- St., $io. Russell St., 5 rooms $10. Parii
St., near Cumberland, 7 rooms $15.
Cushman
St., 2 rents or 0 rooms each, and bath, $20
Cumberland St. ,7 rooms and bath, $25. Hamp
shire St., near Congress, 7 rooms, $18.
28-1

cook book
SALE—Mrs. Parloa’s
wifh ail the old and modern receipts for
Just the book to get up a good
cooking.
Thanksgiving dinner. Price 25 cts. This contains all the receipts of the $2.00
edition.
COLESWOIITHY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange
street.
27-1

feet

long
Sloop yacht about
FoilandSALET—
8 feet beam, fine able boat, will sell at
& KELSEY. 130

LET—Very
TOconnected,
with

John Chisholm, j 09 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
W. F. GoolU.
405
t;
N. G. Fessenden, 526
AV. H. Jewett.
604
i”
£60
I. A. Lihbv.
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street.
G. DaSilva. 219 York street.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street.
P. H. Frsklne. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street.
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Park
Sts.
VV. A. Golden. 78 Exchange street.
AVestman & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial

“Please, mum, the lady wot washes
the steps for that woman which livst
sez as

a

FOR

We have all the latest Books.

tores of:

opposite

LET-Near Congress Square, desirable
front room, steam heat, gas, fold
bed: also pleasant fnrnished room, on thin
floor, steam, heat and eras, rent reasonable, ad
dress H. care Press Office.28-1

,A ‘furnished

asilima.

benefit from its use
as It quickly abate!
the cough, render!
expectoration easy

or

IT10

head
week for 85 cents, cash in advance.

ing

front loom an< ^
only two dollar
Middle
1-2
per week. Apply
street, Port
3Ie. HARKIb, Opposite Falmontl
land,
22-1
Hotel.

PRIGES

help

one

199

such

SAL.F.

FOR

Forty words Inserted under this

Forty words inserted under tbis heat
one week for 25 cents
cash in advance.

LET—One large sunny
TOred
room, all furnished,

BOOHS,
and are

Distinction.

BOOKS!

We want vour trade on

SAN l'RANCISCO.

for

high

(Usl

HOBB’S MEDICINE CO.,

^

or

given atEnglish.
home in studies preparatory to college or
as
work.
technical school
Expreience
fitting school for 31aino colprincipal of
Call on or address
leges for three years.
C. P. BARNES, A. 33. No. 3 Deoring Street.
:.'0-l

Mg,

A few doses will relieve.
a,
A few boxes will cure.
I

Pupils in the classics
\\TANTED—
▼ V
Instruction
er

1?

Headache, Dizziness,

s,

restoring

dancing.

it in his house.
he was himself
cough. Hu used
benefit and then

12,

and all

||))

of

over-

for one week, only $4.50, $5,
$5.60 and $6 goods for $3.12. LAMBORD'&
street.
261
Middle
27-1
MORTON,

assisting nature ii

in the wator as the ship rolled
gently to the ocean swell, when a ory
came from for’ard, “A heavy squall coming down, sir, from the land!” And it did
come, with a swift, fierce rush, and so
strong that it nearly threw the old whaler
In the midst of
over on her beam ends.
the hum and roar of the squall, some one
in the waist of the ship called out something about a canoe being alongside. The
mate’s comment was brief, but vigorous,
and the matter was speedily forgotten.
Then the rain fell in torrents, and, as
tlie ship was inado snug, the watoh got
under shelter and the mate went below to
get a drink of rum and curse his captain
for loafing ashore, watching naked women

well known citizen
W. A. McGuire,
of McKay, Ohio, is of tho opinion that
for children
there is nothing as good
troubled with colds or croup as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. Ho has used it
in his family for several years with the
best results and always keeps a bottle of

f^
IP

is excellent for all throat inflammations

escence

a

#

abetes, Sleeplessness;

W>

to take

our

on
Banjo, Piano and
Guitar. Remember we lend banjos to
those who wish to t.\k<* lessons.
Andress
414
the LIBBY
BROTHER-",
Congress
:'d-2
street, care of C. K. Hawes.

all Kidney Troubles,
such as brighl’s Disease, Congestion, Di-

|g|)
2s

people
advantage
WANTED—The
special sale of children’s suits,
coats and reefers

TTrANTED—Pupiis

CURB

a

Three miles farther out a canoe w'as
drifting and tossing about with outrigger
carried away.
Now and then, as the big
sea lifted her, the stern would rise high
out of the water and the sharp nosed
whalebaek for’ard go down as if weighted
heavily. And it was—with a bog of dollars lashed underneath.
When, in the
early morning, the whaleship sighted the
drifting speck, floating on tho bosom of a
now placid sea, the thoughtful down east
skipper, observant of the canoe’s bows being under water, lowered a boat and
pulled over to it. He took the bag of dollars, and, muttering something about
“rather thinking he was kinder acquainted
with the poor man’s people,” wont back
to the ship and stood away on his course
in pursuit of his greasy vocation.
And Kennedy and the girl? Go some
night and watch tho dark skinned jjeople
catching flying fish by the light of av lama
torches.
Look ovor the side of the canoe
and see those swarms of grim, gray devils
of tho tropic seas, that ever and anon dart
to the surface as the paddler’s hands come
perilously near the water, and wonder no
longer as to the fate of Kennedy, the boat
steorer, and his Laumanu.—Sketch.
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TO LET.

Forty words inserted trader this he*d
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

a_U___

faint cry, gradually swelling in volume until every voice in the village, from
the full, sonorous tones o£ the men to the
shrill treble of the children blend together:
“Te vaka motu! Te vaka motu!” (Ashipl
A ship!”) Springing up, he strides out,
and there, slowly lumbering round the
southwest end of the little island, under
oruising canvas only, he sees her. One
quick glance shows her to be a whaler.
In ten minutes Kennedy is in a canoe,
flying over the reef, and in as many more
alongside and on deck. The captain is au
old acquaintance, and while the boats are
sent ashore to buy pigs and poultry Kennedy and ho have a long talk in the cabin.
Then the skipper says as he rises, “Weil,
it’s risky, but it’s a smart way of earning
1500, and I’ll land you and the creature
somewhere in the Carolines.”
The whaler was to lie off and on all
night, or until such time as Kennedy and
the girl came aboard in a canoe. To avert
suspicion the captain was to remain ashore
with his boat’s crew to witness a dance,
and if all went well the white man was
to bo aboard before him with Baumanu
and stow her away, in case any canoe*
came off with the boat.
The dance was in full swing when Kennedy, stripped to the waist, with a heavybag of money in his left hand and a knife
in his right, took a long farewell of his
house and stepped ost into the silent
groves of cocoa palms. A short walk
brought him to a salt lagoon. On the
brink he stood and waited, until a trembling, voiceless figure joined him from out
the depths of the thiok mangroves. Hand
in hand they fled along the narrow, sandy
path, till they reached the beach, just
where a few untenanted thatched huts
stood on the shingle. Between these, covered over with coooanut branches, lay a
canoe.
Deftly the two raised the light
craft and carried it down to the water,
that broke in tender, rippling murmurs on
the white sand. And, with Laumanu seated for’ard, gazing out beyond into the
blaokness before them, he urged the canoe
seaward with quick, nervous strokes. Far
away to the westward he could sec the
dull glimmer of the whaleship’s lights.
The mate of the Essex was leaning over
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GRESSEY JONES & ALLEN’S
MUSIC HOUSE,
538 Congress

Streets.
nov26ftor1t.f

DUE JAN.l, 1943.
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I would call special attention to thesi
bonds as a safe investment, being a
lega
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the
past veai
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
(fence and personal interview invited.
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HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,
I-? Exchange Street
Portland.
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Cumberland street, neaa the corstreet, a purse containing
ner of Wilmot
The person who picked it up
a sum of money.
will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at 217
CUMBERLAND STREET.23-1

27

payable January and July
$10,000 per mile single track

or

Securities-

31

T.Th&Sat-tf

miiE Butterfield house has been newly fittec
J
up and under new management is now
opened;
elegantly furnished rooms, steair
heat, gas aud use of bath, central location. Foi
t“rms inquire at the house No. 221 Cumber
land
uov20-‘i

Offerings Submitted,

and

Regular

Circular Mailed to any address upon

application.

X. TT. F.1 61 l| Lead—
Bar.
I Pure groond.6 6O®0 00
Red.6 50*8 00
Loose Hav
$J4S$1 ■ lEneVenRed.S
®3ya
straw, car lots taa.li II Am Zinc-5 00®7 00
Iron.
,2ya
| Rochelle...

lies 12 ibs at 5*4 ; do shoulders at 5*4 @6c; do
hams 8*4vtt8»4 c; middles are nominal.
Lard
quiet and lower. Western steam closed at 5 70;
citv 5 30@5 4o;refined quiet: Continent at 6 20;
8 A 6 60; compound 4t54@5Vsc.
Provisons—
Pork quiet, steady; mess 1) 60@$10.
Butter—
choice firm with a fair demand; state dairy 12®
21c; do cream at 17«22%c; Western dairy at
ll@16c: do crm at 16^28V2c;do June 153*21;
do factory 9@l6c; Elgins 23*40. Cheeae quiet:
unsettled-:State large at 7*4@10c; do fancy »34
(a 10c;do small at 734@11 c. Petroleum quiet;
united 1 57*4. Coffee, Rio quiet, steady.
Sugar-raw quiet and steady; refined steady;
No 6 at 4c; 7 at 3 lo-16c; No 8 at 3%c;
No 9 at 3 13-16c; No 10 at 3%c: No 11, 3 1116; No 12 at b^c: No 13 at 3 9-16c; otT A at
4 J-16;5)4*A;Mould A 434 :standard A 4*4 Confectioners’A 43/8C; cut loaf and crushed 5Vsct
powdered. 4% -.granulated 4*4@45/8 Cubes 434.
Quotations are those made by refiners on the
of October 10th.
one-pricebasis under the
1895 which makes large dealers and wholesale
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars on
con ignment,
and who are at stated times of
settlement allowed a cm mission of 3-16c <p lb.
There is also a trade discount of t percent on
100 bbl Jots and l per cent for cash if paid within seven davs. and no trade discount on smaller
quantities. No sales loss than 25 barrels. For
sugar packed in bags there is no a- ditional
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 inclvsive, and other grades */sc ^ ib additional.
Freight* to Liverpool dull and nominalgrain by steam —d.

Pressed.*14®1i '1

Common_l%®2
Rifle
Retinea._Hi fen1,! I Domestic

Railroad Receipts.

Norway.3La®;4

PORTLAND.INov. 27.

®7

4

....

Salt.

Cast steel....
8® 11 II Tits Is.lb
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port- German steel.®3V: (Liverpool hd2oS'18
..160*1
lsnd, 182 sars miscellaneous mercnadisc; for Shoesteel.@2^ uDia’ind Crys. bbl 2
connecting roads 132

She-'

cars.

Iron—

i

H.C.41/a@5

Retail Grocers' sugar Rates.

Gea.Russial3Va^l4

Portland market—cut loaf at 7c;confecttoners
—c; powdered, 6e; granulated
Eti e ;colfee cruslied, 6VaC; velloiv. —a5c.

Galv.GVb(§17

7c;pulverized.

6T OUKS.
Par Value.
< anal National Bank.100
Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Chapman National Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Merchant!’ National Bank.. 75
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
Portland National Bank... .100
Portland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas Company.60
Description.

Portland Railroad

Bid. Asked
118
120
100
SS
98
100
113
100
102
110
85
118
loo

CompanylOO

102
39
100
102
114
102
104
112
90
120
106

weieht... .26@2‘ ’IGlnger.i8»19

104
122
104
108
118
106
102
103
102
106
100
101
110
104
lot
108
13C
106
108
102
102
108
106
102

Portland Wholesale

Market.
PORTLAND. Nov. 28. 1895.
To-day being a legal holiday the usual market
reports are omitad, the following figures being
Wednesday’s quotations.
* luun

Spring Wneat

oraiii

bakers.cl and st3 40035
Patent Sdidp
wneat... 4 00g4 2
allch. sir’am
roller.... 3 76®3 8
clear do.. .3 60g3 0
MLouis st’g:
roller... 13 75®3 8
clear do.. 3 C0g3 6
Wnt’r wheat
3 90@4 1
patents.
Fish.
■

Cod—Large
Shore

7711681. 60-lbs.
@75
J| Corn, new spot, car 40
I Corn,old car.... @43
): Corn, nag lots.
@46
1 Meal, bag lota..
*43
51 Oats, car lots
27®28
Oats, bag lots
@c2
> Cotton See c
>: car lots.OO 00320 00
I bag lots 0000@22 00
> Sacked Br'r
j
5'
car ots.*15 00*16oO
bag lots..*18@20 00
Middlings.. $17*18 00
I
bag ots. .*19@0000
Coffee.

.4 76S5 2 5j Rlo,roasted22
@24%
small do.. 2 60®3 2 >i Java do.28:331
Pollock_2 26<gS 2
Haddock... 1 60g2 o
27@33
Hake.l 60®2 0 ) I Baroaaoes.
27*28
Herring, box
! Fancy...
30@3d
Scaled_
Tea.
9@12 sj
Mackerel, hi
i Amoys.17@2o
Extra Is 00 00®$0 11 Congous
...14*6u
Shore is S22 00g$2 it Japan....
...18@36
Sbure 2s SIS00®S2 ILFonnose.20@b0
Med.3 8.SO 000®$0l
Sugar.
largess 00 00®*0 00( i,1 Standard Gran
4%
Bananas.
i Ex-qual’tv fine
No is.
1 26@1 6(
4 11-16
granulated..
No 28.
76c«1 0( Extra c....
414
Mediums.
1 00®1 2(
Seeds.
Prod nee.
1 Ked Top—reCape Cran’0sS7 60®$; ll cleaned.... 16%@17
Maine
6 00®7 0 11 good.
@12%
New York
jTimotny.. .$51/2*6 50
PeaBeans 1 66®1 6 > I Clover.1 o *13%
...

....

Foreign

do 160*1 6i

1

Provisions.

Yellow Eves.l 76*1 Si II
Cal. Pea_1 70@1 71 11 Pork—
Irish Potat’s. bu40@-H ; clear.. 13 26®
sweets, Vineland 6 0( IbacKs... 13 25*
lido Jersey
@12 50
NS 2.
®4 76 I
Cmions—’
1
lain. 0 60*10 00
Native,bbl
@1 6c
So Chickens.
14®lt i heavy.
1020
Turkevs.Wes. i6®l8t iBnlestsVfcb* 5 75®

ifueks.

I
native..

I8g20 I Lara, tcs ami
Fowls....
12®13( 1 V3 bbl,pure,B3/4 @
I do com’nd, i>Vso
.Apples.
Fancy.... 2 7B@3 2S : palls,compd 6 @6%
Fair to good
1 76@$: ! pails, pure 7»4@8V»
Baldwins. $2 50@2 71 1 pureU
9V»@9VA
Fvan »it>.
a®9. I Hams ....
@10
lemons.
! aocov’ra
igloVi

Maori.5

I

Eggs.
Kearpy.2B® 2
Kasteruext..
23@0
Fresh Western.
©2
Held.
2

iDevoe’s brilliant 13Vi

Oil.

Messina
Malaga....

4 25®4ol MKerosenel20ts
11
3 76®4 01
i| Ligoma.11 Va
Oranges.
Centennial.11 Vs
* 25©4 6i I
Jamaica
Pratt's Astaal ..13 Vs

II In hall bbls lc extra
>1
liaising.
;;Muscatel,50 lb bxs3@o
liLondon lay’rl *2@2 25
Butter.
i
Coal.
Retail—delivered.
Creamerv.fncy.. 24W2I '!
GiltKdiie Vr'mt.l8®2< i)Cumberiand.4 00®4 50
Choice.16gl' 1 Chestnut....
@6 00
Cheese.
i Framaln....
7 26
N. >.ttct’ry.l2 gl2M Leliln.....
®@oO
Vermont.. 12 atl2M Pea.
4 00
dags.13 g 13h4
......

Bread

Fot Sup
7
do s q.6
....

Lumber-

@7% White wood—
Nol&2. l-lnS32@$35

Crackers_4Va @5 V»

Baps.1-in.
S26@$28
Com’n. 1-ln *23@®26
1V4, lVs&2in, Nol&2$33@$35
lV4,lV45i2-in
Baps.
*28®*30
Squares,
*36,o.*38

Cooperage.
shooks & hds—
Mol. city. 1802171

II hhd

Bug.count’y 86cgl
Country MoL

Oi »

hhd snooks

hhd hdgml
82

E4g26
6ughd36tn 21 @23
Hoops 14 ft. 26® 80
12 ft. 26®2S
„
11
8 t. 8 @9
Cordage.

Cypress—
1-ln

n.

No 1&2 $36S$3G

IVA.IVs

& 2-

in.Nol&2 S34:g$36
2V2, 3 &4-lr.$40 a*45
S’tli plue.
.$2S@*35
! Clear pine—
Amer’mpifciOMigll lUppers.$56@65
Manilla...
7Vig8V« I Select.$46@55
Manilla Doit
I Fine common. .S4g 345
00® 9 Vi ISpruce...
rope.
*13 @14
Bussia do. 18 g 1 a 1 JHemlocK.*11@12
7
®8
Bisah.
j Clayboaras—
Prnes and Dyes.
ISpruce, X.$30@32
AcidOxalio_12gl‘ -1 Clear.*2G@2S
Acid tart.33g3t 12d clear.523 326
Ammonia.16©2( I No 1..».515(3)20
A snes. pot.... 6% ® f I rine.*26350
Bals copabia. .4&goi I Shingles—
Beeswax.37g4: IX cedar.... 3 00@3 50
i>lch powaers... 7®i I Clear cedar. 2 75 @3 00
Borax. 9gl( IX No 1.1 85i»3 25
2
Brimstone.
(aSVi iNo 1 cedar..1 25@l 75
Cochlneai.4U»4E ISpruce.1 26@1 50
Copperas.l%@ v i Laths.spce. .1 90(32 00
I

■

..

Cream tartar... .2963. I
Lime—Cement.
Kx logwood.... 12®I f I Lime.W csk. 1 003
Gumarabic.
7(1 a. 1 21
1 A-(Vri)
Glycerine
24
Matches.
@e: t
Aloes cane.15(331 !Star,V> gross
66
Camphor.70(37: I Diriao.
© 66
M ytl h....
62(451 I
Metals.
Opium...» 2.26@3 2c I Copper—
.00® 16
Shellac.45@5( 114,0.48 com.
22
indigo.85c@$ i l Pollsheu copper.
iodine.4(3*4 2c 14x48 planished.
36
Ipecac.1603)1 7C Bolts.
16
l icorice, rt... 16®2( [Y M sheath....
12
Lac ex.34(®4( I YM Bolts.
12
Morphine... 1 70*sl 9t I Bottoms.22©24
Oil bergamot2 7633 2t I Ingot.
11312
h’or.Codiiver2 2o@25 l Tic—
Lemon.1 762 26c Straits....
1G@17
6(J lEngllsn.
Peppt.30033 26 ! Char. I. Co. .4 76@6 00
Winter greenl 7532 0C IChar. 1. X..6 00®6 25
Potass Dr’mde. 46347 1 Tern©.6 00®8 60
i2®14
Chlorate.24328 lAntUnony...
Iodide.2 f-'8(i3'o< I0ok>..6 00® 650
Quicksilver... 58362 Spelter.... 4 5o®456
Guinine. ..84Vs@37Va (ftoldoi’Vs * u 14^@16
rt.76e®l 6c
Nails.
P.t snake.3o34i Cask.ct.base 2 40S260
Saltpetre.8 @12
wire. .2 65(32 75
Naval Stores.
Canary seed.... 4® b Tar Ip bbl. ..2 75K3 00
Cardamom 1 00@l 76 Coal tar.... 4 76®6 00
Soda, by-carb35i@6S4 Pitch.2 75*3 00
Sal.2%®s Wil. Pltcn. .2 76®3 00
SUDhur.2; @2bi Rosin.3 00®4 00
Sugar
Tupentine, gai. 3M(®*3
■White wax_60@6E Oakum.... 7 ®8
Vitrol. blue.... 6 at
Oil.
..

...

9“v«.100@2

■^ine.614*6
Zinc.7V8@8i/3

pheubarb,

genua.25@8C

lead.26422

VaniUa.oean. .(10311 Ihlnseqs.. ,.43@48

Boiled.40®

.1

No 1.31 I Sperm.
66®76
No 3.21 I Whale.60(360
No 10.2( Bank.30®35
8 os.13
Shore.251*30
10 oz.1(1

Gunpowder—Shot.

Blasting
Sporting.

Crop
Buok.

3 6034 OC
.4 6036 5C
shot.26 tbs. 1 31
b. BB.
...

ICommon.26®39
Natural leal... ,60iB70

Grain Quocations.

CHIGCAO BOARD OP TRa Hi.
Tnursdav’ auoiatsioiis.
WHEAT.

Dec.

May.

Opening.67V*
Closing.661/8

61%

60%

Dec.
Opening.26%
Closing.26%

P°rP«.80®36

Lard. 45 (386
Castor.x oo@i io
Neatsfoot ... 56c®7o
Blaine.w
Paints.

)!

-“>—

We endorse all the proprietors say abjut
the merits of Salvation Oil. It, is the
greatest cure on earth for pain. 25 cts.

Slay.
29%
29%

POKE.
Jan.
9.00
9.96

Opening.
Closing.
LARD.

Sept.

July’.

Opening.

Closing.
Wednesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.

May.

Opening.66%

60%
59%

55%

Closing....

CORN

Dec

May.

opening. 26%
Closing.26%

29Vs
26%

POKE.

Jan.
8.87
8.80

Opening.
Closing.

Thursday—Holiday.
New Tork
The

Quotations oo Stocks and Bonds.
Wedneay’s quotations.

following

are

OJBouds:

to-aays closing quotations

Nov. 27. Nov. 26
@111%
&11i»a

New *’s reg.«111%
New 4’s
coup.an 1*4
United States 2s reg. 87
Central Pacific lsts.104
Denver & K. G. 1st.112%

97
1C4

112%
',3V4
77%
111%
108Va

Erie 2da. 73%
Kansas Pacific Consols. 77%
Oregon Nav. lets.111%
Kansas Pacific

lsts.108%

Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 37%
Closing quotations ot stocks:

.36%

Atchison.17%

17%

Adams Express...
American Express.116
Boston St Maine.
Central Pacifio. 17
Ones, s unto... 18%
Chicago St Alton.160
Chicago & Alton preierreo.... 170
Chicago. Burlington St Quincy 86%
naleuroea fr

Un/laan Dawal Da

148
116

176%
16%

18%
160
170

851/4

1 tin

nuns

Delaware.Lackawana & Westl66%
Denver &

Rio Grande.

Erie.

preferred

00

165

14

131,4
12%

13%
22Va

22

Illinois Central. 99
Lake Erie Si West. 22%
Lake Shore.I6IV3
Louis Si Nash. 64y«
Maine Central R.
Mexican Central. 11
MlchieanCentralpf.100
Minn & St L. 22%
Minn. & SC. Louis, pf. 84
Missouri Pacific. 30%
New Jersev OentraL....108%
Nerthen Pacific common.
4¥s
do
do
preferred_ 15%
Northwestern.106%

97%
2i %
14BVs
52%
|136

Northwestern. Dfa.lnl
New York Centra:.100%
New York.Chicago & 8L Louis 13%
do 1st pfd. 70
New York & N E. 52
Ohio & Miss...
Old Colon;.179
Ont. & Western. 17Vs
Pacific Mail. 30%
Pulman Palace.163
Reading.... *. 10s/s
Rock Island
76%
St.Paul & Omaha. 42Vs
do prfd.122%
St Paul. Minn, at Mann.112%

150

11
101

22%
83%

3u%
107
5 Vs
16%
106%
89%
13%
70
60

8SA
179
15

30%
163
li i»/s

75%
4t%
122

112%
98%
9»,4
9%

Sugar,common... 99%
Texas Pacific. s»/*
Union Pacific, new. 9ys
Exnress.
42
U. S. s St.h, Louis & Pacific.. 7%
Wabado prfd. 19s/,
Western Union. 87%
Richmond at West Point__
do prfd.

42
7

19%
87%

!

NOVEMBER 27. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet, unchanged; sales 202 bales, middling upands at 8%c: middling gulf SVe c.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
steady; middling 8 6-16c.
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
firm; middling 8V*c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotron
market to-day
was steady; Middling 8 13-16%
Cor
MOBILE—The
ion market
to-day was
firm; middling 8 3-16i.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middlings 8 6-1 G%
European Markets.
(By Teleerapu.)
LONDON, Nov. 26. 1885.—Consols 107Vsd
for money and 107 Vsd for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 27. 1895.—Cotton market
—steady; American middling at 4 21-32d: estimated sales 12,000 bale*; speculation and
export lOOu bales.

Provisions.

*

FROM

FOR

Umbria.New York. .Liverpool.. Nov 30
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Nov 30
Phoenicia.New York.. Hamburg. ..Nov 30
Maasdam
New York.. Rotterdam.. Nov 30
I Holbeim.New York.. Rio Janeiro Nov 39
Catania.New York. .Rio Janeiro Nov 30
City of Para.. .New York.. Colon, &e,. .Nov 30
Bourgoyne.New York. Havre.Nov 30
Ems.New York.. Bremen.No a 30
Advance.New York. .Colon.Nov 30
Laurentian —Portland
.Liverpool .Dec 12
Saale.New York.. Genoa.Dec 2
Segurauca-New York. Hav|& Mex Dec 4
Caracas.New York.. Laguayra .Dec 4
Paris.New York. .S’thampton Dec 4
We stern land
New York.. Antwerp_Dee 4
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Dec 4
Labrador.Portland
.Liverpool. .Dec 5
Bellarden. New York. .PernambucoDec 5
Niagara.New York. .Cienfuegos ..Dec 7
Bellarden.New York.. Santas.Dec 7
Werkendam
New York. Amsterdam Dec 7
Persia.New York. .Hamburg .Dec 7
Mobile.New York.. London.Dec 7
Lucania.New York. Liverpool...Dec 7
Normandie.... New York.. Havre.Deo 7
K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Bremen _Dec 7
Spree .New York. .Bremen_Dec 10
Finance.New York.. Colon:.Dec 10
St. Louis.New York..S’thampton.Dec 11
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool ...Dec 11
Noordland —New York. .Antwerp .Doc 11
....

..

..

..

York..Liverpool!...Dec

14

Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos .Dec
are
Scotsman.Portland.. Liverpool... Dec
Proauce.etc.; Philadelphia. .New York, .^aguayraj Dec

19
21
24

FLOUR.

Sspring patents. Mian.. 3 60®$3 75.
Spring pat. Wis., 3 4B@3 66.
spring, clear aim straight, 2 76@3 30.
Winter patents, 3 60(5,3 76.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 10,®8 60,
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 29.
.6 621
Sunrises
High watei
water I- 8 34
Sunsets.4 141 mgn
908
j
..

Moolfsetd^3:: 4 0tflneighttlda{

■;

gRg™

MEATS.

Pork, long and short cut, 4> barrel, 13 00.
Pork, light and hvy backs $12 0U@13 00.
Pork, lean lends 14 00.
Tongues pork, *16 60: do beef $19 41 bbL
Beef, corned, *8 608,11 60.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 6%c.
Shoulders, smoked, 7%.
Hams, large and small, 9%3jlOc.
Bacon, 9®I0c.
Pork, salt 6%c.

Briskets,

salt 7.
Sausages. 8c.
Sausage meat, 7c.
Lard. tcs. 8%o;paIIs, at

7@7%e; If, in nails.
8%f«9% j
Beef steers.7%ta:8%.
Beef, fresh, hinds, fl@12c: fores, 3(86% c,
Lambs, spring, 6@7V«c tb. I
Hogs, dressed,city, 5%c Ip lf,: country, 4yjc.
Turkeys, Northern, choice, 14@17c.
Turkeys, Western 13®16,
Fowls, Northern, 12@13c.
Fowls, Western, ll(812c.
Chickens, Western 12® 14.
PRODUCE.

Butter, cream, choice, 22Vi<®23y2c,
Butter, fair to good, 201822c.
Butter. North, choice, 19@20.
Butter, unit, crm. I4@16c.
Ladle

packed

M^JRHSTE

NEWS

THURSDAY, Nov

28.

Portland, Deering, Boston.
Hamlen. Jr, Wolfe, Boston.,in to. of
tug Seguiu. Vessel to J II Hamlen & Son.
Soli Erie, Brown, St John, NB, to liniali loading lor Canary Islands.
Sch Earl P Mason. Blake, New York, coal to
Kandall & McAllister.
Sell Mary Augusta, Bowden, Philadelphia,
coal to J 1, Watson.
Sch A P Emerson, Dixon, New York, whiting
Steamer
Brig J C

to Me Cent Kit.
Sch James Freeman,

Machias.
Sch Alwilda Morse, Friendship.
Wellmou
Sch
Hall, Kuowlton, Apple ltiver
NS, for New York.
Sch Forest Belle, Boston.
Sch Irene (Br), St John, NB, for Boston.
Sch Sarah Hunter (Br). Manuel, St John, NB
for Providence.
Sch Sabine (Br), Benton, St John, NB, for
Sch Lizzie D Small, St John, NB, for N York
Barge Girard, Philadelphia, coal to Sargent si
Dennison.

1896.

NEW YORK—The Flour marnet—
receipts
33 791 packages; exports 6,515 bbls and
17,609 sacks: sales 9900 packages;
with a

better demaud.

steady

Flour quotations—low extras at 2 26(82 66:
city mills extra at 3 80-a3 90; citv mills patents
3 90@’4 16: winter wheat low grade-- af 2 25»3 66 : fair to fancy at 2 66®3 30: patents at 3 60
@3 70; Minnesota clear 2 6003 15- straights
do at 3 10(88 40: do patents 3 36 g,4 ] o
do rvmixtures 2 80.03 20; superfine at 2 10@2 66:
One at 2 00@2 36. Southern flour steady and
quiet; common to fair extra at 2 ;o@2 80; good
to choice at 2 v0@3 30.
Rye flour steady and
quiet at 2 5602 96. Buckwheat flour at 1 3U(®
40. Buckwheat at 41 -y,. commeal dull
Rye

is nominal. Wheat—reoeipts 21,4,676 bush; exports 109,893 hush: sales 96,000 bush- easier
and moderately active: No 2 Red in store and
eley 67Vac; afloat e8V4e; f o b at «8@68V4C:
No l Nortliern—c.Corn—receipts 228.750 bus:
exports 127.434 busli;sales 143,600 bush ;more
active for exports and eusler; No 2 at ar.3/; 8
36c elev; 36Vs@37c afloat. Oats—receipts 82,'80ii bush: exports 4261 bu; sales 43,000 bush;
dull and steady: No 2 at 23c; do White at 24®
24Vsc; No 2 Chicago at 24c; No 3 at 22; White
do 23c; Mixed Western 23@24c: White do and
White State at 24@27c. Beef steady, quiet,beef
hams slow 14 60@$16; ticrced beet
quiet and
steady; cat meats dull and weak; pickled bel-

u

1620

POUNDS.

I have received from

Guelph, Out.,
largest and best horses

60 head of the

shipped to this city.
They weigh from 1000 to 1620 pounds.
Several nicely matched teams, weighing
from 2200 to 3190 pounds, will be found
ever

in this lot.

Don’t fail to

their kind

seldom

are

seen

see

them

as

in this market.

JOHN 0. MURRAY,
81 Franklin Street.
uov26

THE PUBLIC DEMANDS
A large store, a large stock and a large assortment of styles, we have fully complied with
above named requirements; for the recent addition made to oar store, justifies us in the
statement: That we have one of the largest
boot and 6hoe stores in New England, ana we
also wash to emphasize this fact, viz: That we
have the greatest assortment of medium
lines of bootr shoes and rubbers in the
tate.
Customers visiting our store will be
sure to receive immediate attention; and as
our aim and object is to suit in style, fit and
quality, we respectfully solicit a large share
of the public Datronage.
Guaranteeing satisfaction to all who may purchase their footwear

§riced

at

our

Opposrite Prebls House.

HASTINGS.’

LEVI

CREENLEAF,
Counselor at Law,

Foreign Ports.

Thomaston.
Sid fm Barbados 11th,
Dodge, Manzanilla, to load

2.46 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook In time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 6.30 electric cars for Portland
Be sure and take the 9.10 a. m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. IIF.ZELTON, Prop.

junel8tf

Grace Davis,
for New York.
sch

chest there is
nothing so good as a piece of flannel
C'hamborlain’s
Pain
dampened with
Balm and bound on over the seat of pain.
It affords prompt and permanent relief,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

brook.

St

GO.,

Broadway,

72

New York-

Luboo. Calais, SLJohn, N.3., Halifax,13.

find all parts of New
Brunswick, Nova ScoMa, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton.
lhe favorite route to Campobollo and
St. Andrews. N. B.

Winter

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at
Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
ap29dtf
J. B.COYLE,Gen. Man.

New

Cotton

York

GRAND
On

New

Grain.

after

MONDAY.
run as

Nov. 18th,
follows:

New York

Produce

Auburn and Lewiston

7.15, 7.55 a. m.
6.20 p. m.
tor Gorham and Berlin,
7.55a.m.. 1.30 and
5.20 p. m.
For Island
Pond,7.55 a. m., and 1.30 p. m.
f
Montreal and Cbicago, 7.65 a. m., and
®r„
1.30 p m.
For
1.30 p. m.

1.10,1.30,

Invited.

dTu,Thurs,Sat,3mo

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 6.16 and 5.30 p. m.
From
Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham
25, a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30
p.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Portland & Rumford Falls

A

A N-

R.

STREET.

L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th. 1896.
dtf

R’y.

LIAE

Through
Station,

Londonderry,

ne

hefweenUnioa
Rumford Falls.

0.1

STATE LINE I

Boston

DOMINION

LINE:

185)5

Winter Rates

189B.

Liverpool Service via Londonderry.
Sailing Dates.
From

Liverpool.

Steamer!

From Portland

Nov. 14
•Labrador
Dec.
28
Scotsman
Vancouver
Derr. 12
,Tau.
20
Labrador
i)
Jan.
Scotsman
23
Vancouver
Feb,
•*
Feb. 0
Labrador
20
Scotsman
Mar.
Mar. 5
Vancouver
lti
Labrador
April
April 2Scotsman*•
•'

•Labrador

day at

1 p.

on
m.

this

voyage will sail

on

4
111
a

18
30
13
27
12
20
9
23

Wednes

noon.

REDUCED KATES.
Cabin—Portland to Liverpool, $50, $60 and
$70. Return, $100, $110 and $130.
Intermediate—To Liverpool, Londonderry,
Glasgow or Belfast. $30. Return, *55.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $16.
For further particulars, apply
to
H. G.
STARR, 21-2 Unionwbari; T. p. McGOWAN,
418 Congress street; J W. PETERSON, 2 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORRANCE &
CO., General Agents, foot of India Street,
nov20dtf
Portland, Me.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE SHARP. PORTLAND. ME.

m.

From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
r'Ai'is.and parlor ears on day trains.
177
MIDDLE
Hm&ILX. OFFICE NO. FOOT
OF INDIA
STREET, AND DEPOT AT
_

SALACIA.

Portland & Worcester Line

1895

ARRIVALS.

Correspondence

novlS

STEAMER

Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p. m. on
after arrival of all trains due at

Quebec,

Exchange and Chicago Board
of Trade.

Wednesday
Saturday.
Wednesday
Saturday.

Thursdays

LEAVE.
For

Stock

Exchange.

Members

aad

trains will

York

a. m.

Bangor, Bucksport,

Boints.

Portland at

Stocks.
Members

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

ar-

rived at New York on Tuesday from Boston.
Baltimore, Nov 27—Capt Carter, master of
the burned ship Partnia, left Colon on the str
Finance Sunday for New York, on his way
home. The l’arthia, while nound from a United
Kingdom porj to Sail Francisco, was destroyed
by tire 400 miles oil Chili. Capt Carter and part
of the crew reached Robinson Crusoe's Island
in tlie ship’s boats.
Philadelphia, Nov 27—The sails, rigging and
material ol the brig Onolaska, wrecked Sept 20
in Francois Bay, Martinique, were brought to
this port yesterday by the barque Clotilda, from
Jamaica, after a vayage of 25 days. The Onolaska left Portland on Aug 22 for Martinique,
in command of Capt Frost, and the vessel struck
bottom because sbe had no pilot aboard and the
captain not being familiar with the coast. Prior
to Sept 211 the I Inolaska was floated, but was
subsequently driven ashore again, when she
lllled. The crew were saved and landed in New
York.
Portsmouth. NH, Nov 27—Sch Mary E Pennell, from Boston for Harrington, In trying to
reach this harbor, made the little harbor Instead, She was near the breakers when the
life saving crew boarded her and rendered good

Enterprise

Royal Mail Steamships

p. m.

Cotton.

7.00

Augusta,

Boothbay

Arrangement.

On mid alter Nov. 18th. and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Portland.
Wharf,
Monday and
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fer Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, witn
the above connection.
Keturning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eastport same days.
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, jar*Freight received up to 4.00

Exchange.

Memoranda.
Nightingale, reported overdue,

International Steamship Co.
Eastport.

Price, McCormick

Members

Cld, sch Geo Bird.

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamship** Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
rier 38. East River, same days at 5 p. in.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00: Round
trip #7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
T
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
nv2-dtf

FOR

/

low & Co.
Sell It F Pettigrew, Welch. Philadelphia—J s
Winslow & Co.
Sch Henry K Tilton, Kundlett, Somes Sound
and New York—Jtyan & Kelsey.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Nov 27—Ar, 1 ch H S May, Philadel-

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

T

For sale by Landers & Babbidgo,
Portland, and C. B. Woodman, West-

back.

Sch C P Notman, Jewett, Norfolk—J S Wins-

SAILED 27th—Barque Douglas, Paysandu.

or

and if used in time will often prevent a
cold from resulting in pneumonia. This
same
treatment is a sure oure for lame

Covle.

savin'* the schooner.

St

novl6eodtf

W. P.

Halifax—H & A Allan (and sld).
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B

m

WHITE,

ORGANS

Macorris. Nov 10, sch Lena Nelson,
Nelson, New York.
Cld at St John, NB, 27th. schs Tiverdale, Urquliart, Rockport; Maggie Lynds, Holder,

OFFICE HOUR*.

STATION FOOTOFPKEBLE STREET.

F. C.
480 Congress

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

Steamship Numidian (Br) McNicol, Liverpool

service

store.

NOBSKA—Passed eest 27th, sch Mary E H
G Dow, Malcolmson, from Norfolk for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 26th, str Harrisburg,
Anderson. Portsmouth, towing barge Koh-i-noor
for Portland.
P I A N O S
Ar 27th, schs Three Marys, Birdsall, Portland; Horatio L Baker, Boston.
Ar 28th, schs Three Marys, Portland; Oliver
S Barrett, Boston; Edith L Allen, New Haven.
Cld 28th, sch Horatio L Baker. Boston.
Reedy Island—Passed up 27tli, brig Eugene
Hale, from Port Spaiufor Philadelphia.
PORT READING-Ar 27th, schs C E RayVery Fancy or Plain at
mond. Pendleton. Now York (and sailed for
Portland!: Maggie Mnlvcy. Rolerson.New York,
1*2 EXCHANGE ST.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 26th. sch Henrv Curtis, NO. 114
bound east; 27tli. sell Carrie Walker, do.
—AT—
ROCKLAND —Ar 27th, schs Lena Whit®,
Boston; L^,ura Robinson, Burgess, New York:
Leona, Lane. Boston.
Sid, sch Ashton, Messenger, Belleveau Cove.
ROCK PORT Ar 26th, sch Annie L Wilder.
Greenlaw, Boston.
Sid 27th. sch Silas McLoon. Morrill, Boston.
SALEM—Ar 26th, sells Kioka, Woodward,
St George, NB. for Danversport; Joe. Kelley,
Fredericton, NB. for Bristol; JLaa L Ray. Hall,
New York for Rockland; Storm Petrel. Bonney,
Ellsworth for Rondout; Daqid Faust. Alley,
Sullivau for New York; HattieMHowes. Hodgdon, and Levi Hart. Pendleton, Bangor for do;
31 1-2 Exchange Street,
Wm P Campbell. Strout Bangor for Bridgeport;
Ethel, Leigeton, do for Greenwich; Samuel L
Russell, McCormack, Rockland for New York; PORTLAND,
MAINE.
G M Braiuerd, Beals, do for do; Maagio Hurnov21
dlw
ley. Tuttle, and James R Talbot. Averill, do for
do; Lizzie Carr. Hart, Thomaston for do; Anna
D Shepard, Greenlaw. Rockland for Fall River;
STEAMER “SOKOKIS.”
Florence I Lockwood, Hall, Carver’.
Harbor
Time Table.
for Newark; Douglass Havncs, Blaisdeil, AuOn and after May 30,1896, Steamer Sokokis
gusta for New Haven; Georgie D Loud, Sanborn, Boston for Jonesport : Richard Hill, Whit- will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a. m..
temore, Boston for Thomaston.
Sid 26th, schs Nile. T W Cooper. W H Daven- 2.00 aud 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Malltson Falls at 11 a. m„
and
20
all
bound
east.
others,
port,

via

The sch

dlw

Bangor.

Ar at

From Boston

Philadelphia

v>»v»)

BOOTH BaY—Ar 27tli, brig H B Hussey,
Ware, Charleston.
Sid, schs William Jones, aad Erie, New York;
John M Cross. Philadelphia; Wm L Burroughs,
Newr Bedford and New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR —Ar 27th, sell
Cumberland New York for Portland.
Ski. schs Richmond, South Amboy for Boothbay; M Luella Wood, Rockland for Port Royal.
FALL RIVER—Ar 27tlif see Mary L Crosby,
Brunswick. Ga.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 27tli, schs Julia and Hary
B Rogers, Boston for Bangor; T W Cooper,
Roudoutfor Portland; T A Lisman, Lynn for
Deer Island; Ureke, George B Loud, Boston for
Jonesport.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26th. schs Watchman,
Pattersou, Calais for New York; Rosa Mueiler,
Littlejohn, Baltimore.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 27th. schs Walker
Armington. Drinkwater. Providence; Wm H
Clifford, Harding, Portsmouth.
NEW LONDON—Ar 27th, tchPavilion, Clark,
Stonington for New York.
Sid. sch R F Hart, Dodge, Port Reading for

Cleared.

SACO,

NOVEMBER 27,

1000 to

New York Direct Line.

Arrived.

phia.

By Telegranh.i

uvjivj

In
Effect November 3, 1893.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below ana iutermediate points as follows-,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOATCO,

Kelley, Boston.

For a pain in the side

FROM

Domestic Slarutes.

avu

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland,
Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a
Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield, m.Cashier's
to 7.00 p. id.; Money order
Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
department, 9 a
m. to 5.00 p. m.
Registry department 9.00
Brunswick.
a. m. to 6.00 p. m.
Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7 15
For
Danville
Jc.
8.30 a.m.
(Poland Sprlngsi
а, m. for Portland
General Delivery, (Sundays
touching at So.' Bristol, Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls. Lewiston,
excepted) 7.30
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Souirrei Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Range- а. m. to 7.00 p. m. Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. in.
Island.
ley, Oakland and Waterville.
Carriers' D Muerics,
(Sundays excepted)—In
Tuesday, leave Portland at G 45 "a m for
8.45 a. ei. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlingbusiness section of the
between High and InPemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke, dia streets at 7.00 and city
Island, ton, Lancaster, St. St.
9.15 a. in. 12.45 p m. 1.30
Paul
and
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol Montreal, Chicago,
Minneapolis and o.l5 p. *ai.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
and East Boothbay.
and all points west.
l. 30
p.
Collection from
Atlantic
to
10.30 a. ni. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon
Wednesday, leave Pemaouid at 6 a. m for
on Congress, 6. a. in.
delivery at
Portland and above landings
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au- Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 Sunday
a. m.
Collections
leave
and
Waterville.
Thursday,
Portland at 6.45 a. m. for gusta
boxes at
11.00 a. m., 4.00
frojn8.00street
1.00 1>. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon and
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel Falls.
p. in. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.
lslahu.
Augusta, Watervllle. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 0 a. in. Olcltown and Houlton, via B. & A.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
for Portland. Touching at
1.15 p. m., For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Squirrel Island.
Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
Rumford Falls, orjees
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for station. Mechanics
Falls,
and connections via Boston & Maine
Eas Boothbay. Touching at
Phillips railroad, (Eastern division)—Arrive at
Squirrel Island, Lewiston, Farmington, Kingileld,
12.30,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
Oakland, Bingham, Watervllle, Skowhegan, 5, and 11.30
p. in.; close 8a. m. and 12m.
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
ALFKEU ltACK' mauagerб. 1o and 9.15 p. in.;
arrive
1.25
Sunday,
p.
in.;
augSldtf
1.30 i>, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Au- clos3.30 and 9.15
p. m.
gusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Southern
and
Boston,
Knox Si Lincoln division. Waterville, Skew
Western, and Interbegan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft, Green- mediate offices and connections, via Boston and
Maine railroad (Western division)—Arrive at
ville, Bangor, Bucksport. Oldtown. Vanceboro. 12.30.
5.30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 0.88 a.
St. John, Halifax, Houlioii and Woodstock.
m.,
Beginning November 5th, steamer Merry4
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fry- and 2.45 p. m.
coneau will leave Portland Pier, PortlandNorth Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
burg.
Eastern}.,
daily, Sundays excepted:
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johus- 2 a. m. and 1 p.m.; close 12.00 m. and 9.15
For Bong,
and
Uiebi»ague Islands, btiry, Montreal and Chicago.
p. m.
llarpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0C
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, J.isbon
*°1' Cliff Islano, Monday, Weduesday
P*
Augusta, Intermediate offices and connections
and Waterville.
Falls,
Augusta
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
9.00a. m. 1 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a.
Return for Fortland. Leave Orr's Island
Poland Springs station, Mechanic
m. 12.00 ni„ 4.15 and 9.15 p. m.
б. 4a a. m, calling at Harpswrell and inter- Junction,
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
mediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
11.00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Farmington, Intermediate offices and conneca -»n*
ISAIAH DANlEbS,
tions.
via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
Bath, Rockland, Lewiston. Augusta, Wetervlile
oct5dtf
Gen’l Manager.
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St. 1 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 7.45 a. in., and
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County, 12.26 p. m.
Halifax and the Provinces, but docs not run to
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and I- oxeroft or beyond via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1
Bangor, Saturday nights.
and 6 p. m.; close at 0.00 a. m. ana 12.25 p, m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Skouhegan, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
7.20a.m., paper train for Brnuswlok, Au
1 p. m.: close at 12.25 p. m.
Waterville
and
gusta,
Bangor.
1.00 p. a. For Brunswick
Lisbon Falls,
and
Island
every
Vt., intermediate offices and
Pond,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, and connections,
via Grand
Trunk Railway—ArBangor.
rive
at 12.16 p. m.; close
From
at 8 a. m. and 1.00
every
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
p. m.
cars tor all
pomes.
and
N. H., intermediate offices and conGorham.,
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
Flora Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
nections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton,
8.40 a. m. and 12.15 p. m.; close
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 8 p, m. Inat 8 a. ra.,
8.25
a.
Lewiston and Mechanics Falls 1.00 and 4.30 p. m.
m.;
surance one-half the rate of sailiug vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and 8.30 a. m.; Wr.terviile, Augusta and Bath,
Swanton, Vt., Intermediate offices and con8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland nections, via Mountain Division
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
M. C. It. R.12.25; Kingfla'd, Phillips, Farmington, Rum- Arrive at 8.30
commission.
p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m.
ford
Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
Bound Trip S18.00.
Passage WO.00.
N.
Bartlett,
12.30 p. m.; No. Ctnwav and Fryeburg 4.40
H., intermediate offices and conMeals and room Included.
Rock- nections via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.
p.
m.;
Waterville,
For freight or passage apply to 1'. P. WING,
Skowhegan,
at 9.00 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.; close at
land 5 25 p. in.; St, John. St.
Stephen, Arrive
Agent, Central WharEBoston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor 8.00 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.
Fond, Pride'8 Corner, Windham, No.
Manager, 8U State St., Fiske Building, Boston. 6.36 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington. Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.45 p. in; Chicago Windham, Raymoixd and South Casco—Arrive
Mass.
oct22dtf
and Montreal and
ah
White
Mountain at 12.00 m.; close at 1.45 p. m.
8.10 p.m.; all points on B. & A. R. R„
Rochester, N. H., intermediate offices and conMAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
augor, Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.:
via roruanu sitocnester rauroau—ArHalifax
St. John. Bangor Watervllle nocuons,
express
For Bath, Popham Beach,
rive at 1.46 ana 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
Harbor and and Augusta. 8.30
a.
in.
11.46 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
Wlscassett.
Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.45
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
On and after Tueaday, Oct. 29th, the new
6.00 and 8.3o p. m.; close at 6.30 a. m., 11.45
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
and fast
a.
oct4
dtf
m., ana 5.30 p. m.
Westbrook (Saccarappa')—Arrive at8.40 a.
m. 1.46 and 6.00 p. m.; close 6.30 and 11.45 a.
will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, or, Tuesm. and 6.30 p. m.
days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville— Arrive at
Popham Beach at 10 a. m„ Bath at 12 m.,
8.00 a. m. and 6 p. m.; close at 6 a. m. and 1.45
Boothbay Harbor at 2.30 p. m. Arriving at
Wlscassett about 3.30 p, m., connecting with
p. m.
the 3.65 p. m. traiu ou the Wlscassett & Quebec
Bowery Beach—Arrive at G p. m.; cidse 1.45
K. It.
p. m.
Returning—Leave Wlscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. m.,
Classification of Domestic Mail Mat
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. m., Bath at 10 a. m.,
On and after Fonda?. October 6, lass.
ter.—Domestic mail matter,—that
is
Popham Beach at 11 a. m. Arriving at Porttrains
will
Leave
Portland:
Passenger
land about 1.30 p. m.
mail matter sent in the mails from soma
Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Worcester
Fare, $1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and For
Nwnm, Windham and Kpping at 7.30 a post office within the United States to
Wiscassett.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
some other post office within the same,
O. C. OLIVER.
CHAS. R, LEWIS,
For
Manchester, Concord, and points North is divided into four
President.
Treasurer.
classes, as follows:
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
oct29
dtf
1st class.
Written matter, namely, letters,
For Rochester, Springvnle. Alfred. Water,
and ail matter wholly or partly in
cards,
postal
hero and Saco RiTor at 7.30 a. m. 13.30 and
writing, whether sealed or unsealed (except
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO. 4.25 p. m.
manuscript copy accompanying proof sheets or
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9,45 A
12.3a
corrected
proof sheets of the same.) All mat3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
ter sealed or otherwise closed against inspection
For Westbrook, Cumberland Hills, Westis
also
of
the
first class.
fiOMMENCING Sept. 23d will leave Portbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
2d class. Periodical publications, namely all
land Pier for Falmouth, Cousens’. Little9.45 a.
m..
and
12.3ft
S.OG,
4.25,
and other periodical publications
newspapers
john’s, Great Cheheague and Bustin’s Islands;
6.20 p. m.
Wolt’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
The 12.30 p, m. train from Portland conneots which are Issued at stated intervals and as
as
four times a year, whicn hear a
frequently
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m. at Ayer J unction with "Heosne Tunnel date of
for Portland.
issue, and are numbered consecutively,
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
are issued from a known office of publication,
J. P. BAXERT.
sep9dtf
Worcester, for Providence and New York, are formed of
primd paper sheets.withoutboard.
via "Providence Line,” for Norwich and
leather or otlier substantial binding.
New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston cloth,
To be
of
a
of
information
public
A Albany R. R. lor the West, and with the
character, or devoted to literature, the sciences,
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
or
indi
and
must
some special
have a
art,
stry,
Trains arrive at Portland trom Worcester
legitimate list of subscribers, and must not
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A m.,
be designed primarily for advertising purposes,
and
1.30
m.; from Gorham
E.45p.
or for free circulation or circulation at nominal
at
8.30
and
10.50 A
6.40,
m.. 1.3ft
rates.
5.45 p.
m.
4.15.Band
For through Tickets to all points West and
3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals and
South, apply tc F. H. COLLINS, Ticket other matter wholly in print (not included in
Agent, Portland, Ms
second-class matter), proof-sheets, corrected
i. W. PETERS, Supt
proof-sheets and manuscript copy accompanyJe29
dtf
ng the same.
Daily Line, Sundavs Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
“Printed matter” is defined by statute to be
HAY
STATE AND
"the reproduction upon paper, by any process
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Eranklin Wharf, Portland,
except that of handwriting, of any words,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
letters, characters, figures or images, or of any
for connections with earliest trains for points
the
combination
thereof, not
having
In Effect Oct. 7, IS>3
beyond.
character of anlactual and personal corresponfor
tickets
dence.”
Through
Providence, Lowell,
DEPARTURES.
Worcester, Now York, etc.
A"clrcular” Is defined by statute to be a
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, 8.30 A. M. & 1.15 P. M. From Union Station
to internal evievery Evening at 7 o’clock.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Bucktield, Can- printed letter, wnich,according
is being sent in identical terms to sever
dence,
J, B. UOYLE, Manager.
ton.
Dixfield and Rumlord Falls.
and
does
not
lose
its
character as
al
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
persons.”
8.30 a. m., 1,05 and 5.10 p, m. From Union
therein the date, name ot the
such by
Oct. 1,1895.
Station
(or
Polam
and addresseewriting
or ol the sender, or the correction of
Mechanic Falls.
errors.
Train leaving Union Station 1,16 p. m. con- mere typographical
LL
nects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
4th Class Merchandise, namely all matter
train lor Byron and rioughtou.
not embraced in the first, second or third,
Royal mail Steamships.
classwhlch is not in its form or nature liable to
coaches
passenger
destroy, deface or otherwise damage the con&
Halifax
Portland
Service
Liverpool,
tents of the mall bag, or harm the person ot
From
From
From
Portland and
any one engaged in tne postal service, andnoc
Portland \ Halifax,
Lirerpool, | St earn‘hips
the weight provided by law
sale for all points above
7 Nov.
28 Nov.
30 Nov. Through tickets on
| Numidian.
Limit of Weight of Mail scatter.—So package
21
12 Dec.
Laurentian.
14 Deo.
on P. k R, F. R’y.
weighing more tnan tour pounds snail Be re
5 Dec.
26
2S
Mongolian.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. & T. Agr,
beived for conveyance by mall, except single
10
9 Jan.
Numidian.
11 Jan.
cooks weighing in excess of that amount, and
Portland, Maine.
2 Jan.
23
Laurentian.
25
L. L. LINCOLN Superintendent.
except books and documents publisned or
FeblOdtl
Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p.m. on
Rumlord Falls, Mains circulated by order of Congress, or official
from
of
the
matter emanating
any
Thursdays after arrival of ail trains due at
Portland at noon.
Departments of the Government or from
Institution.
the Smithsonian
REDUCED RATES.
Wiscassei *V Quebec Railroad Co
30. Second-class matter mailed in packages
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60
at the pound rate is not subject to the ft urReturn. $100 to $110.
On anil after Nov., 4th 1895, Trains wil
limitation.
pound
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, Londonder- leave Wlscassett for Albion ana way stations a
The above limit of weight foes not ap31
ry, Glasgow or Belfast, $S0. Return, $55. 9.18 a. m. and 3. 55 p m., arriving in China a
to matter in foreign mails regulated by
ply
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, London- 12.00 a.m' ami 0.56 p. in.
/lurrir
llalfnuf
nmlnn
(' In
P
postals conventions.
Returning trains leave Albion atG.OO a. m.
and 12.15 p.in., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a.
and
m.
67
2.
p.m.
Kates of Postage.
Steamships.
New York and Glasgow via Londonderry,
J. P TUCKER, Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Ueu'l Mgr.
Cabin, #40 and upwards. Return, #80 and
On First Class Matter.—Tbe rate o
aomos
mayl8
upwards.
postage on matter of tbe first class is as
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
follows:
Galway. Prepaid steerage #25.50; intermediR.
Maine
R.
&
ate #30.
Apply to P. McGowan and H. G,
1. On letters and other written matter
STARR, Portland; H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
except that specially authorized to pass at
In Effect October 20, 1895.
or to H. & A. ALLAN. General Agents,
No.
third-class rates and on sealed matter or matter
1 Inda St., Portland. Me.
otherwise closed against inspection, two cents

Steamer

Tlnmest.io Ports.

iiuvxvxj—viu J.UUI.

I
!

After Monday, Sept, a,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Boston.

12814.

Cheese, Northern, new do 10Vj@ll- Wst Lch’cc
10@10V*c.
Eggs, hennery choice, 26030: East 21023.
Eggs. Mich. 22023c; other Western 20®2ilC
Beans, pea.l 40a 1 60;mediums, 1 3601 40
Beans, yei. evos, 1 60@i 66:red kid.l 6001 66.
Beans foreign, 1 26@1 35.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 36@00c bush.
Potatoes. N H Hebrons 30®33.
do
Hose 30833.
Apples, choice t>
$3 0003 60
I Apples, No 2 at $1bbl,
7502 50.
I Hay New York and Can,
fancy. $19 00®19 60.
Fair to good $$17 00@$18e;lower
grades $13
@$10.
Straw, rve, 514yj@$i6; oat, $8@$8ya.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

FIRST CLASS

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS

BOSTON. Nov. 27. 1895.—The following
ji

Philadelphia, Nov 26—Cant Willets ot the
Lizzie Henderson, reports that a shoal, with
feet of water, is forming seaward S by W Vs
from Tucker's Cove Sea Buoy, about 1V± miles
distant.

—

..

to-nav-s quotations

GO HORSES

str

RAILROADS.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

—

Etruria.New

Boston Produce Market.

STEAMERS.

___MISCEIIAMEOCS.

Notice to Mariners.

BOSTON—Cld 27th, brig J C Hamlin. Jr,
Wolf. Portland; schs Alfred W Fisk. Hatch,
Pigeon Cove and New York; Collector, Sp. ague.
Eastport; F H Odiorne. White, Long Cove and
New York.
Sid 27th, schs Collector, Sprague, Eastport;
Horatio L Baker, coal port; Forest Belle, Fanplan
nie F Hall, Lena White. Amanda K, Annie Bargent, JUG rerkins. Dakotah, Mary B Rogers,
Mary Langdon, Union, and Mineola, for eastern
ports; from.Nantasket Roads, schs Millville,
from Franklin for Philadelphia; J Frank Seavey, for Greens Landing; John C Smith, for
Belfast.
Ar 28th, tug Seguin. Perkins. Bath: schs
Henry Clausen, Jr. Appleby, Apalachicola Oct
28. via Vineyard-Haven and Portland (towed
from latter port by tug Triton);
Niger, Adams,
Wiscasset; Charles R Washington, Collins,
Rockland; Odell, McDonough, Bangor: James
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; Brunette, Knox, Searsquiet, easy, unchanged. Wheat—No 2 Spring port: Miuetta, Crockett, Wluterport; 1) L Stur56*4©57%; No 2 Red at 683/i@60%c. Corn— gis, Foster, Dresden; SunDeam. Campbell, Bath;
No2 at 26<%@27. Oats—No 2 at 18c; No 2 Rye Geo W Collins, Moon, Sullivan; New Boxer,
at 36c. No 2 Barley at 38©40c. No 1 Flaxseed Hart, Bangor (at Weymouth); Samuel Lewis,
at 93*4@93*4 ; mess pork 7 87*4@8 00. Lard Jordan, Bangor (at Milton); Ethel F Merriam,
b 40®4 42% ; short rib 4 46©4 6o. Dry salted Newman, Rockport;
Peerless, Thompson, do;
meats—shoulders 4 50^4 75; short clear sides C M Walton, Lane, do; S A Paine. Stinson. Deer
at 4 7o@4 87*4.
Isle; Quivet. Rowe, do; Mary Steele, Pasohal,
Receipts—Flour, 15,400 bbls; wheat.246.000 do; Annie C Quiner, Nicholson, Bucksport.
bush: corn. 326.000 bush: oats.341.9oo bush:
Sid 28th, tugs Seguin. towing brig J C Hamlen,
rye. 9,8(H) busli barley. 111,000 bush.
Jr, for Portland: N P Doane, for Salem, to tow
Shipments—Fleur 14.800 bbls: wheat 41.000 barge Girard to Portland; sell Alfred W Fisk,
bush; corn. 422,000 bush; oats 155,000 bush; Pigeon Cove and New York.
rye. 4400 bush: barley 12.000 bush.
NEW YOKK-Ar 27th. schs Julia A BerKIe,
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was Moyes, Bangor; Marshall Perrin, Scott, do;
quiet, unchanged; patents at 3i6@3 26j extra D J Sawyer, Kelley, Randolph; Veto, Thorniancy at 2_9. &3 05;fancy at 2 7-i@2 76: choice dike. Thomaston.
2 45@2oa. Wheat lower; Nov 64'Ac. Corn
Sid, schs Win Demlng. Washington; Henry S
is
M T KCliase,
shade lower; Nov at 24 Vac.
cats steady; Nov Woodruff, Haytl via Walnilngton;
Westaud Tampa;
at 18c. Provisions—Pork 8
Philadelphia;"Penobscot,Key
37Vi,
Lard—prime
Maud
A Decker,
Julia
Snare. King’s Ferry, Fla;
steam at 5 30@5 40, Bacon—shoulders at
5y, ;
longs Si/s; clear ribs 6V, : short at 6V». Drv sa'lr Rockland; Mary Brewer, do; Ella F Crowell,
Thomaston:
Georgietta. Providence; Lawrence
meats—shoulders 4% : clear sides at 4% ; short
Haines, Boston.
clear 6.
Ar 28th, schs Veto, Thomaston; Andrew NebReceipts—Flour 2,800 bbls: wheat 17,000
bush;corn 49,COO bush; oars 25 000 bush; ryo inger, Bangor; Harriets Brooks, Bristol; Mary
Stewart, Providence; Hattie Godlrey, Nanbush.
Shipments—Flour 4,POO bbls: wheat 8 700 tucket: Luring II Ballard, Fall River; Nellie
bush; corn 27,000 bush; oats 13,000 bushuye Woodbury, Navagoane. schs
BANGOR—Cld 26th,
Jennie Lockwood,
bush.
Hawtliorh, Fort Spain; Wu) Seatoh, Lord, New
DETROIT—Wheat-No 2 Red at 64% c: No 1 York.
White 67Vac. Corn—No 2 at 29c. Oats—No a
Cld 27th, sells Lester A Lewis, Kimball, New
White 21V. c.
York; Jos Oakes. Smith. Newark:, Onward,
Bullock, Boston: CorinuaM. Quinn, Itockport;
Charlotte Morgan, Turner, Weymouth; LeonoCotton Marlcecs
ra. Bellatty, Northport.
(By Telegrarm.)

Venezula.New York.. Laguayra
Dec 14
Salerno.New York. .Rio Janeiro Dec 17

■-

..

iinek.

Starch,

d’me.25@2< i| Laundry.4Vi®o
Union oacks.. .38i*4i M Gloss.63A@7Vs
Am. call-90@i.i< • 1
Tobacco.
Best brands... ,BO®80
Lead,
Sheet.6 *,4® 7
Medium.S0540
Good

COEN

BONDS
Portland City 6s. 1897.103Vi
Portland 6s. 1907.12u
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
Bangor 6s, 1899. R R. aid...106
Bangor 6t. 1905. Water.116
Bath 6». 1898. R, R. aid..104
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.100
Bath 4Vzs, 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
Belfast 6s, 1898.P. R. aid.104
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.
99
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal.108
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
Saco 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central K. K. 7s.1898,1st mtgl06
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
’‘4*63.104
’’gos, 1900. extens’nl06
’’4Vis. 1906, Skg FdlOl
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. x896.101
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927..... 100

90g3 1

York—

Light.26@2' r I Cloves.14<ai6

Heavy.2tf@2'

Bankers and

Portland Water Co.100

8 unerflne &
low grades.2

Nutmegs.o5 *65
Pepper.14@16

Leather
Mid

Portland Stock List.
Corrected by Swan- & Barrett,
186
Middle street.
brokers,

S&leratus.

Saleratus ....6®5y2
Spices.
Cassia, pure.... 17®19
Mace.
100

A meri’cnRussial l@li
New

00
60
80

Dutch Island Harbor. Nov 27—Sch Cumberland, from New Yora for Portland, which arriued here today, had three feet of water in her
hold, and a heavy list to port. The water has
been reduced to two feet since her arrival here.

Table, in Effect Nov. 25, *95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing;,
Peaks Island, 5.45, 6.40, 8, a m„ 2.15 and
Winter Time

For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethens and Long Island. 8.00,a. in.,
and 2.15, p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
6.10 p.

m.

nov2ffdtf

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland, Union .Station,
for
Scarboro Crossing. 10.00 a. m.. 6.15,6.20, p.
in.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m.,
3.30. 6.15, 6.20, i). m.{ Old Orchard,
Saco. Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m.,
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.30, 5.15,
bunk. 7.00. 8.40. a. m., 12.40. 3.30, 5.16,
б. 20 p.ra.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, $.3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a.m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; Kenuebuukport, Somevsworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.:
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
Worcester (via
Somers Worth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m. Exeter. Boston, +3.45. t7.00, 18.40a. m.,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, +7.25,
10.16 a. m 12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
stations, 1.00, 4.15 p.m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.25 a. m., 6.27, 8.44 p. ra.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. in.

and way

EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
+$8.45 a. m.; Saco.
Con wav
Junction,
Wolfboro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford, Ports-

per
foi

ounce or

On

fraction thereof.
oue cent
arc sold.

postel cards

which they

each, the price

3. On “drop letters” two cents per ounce or
fraction thereof when mailed at letter carrier
post offices, and one cent for each ounce or
fraction thereof at offices where free delivery
by carrier is not established.
Matter.
The rate ol
On Second-Class
postage on second-class matter when sent by
the publisher thereof, and from the office of
publication, including samples copies, or when
sent from a news agency to actual subscribers
thereto, or to other news agents, is oue cent per
pound or fraction thereof.

The Irate

periodical

when sent
agent, is

of

postage

on

newspapers

and

publications of tile second-class
by other than tne publisher or news

one cent ior each tour ounces or
fractional part thereof.
The rate of postage on newspapers (excepting
weeklies) and on periodicals not exceeding two

in weight,wiien the same aredeposited in
uniform at one cent each; or. periodicals
weighing more than two ounces, two cents
ounces

is

when
de
rfewspapers and periodicals
or news agent in a
posited by the publishers
for

mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, $2.00. $9.00 a. in.; §12.55,
$6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.55
p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.68 a. m., 4.15 p.
in. Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m.,
7.00 p.m.
$L)oes not run Mondays.
tConnccts with Rail lines for New YorU,
South and West.
tConneets with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Norm Berwick Sun-

letter-carrier office
general or box delivery
subject to pay postage at the rate ot ou’a
pound; when deposited bv other than
publishers or news agents, tor general or box
delivery, tbe rate is one cent ior four ounces or
fractional part thereof.
Weekly newspapers when deposited by the
publisher or news agents in a letter-carrier
office, for delivery by carriers, or otherwise, nro
subject only to tile rate ol one cent a pound or
fraction the eof.
All second-class publications, when sent by
the publisher or a news-agent by mail, to a letter-carrier office located either in the county
of publication
or elsewhere, are subject to
postage at the rate of one cent a pound, which
entitles them to delivery by the carriers.
On Third-Class Matter.—The rate of
nostags
on thlrd-cass matter is one
cent lor each two
ounces or fractional part
thereof.

with
Scarboro Crossing
ttConnects at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Florida,
in
Througn tickets to au points
the South and West for sale at Ticket Office.
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
:e2$.
dtf

A
Thousandl Solid
Gold Hines,
Diamonds
Emeralds, Pears. Opals, Rubies, Moon Slones and
Garnets in anr kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Kings a specialty. Largest Stock. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
AlcKJKNSY, tbe .Jeweler,
Monument Square.

days only.

are

cent per

WEDDING RINGS.

ftuglOdU

THE
NEW

THE

GOOD WORK.

PBESS.

The Annual Distribution to tlie Poor of the

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

City Through

the

No

Gospel Mission.

PRIDE’S

Clue Yet Discovered As to the Woman’s

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Fount!
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page 6.

soothing (syrup"

ins been used over Fifty Veers by million
of mothers for their children while Teething. with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens tho gums allays Pain, cure
ISiud Coliu, regulates the bowels, and is tho
best remeh' for Diarrhoea whether arising
lrom teething or oLher causes. For sale by
Druggists in every part of the woild. Besnre
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s (soothing Syrup
fSctfc. a bottle.

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: CastoriaJ

best reuglator of the digestive organs
agti the best appetizer known, is Dr. Sieg
ert^ Angostura Bitters. Try it.

was

superb Thanksgiving

The air was cool, but not cold, and
the sun bright.
A man named John Quincannon em-

day.

the Portland Company, was
assisting to move a heavy oasting when
it fell over upon his leg and out it
se-

ployed

at

verely.
The secretary of the Associated Charities will be found at roomj No. 9, City
Building, each day the first week in
December from 11 to 12 o’olock.
Tho Samaritan Association will meet,
with Mr*. J. E. Fickett, 129 Free street
this afternoon.
Every member is requested to be present as business of importance will come before the meeting.
Preparations are in progress for a grand
masquerade ball to be given by the
Portland Light Infantry at City Hall,
December 3.
Tire grand march at the firemen’s ball
wa» led by Assistant
Floor Director
James E. Sawyer and Miss Sawyer.
PERSONAL.

Commander Leary, U. S. N., has been
ordered to Washington.
Mr. John Porteous, formerly Grand
Trunk agent in this city, passed Thanks-

giving here and was warmly welcomed
by his old friends.
Mr. Frank Hamilton, the well-known

Liverpool apple shipper,,

has

arrived

in

this city.

Among the arrivals at the Falmouth

yesterday

and

Mr.

were:

Mrs. Hilderand
Mrs. E.

the U. S. S. Maine.

Bosworth Post

No. 2, G. A. It.

The annual meeting of this corporation
will be held at the hall, 44 Free street,
Friday, December 6th at 8 o’clock. The
election of officers for the eusuing year
will take place, the consideration of an
amendment to the by-laws relating to
membership fees and any other business
that may legally come before
ing will be transacted.

said

meet

Friday evening, November 2t9h,
Post^will have a grand camp fire at

the
the

hall.

Governor Cleaves. Mayor Baxter,
Collector Deering and other distinguished
citizens have accepted
will be present.

an

invitation

and

Monday, December 16th the Post will
present the oitizens of Portland for the
first time, at City
Hall, Commander
Edward
Swott’s
ilustrated lecture,

“Pioturesque

4,000 pounds of provisions

of different
kinds to answer all the demands and one
of the most gratifying features about the
hard and trying work was
was provided for every call.
Mr. Pearson
said to the PRESS reporter who called
upon him at 12 o’clock Thanksgiving day
that if there was a family in
Portland
who did not have a good dinner, at least,

ui

iiuauiuxiicas

kind acts.

Contributions of money

were

received

from the

following: Mary J. Wight,
George C. Davis, Benjamin Thompson,
E N. Perry, Mrs. C. F. Stafford, F. M.
Strout, Mrs. Annie L. McLaughlin,
F,dward Moore, Samuel Rolfe,
John W.
Peering, Thomas Fisher, C. A. Weston,
Henry W. Swasey, a friend, lady friend,
Dr. T. A. Foster, H. W. Gage, a friend,
A. C. Sawyer, friend at the
Reform
School, Mrs. A. L. Fox, T. T. Dodge,
Mrs. Frances C. Chapman, Mrs. A. H.
Gifford, C. G. Kenney, Charles W.
Hanson, Mrs. Dr. Hutohinson, Miss
Ursula Cushman,
a
friend, Prentiss
Loring, Mrs. A. H. Cobb, H. B. Cleaves,
J. B. Coyle, A. S. Binds, C. M. Legrow,
Mrs. F. D. Rogers, Wm. Bradish, Wm.
E. Sheaf, G. A. and E. H. Thomas, Mrs.
Lizzie Kent, a friend, C. H. Redlon, a
friend, D. P. Parker, H. J. Steele, C. D.
Flint, Mrs. Abbie Knight, Mrs. H. N.
Jose, C. A. Plummer, Miss Ella Sargent,
Mrs. Alice Talbot, Charles H. Chase,
Megquier & Jones, D. F. Murdock, J. W.
Perkins, Martha J. Ross, a friend, George
S. Payson,
Frederic^ and Johnj Fox,

Thanksgiving.

If he’s

peevish, restless

sleeplessness,
Loss of appetite, loss of flesh
seems

out of sorts

Generally, is undoubtedly

Suffering

from worms, and

Should be

given

Kickapoo

Indian

instantly,

Little

ones

cures

Don’t
All

are

delay,

druggists,

its

25c.

verse.

It is even

a

1

hat there is

as

the

to

widow and three children.

Nio

o

form a so-called

Its

Victory."

headed by a Calithumpian baud.
The
hand played, the boys cheered and gave
the High School yell constantly, and had
a general good timtfe

i

company, the

Recovered.

and street, and made off with it.
Hater
Officer Brackett recovered the team and
irrested one of the hoys
named Willie

Carrigan.
Officer Riley brought

in

another

boy

lamed William H. Davis for being conlerned in the larceny of the team.
The
two boys will be put before the court
omororw.
They are the same oues who
.ook Mr. Rogers’: team the other day.

Mr.

T.

H.

Snow

of

ing.
Mr. Balph Norton, a member of
Valentine Hose Company, fell on
Irozen ground while running to the
fhursday morning and badly bruised

the
the
fire
his

face.
Next season it is hoped the city will
jrant the use of the oity lot for the laying
iut of the gridiron for the High School
[oot ball team and commission two
or
more police to help order and to clear the
grounds for the players during the
james.
Miss Elizabeth Hallowell of Haverhill,
Mass., spent Thanksgiving with her
jarents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hallowell
if Warren avenue.
The contract for refitting the
Bridge
dreet school building with sanitary and
ventilating apparatus will be awarded to-

lay.

The hop at Cumberland Hall Wednesthe
lay evening, under the auspices of
Sast End sooial club is reported to have
jeon a very enjoyable affair.

iheese, 14,489 barrels of aplpes, 1500 bags
•f asbestos, 750 sacks of
oatmeal. 1133
>oxes

splints,
cattle, 1357 sheep

>, 125 bushels of peas, 219
md various packages of smaller goods.
L'lie total value of the Canadian portion

>f the cargo was $191,000. The Amerioan
lortion of the cargo was confined to 1983
laoks of Minneapolis flour and 920 barrels
if Maine i apples, total valuation, $7400.

She took out seven first cabin,
1 internediate and 30 steerage passengers. The
lext’Allan steamer will be theLaurentian,
1 ltd she will bring over 1765 tons of
geniral cargo. The sailing of the Numidian
vas

witnessed by

xixcxu

yyoto

a

very

uuuo

idh

large

crowd.

axxiviUB

yG'SJjQT-

iay. Two coal schooners oarne in, makng a considerable addition to tho stock
1 if ooal
But a single lone
now on hand.
: Isherman, the Maud Muller, arrived dur1

in 25,000
ng the day. She brought
lounds of mixed fish. No additions were
nade to the number of coasters in port,
iut a number are expected
today and
The fish
dealers
Saturday.
will be
breed to do the best they can with what
he

Maud |ji Muller brought in
unless
here are other schooners In before the
norning closes for the mass of orders
1 lome in during the forenoon.
..

organized three years ago and was
nustered into serivee last July so that
1 he object of their serivee is not
generally

55

Railroad

1

iorporations. The reports say:
The oity lines, and line to Stroudwacer
>f the Portland Street Railroad, formerly
iperated by horse power, are now run by
slectricity. Most of the old track has been
•elaid with heavy steel rails, upon good
lies.. The Ocean street line is also being
ihanged, and will soon be operated by
deotrieity.
Twenty-five first-class cars
rave boon added to
new power house.

the

equipment,

lovell—Harvey.
A pretty
quiet wedding took place at
;he Chestnut Street parsonage Wednesiay, when Mr. Walter H. Lovell and Miss
Edith Harvey, daughter of Mr. Edwin
3. Winslow, were married by Rev. Dr.
Parsons. Mr. and Mrs. Lovell will be at
lome at No. 240 Cumberland street.

What
You want of

$ 1.00.

suns’ rays.
A night code is
with lanterns. The officers of
jorps are as follows: Lieutenant, 0. W.
Sutler first sergeant, A. W. Herrickieoond sergeant, If. P. Bailey; third scr-

reants, J. H. Stevens.
in

After

the

drill

order of 12 dances was enjoyed.

A Handsome Picture.
In the window of Kvans &
Richards

Sarsaparilla

Builds up the nerves by feeding them on
pure blood, creates an appetite by toning
the digestive organs, overcomes That Tired
Feeling by giving vitality to the blood,

and gives sweet refreshing sleep. You
may realize that Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Does

loufeotioners,

on Congress street, is all
sxceilent picture of the ^Portland
High
school foot ball eleven.
The pioture is
rom photographs taken at the
Longfelow gallery, and shows the playej-s
in
joaiiton just as Capt. Sullivan Is to put
The picture is
he ball in play.
about
tour feet long and two feet deeD.

this by giving it a fair trial. Insist upon
Hood’s and only Hood’s.
Jl; six for $5.
nOOU S

Dillc
11113

hirmonlonsly with
Sarsaparilla. 26c.

Hooi't

first

friend to

a

by having
just the Underwear they
just the time they want it.

at

Window,

our

town

50 cts.

WHITE

STORE,

GET
IT

so our

the

not

you know,—it only points

to

it,

window tells where to find
UnderFLEECED
shirts and Drawers, light
mottlad
white,
outside,

MEN'S

heavy, fleecy, fluffy

inside.

These are the garments for men whose skin
abhors the touch of wools, anu yet they need
warmth.

Figured

THESE

what you usually pay
dollar and a quarter for.

as

a

No. 7.

CO.,
Congress Street.

500

and black—with two capes
—double
texture
our

White, very heavy,

(c)

°

$1.00.

SPECIAL Wool Shirts,
(a) Light gray all wool,
pearl buttons. Ribbed Skirt,

TWO

Mackintoshes—blue

$5.00.

THERE’S AM

$1.50.
$1.50.

—

leader at $5.00.

No. 8.

in favor of GOOD
Plated Silver Ware.
It puts no temptation in the
way of the man who might appropriate your solid ware.
Price is another point, you can
afford to replace it more often
and keep pace with the im-

diagonal boucle
Ladies’ Jacket—buttons high at neck—high
A

storm collar—faced with

satin—pearl

center but-

provement in

No. 9.

The

“Defender Coronly best Fifty

the

set,

Cent Corset made
model

same

on

the

STEVENS

the fine

as

French corsets, white and
drab, all sizes.

573
HIGH

:

Undershirts,
CASHMERE
buttons,

very
soft wool, white, seamless,
ribbed skirt,
pearl

$2.00.

WORSTEDS,

TWOGray,

SILVER

:

C0„

St.

GRADE PLATED SILVER WARE.

Tan

soft,
finish,

MAGNETS
Undervests.

TWO

and

seamless,

very

extra fine

design.

Congress

White wool,

(b)

ABGjlliHElVT

tons—$10.00.

50 CtS.

$1.00.

A. F. HILL &

2.00.
in

Ladks’

(a) Jersey Fleeced, Silk Crochet
openwork at neck and front, pearl
buttons,

(b)

all

sizes,

Extra quality

Jersey

25 cts.
Fleeced.
50 cts.

No. 10.

Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed
Vests, self fronts,
75 CtS. fancy neck, good pearl
buttons.
Wool

AS THE MERCURY FALLS
——

REMEMBER
THESE:

<Jures.C0%W
Children’s natural color

No. 11.

Jersey Ribbed

50 CtS.

Pants.

the

Vests and

best

wear at 50 cts. ever

No. 12.

50

under-

shown.

IHB_H

down from 65

$2.50.

special mention,
Germany made.
(a) Silky Fleeced. Double heel
and toe, Hermsdorf dye, and so fast

and stainless.
(b) Ribbed Wool, both

are

25 cts.

J. R. LIBBY.
P. S

H.

cts. to 50

cts.

H.

HAY &

middle

Moreen Skirts, made
so that they fit and hang
just right and with proper

Ladies’ Black

TWO

in
special value
Black Dress Goods,

novelties, in four patterns,
cts. 42 inches wide, marked

No. 13.

lines of
Hose deserve

A

—

Sarsaparilla is the only true blqod purifier
prominently in the public eye today, and
it meets these requirements perfectly.
This is proved by the testimony ot thousands of people. Hood’s

WE

TRY TO BE
these people

But the Guide board is

nov29dlw

medicine is that it shall do

Hood’s

winter’s coal until the

snow

Three

purify and enrich your blood,
you good
throw off that tired feeling, and give you
health, strength, courage and ambition.

vas

the

a

ESTIMABLE
their
put in

never

And you’ll be certain to get someIlluminated thing just right and not have to pay
FLEECED
Under,
too much for it either.
Dress Goods-combinaare
shirts
Manufacturer's
tion of brown and red, blue
Kersey Overcoat,s dressy, neat;
seconds.
So called because
look like
42 CtS. and brown, drab and red, made. custom made, fit like custom now and then you can find—with a
You be the judge, $13.00,
Sic,—well worth 50 cts.—
$14,85, $16.00 $18.00.
microscope,—-a slight flaw in the
our price 42 cts.
Chinchilla Overcoats, Wo- weaving.
Fine Satteen fronts, pearl buttons, silk fancy
rumbo, in black a.id oxford grey, a stitching, cut long and full.
we
don’t say it’s worth $20, we
No. 4.
The last few dozen of beauty,
Dollar goods, but the slight imleave that to you. We ask
only $ 18.00
Chenille Stand Covers, for it.
perfection gives them to you at
30
inches
besides
59 cts.
42 CtS.
square
Frieze
Ulsters,
handsome,
the fringe—bright, handBoth Shirts and Drawers,
warm, not imported if it does have all
some colors—42 cts.
the good
qualities of the imported,
noble
dollar
$10.00, $13.50, $14.85.
Undershirts.
No 5.
Plaid Dress Goods—a
Bennington
Underwear,
when it comes back from the wash, it’s
(a) Extra heavy, 75 per
large new line in bright
Can’t say that about all un- cent wool, clean mottled
your size.
gray, silk
colors—25
cts.
25 cts.
derwear.
bound, silk stituhed, pearl buttons,
Shirts and drawers 90c to ribbed skirt,
$1.00.
No. 6.
A crochet Bed
Spread $1.35 each.
(b) Camel’s hair, same finish,
at $ 1.00 that is fully as good

No. 3.

also

The Portland & Rumford Falls railway
shows new alignment.
The road surface
.s excellent.
The Portland & Rochester road shows
several
jood tracks and roadbed,
additions recently having neen made.
The report on the condition
of the
Maine Central from Portland to Bansror
shows that the roadbed and track of this
portion are in excellent condition, first>Jass in all respeots.
The
Mountain
livision is satisfactory, as is the Lewiston
md Farmington division.

people

SEE
No, 516 Congress Street.

$10.00.

Commissioner's Report.

VERY

SOME

THE GUIDE-board
to
such Underwear in our West

Slieets of
1-4 yards

Good sized Blankets
fawn colored, with
bright,
CtS. Pretty borders, 55 cts. per
pair.

The Railroad Commissioners have made
: eports of their
examinations of
the
leveral railroads in
the State to the

:

irranged

made

No. 2.

REEKING.

lses

Yesterday morning two boys took a
team Delonging to Charles Nickerson of
b'almouth, that was standing on Cumber-

Mass.,

Mrs. Sarah Haines bad $700 insurance
her house and furniture, which will
lover her loss by the fire Thursday morn-

largo was largely Canadian, almost oniirely so in faot. The Canadian portion
>f her cargo |consist, of
4719
boxes of

lompany cannot be entered upon

yet.

great

m

The steamship Nuimdian sailed yesterlay with a caigo made mostly of artioles
lesigned for the Christams trade.
Her

jnderstood.
They are to transmit messages from one
joint to another by day with flags when
he distance is not great and at
long
■ange by the aid of the heliograph which

as

with his father,
Slain street.

the poorest of beef, and the hardest
if bread,” said C«pt. Hardy yesterday.
He was a little disposed to complain of
die low freight rates at this time, and
when he gets back home will lay off for
die winter.

valks of snow, etc.
Slnco the contract of the oity with the
iresent parties for removing offal does
lot expire for two years, of course that
lart of the proposed business of the new

Team

Money in Guessing.

sanitary

a

Mr. George Snow and family of
Farningham', Mass., spent Thanksgiving

)n

The exhibition drill and ball given at
Dity Hall last evening by the Signal
1
Corps, N. G. S. M., was well attended.
Che drill by the ooprs proved very inter1
sting as it differs from.the regular milippoarances in court above mentioned.
In this connection it is interesting to : tary tactics.
This corps is'composod of 20 men and
lote that there is a movement in this oity

ibject of which is to’ collect and remove
ill oity offal and ashes and clear all side-

dance

on

Miss Lizzie Cutter of Bradford,

lefore the mast for years, and then was
n the deep sea trade.
In those days the
lailors were half starved.
“They kept us

by the

discrimination

their

Female Seminary spent the Thanksgiving
■eoess at her home in this city.

During

vapour that
and then

The Portland High School boys paraded
the streets last night, after their
victory
Thornton
jver
Academy, and were
■

distinguished

“For what is your
1 iroper clearing of the offal buckets, etc.,
appeareth
ind that thoso who givo a fee get
the
tor a little
time
vanisheth
lest service and that those
who
don’t
iway.”
The most noticeable of the floral offer- 1 ;ivo a fee don’t get the best service. Con1 equently there has come about an
opportugs were a duster of thirty-eight white
unity for somebody else to do this service
carnations tied with white satin
ribbon
1 or certain'parbies. Hence the arrosts and
ind a large cross of white
roses
and
ife'r

Celebrating

cause.

dangerous.

James,

and is

unique
1 iituation that the feeing of offal gatherers
s necessary to secure good services from
hem. We have it from
good authority
4th

in Stocks, write for
particulars. They will certainly interest
fou. Address J. ARTHUR, 139y Broadway, N. V.

and many

the

It may have oocurred to
lomebody to wonder why anybody should
lius violate a city ordinance since certain
urates have the city contract to colleot
ill the offal and presumanly do so for the
sake of getting it, since
the offending
have no other
parties probably could
'eason for their offense.
Now, of course,
ihe feeing of waiters to insure
good
service is quite necesary in most of our
lig cities (though not in Portland yet,
et us be thankful), but apparently Port-

his

If you ever deal

Un-named troubles when

Worms

from

whore tickets can be obtained.

die from

remembered that within a
have been before
the
Court oharged with violating
men

ho houses.

Trinity Lodge,
Trinity Lodge, K. of P., will oelebrate
its sixth anniversary tonight at
Pythian
hall. The reception from 7.30 to
8 p.
m., will be brilliant and will be followed
by a vocal and instrumental concert and
refreshments. The advertisement shows

Remember, many

Convulsions,

shapter, 14th

from

be

from

vere, however, no arrests and not
imount of disturbance.

room

of bacon, 1737 cases
of eggs,
45
lackages of turkeys, 44 organs, 1861 casos
>f upples,, 300 cases ot match

dollars

ntoxication noticed Thanksgiving
eve
md throughout the following day. There

built her
more

Tufts College

eve.
There
were fifty
the floor.
Mr. C. F. Bond of Portland was
the
juest of his sister, Mrs. Frank Spear, of
Jburch street, Thanksgiving day.
There was a deplorably large amount of

iouple

Capt. Hardy is an old sailor.
Before
bought his present schooner he was

Com-

oity ordinance uy oolleoting offal from

place from
lis late residence Wednesday, November
!7th.
Rev. Elijah Kellogg read the 28th
Psalm and spoke oomforting words to the
friends

will

Municipal

that dread disease consumption, and in
spite of change of soene and medical skill
lis healtli gradually failed until death

a

Speedily, and, being purely
Vegetable, is positively
Harmless.

It

Captain Hardy, Lwho

of

Chanksgiving

111

.. _

Che cargo of the Numidian was almost
mtirely made up of perishable goods.

veek two

Died at West Harpswell,
November
!5th, Mr. W. Irving Merriman, aged 38
'ears.
Nearly two years ago Mr. Merrinan first began to feel the approaoh
of

•elatives and

Sanitary

;hirty-flve

re

Explanation of the Recent Arrest of
New

stylish for the price—$16.00. At A.
Hill & Co.’s.
Sizes 36, 40, 43 and 44.

spent Thanksigving with his mother in
this city.
The Valentine Hose Company cleared

the 31 years he has owned
ler he has laid out about
$6000 on
his
iraft, and now he can insure a dry cargo
is well as any skipper of any Maine vesieL

pany.

OBITUARY.

welcome
release
The funeral took

ince.

OFFAL GATHERERS.

Offal Gatherers—A

Kflf-K

FRIDAY!
Ready

Actual

want,

HERE,

iclow. Atfer Capt. Dale left her she was
lommanded for 35 Jyears by Capt. Elwell, and was then sold to Capt. Hardy,
who owned and commanded
her ever

the back window.

: iome

Eon

present house in order to get

the wail of a child
rer husband says that his
wife is
very
lervous, and.lost a child some time ago
ind he thinks she imagines she heard the
wail of one at the time of the tapping on

providing dinner for nearly seven hunlred persons a grand success in Portland.

as a

tgo by

seen

FEEING

in

Kersey Overcoats, good
nothing better, neater,

Mr. Arthur Bennett

a sloop he commanded her. She
was
milt upon honor, and a very handsome
:abin which was taken out several years

Kempton hearing

Mfrs.

limn

ir

Wo. 40, 3 1-2 in. wide 1
Wo. 60, 4 inches wide
19c yard.
Wo. SO, 5 inches wide )
All colors and shades. See
Display in
the west window.

liticky

WESTBROOK.

was

no tracks about the
house
either.
A part of a can of condensed milk
was
found near the house, but in a position
where it could easily have been
tossed
from the main road by a passer.
As to

M. J. Seavey, Algernon Stubbs.
Mr. Pearson desires us to
return his
heartfelt thanks to all who so kindly responded to his appeals and thus enabled
him to make the great undertaking
of

imilax. The large number present at the
funeral testified to
tho friendship
in
which tho deceased was held.
Ho leaves

at once,

Worm Killer.
Relieves

Canales, Dr. J. F. Thompson,
groceries from George C. Shaw’s, C. A.
Thurlow, Mrs. Abbie Ada r s, C. M.
Rice, S. A. Skillings, Mrs. G. F. Noyes,
Mrs.
Alfred Soule,
provisions from
Morrill & Ross, Mrs. John Bond, Files
& Sears, Mrs. C. G. Kenney, Mrs. A. B.
Coombs, Mrs. G. B. March, J. R. Lunt,
Mrs. W. E. Sheaf, Mrs. Effie Coffin, Mrs.
E M. Wilson, friend, a box of food, Mrs.

F.

stout and strong.
The
Radiant was
built to run as a packet between New
York city aud
Philadelphia, and her
Irst captain is still living.
He is
Dr.
Dale of Boston, but when the Radiant

were

Mrs. E S.

iufiorings.

Suffers from

And

S.

i'll

foe*

No. l.

Winter
Only
Hours Ahead.
Winter Here Now.

...

come

that
could

Almanac

Forty-Eight

storm;
success, and we
shall continue it at
And many people fully as estithe saute low Prices
Today.
Wo. 5,
Weather
for U 1-fJc yard. mable neglect their Cold
Wo. 7,
for 6c yard. Under Flannels
until
the frost
Wo. 9,
for Jc yard.
nips them sharp.
Wo. if!, 16 and fJS!,
for 11c yard.

Bargains

nore

skippers rather discouraged the idea.
There is another fairly ancient schoonsr in port.t he Radiant of
Rockport.Capt.
a

it:

lining,

opportunity to purfancy Holiday Work,

60c on a dollar. About lOOO
Pieces off Satin Gros Grain Ribbons. Tlie Sale yesterday was a {great

window,)

is

grand

at

nember this beautiful Thanksgiving day

This

the

H

A

good cotton, 2
50 cts. wide, (see them in

worsted

joyed the day, and some were talking
ibout going up to the show in the evening, but it was a noticeable fact that

the
or
woman,
Ban give any more information
they will
make it known.
It is not
positively
known that there was a baby in the case
at all.
But the articles found give that
impression. Whether the womau had a
baby under her shawl when Lawrence
saw her he doesn’t know. He neither saw
nor heard one.
The story of the articles being found in
the Bosworth house is incorrect.
There

H.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SILK J. R. LIBBY.

chase Ribbons for

take the first steamer that came.
The officers and crew of the Maine and
rundreds of Portland people will long re-

New England day, and did
not depart
from the regular programme
of roast
turkey. They all seemed to have en-

Pride’s, for the tracks correspond in
both places and all pointed in the same
direction. Part of 1tho way through the
swamps was found the handkerchief that
has been mentioned, and the baby’s hood,
and also a blue cord
and tassel
that
avidently belonged to the baby’s knit
jacket. These articles had evidently lain
on the ground but a little while
since
This is
they had not got frozen down.
all known about the matter as far as can
be ascertained, but it is hoped that if any
has

-

Ribbons!

in Portland harbor.

turkey and chicken.
The coast wise mfen were fairly liberal
in their way of
keeping the traditional

near

Contributions of food were received
from the following:
Mrs.
A.
Felt,
donation from Buxton’s stored Mrs. L.
A. Gray, F. A. Bent, Mrs. J. A. King,

same

Baby,

with
Of
plums.
we had all the
fixings.’’ Other
fishermen didn’t go quite as
heavy on
poultry, but tbe most of them had

would leave one winding path and strike
into another, according to her tracks, until she evidently floundered into the lane

Dne

PURE

Harbor.

brighter

jourse

frith and Plummer left the main road
at Leighton’s and struck
through the
woods following the tracks left by
a
woman who had
evidently left the road
at that point and entered the woods. This
woman must have plunged at
plaoes
knee deep in the icy cold wators of
the
She
Dog that stormy Monday night.

the silent tear, as it came unbidden and
rolled over the cheek,
they would have
been repaid a hundred fold for their

Full Cargo

big baked puddin

r

directed and followed behind her
and
thinks she took a team towards Portland
as she gained the county road.

wicniiSbt’U

ctiiu

a

Let’s see.
ing. What did I give ’em?
We had two turks and a couple of ohickens
tnd then 1 had two kinds of pie, and

All he remembers of the
previously.
it was not his fault, for he had tried in woman Is, that she appeared to’ have a
every way to reaoh every worthy family, shawl wrapped about her, and that she
or Individual.
Lawrence
Many of them were found asked the way to Portland.

jjxcaoxuiin

in the

yesterday was no exception juarter and this entitled you to
rule. One cook when rack on either of the steamers, so
to the general
rsked “what to praise myself of my cook- w hen you wore reaay to go you

Then the man disappeared.
About an hour later as Lawrence was
returning home from Pride’s, a woman
encountered him, just as the man
had

in attics and many who had seen prosperous times, and could those
who aided in
this blessed work have only heard the ex-

Warship Yesterday

—A Return of Summer

and

laying,

none.

Irving Merriman.

There are now 180 inmates at the
city
almshouse and they enjoyed a regulation
Thanksgiving dinner yesterday.
Mr.
Koberts said that it required 300
pounds
of turkey and about forty mince pies.

The

wood, about
mile wide, which is full of

stranger asked Lawrence if there was any
place near where he could put up for the
that enough night and Lawrence replied he knew of

Maine.”

The Almshouse

of thick

He cannot describe the man.
It was too
dark and stormy.
All ho recalls of him
was that he had on a short coat.
The

before the last
It took about

land, J. A. Higgins, Mr.
B. Russell, W. B. Holway, Dr.
A. H.
Flower, J. E. Anderson, Boston; A. H.
Fletcher, M. E. Fletcher, Kennebunkport;
J. F. Hacker and family, Fort 1 airfield;
J. C. Seavey.H.W. Gotzmann, Rochester;
Chas. P. Hatch, Buckfield; M. L. Hall,
Pittsburg; F. K. Blanchard, J. Miller,
New York; E. L. Jordan,
Wm.
and wlft, a friend, Carter Bros. Co.,
Newton
Auburn;
Mansfield, W. B. Soott, a friend, F. R. Fay, T.
Gherardi, Alibon J. Wadham, A. S. Laughlin.

Crappero of

picee

» quarter of a
onions, squash,
turnips, bog holes and swamps.
flour, sugar, tea, oatmeal and a
On the Monday night in question Mr.
large
amount of cooked food, was provided for Pride was sick, and about six
o’clock
the sick who were prevented from
cook- Willie Lawrence, who is about
twentythree years old, went over to see him. It
ing.
At 7 o’clock
a.
in.
Wednesday two was extremely dark, snowing and sleetteams were started and kept upon the go ing. All at once a man accosted
him.

until 12 o’clock Thursday
calls had been supplied.

JOTTINGS.
a

a

Visited tire

Hundreds

and Her

ADVERTISEMENTS.

HEW

Never did Thanksgiving morning dawn
than yesterday and
seldom, if
—Thousads of Feople on the
Water 3Ver, has Portland been favored with a
Front Yesterday—One Cone
Fisherman warmer, lovelier day at this time of the
Comes In.
By ten o'clock in the forenoon the
pear.
began to board the steamers and
The
water front
was
visited by people
to the beautiful white battlethousands yesterday, many going down sail down
that before noon seemed to
ship
have
battle
to the
ship Maine, pothers witnesshalf the inhabitants of the
city
ing the sailing of the Numidian, the beckoned
take the sail down the harbor.
first of the great ocean liners
to leave So
a
It was
delightful trip, too. On the
this season, while many more simply
mnny side it was quite warm enough to
went down on some wharf and
looked
sit on the deok of the steamer and
be
aver the water in the direction of the
and on the
deck
of the
Maine.. It may be said here that In the ;omfortable
It was like a return of the sumevening Fort Allen park was freely re- Maine,
ner. By noon, there were so many
sorted to, the evening being
people
pleasant
board that the crowd at the gangways
enough to warrant people going there jn
not
dissimilar
to thoso of last sumto watch the search lights of the battle was
ner when the fleet was here.
ship.
Four steamers plied back and forth' all
Of course tho great business transacted
the Forest Queen, Etnita,
Jeanette
yesterday by fishermen and the men en- lay,
W. Libby.
They agreed on an
gaged in the coastwise trade was the ind Mary
jxcellent arrangement as to fares. You
dinner.
sating of the Thanksgiving
Fishemen live well, that goes without rought a return ticket on the wharf for a

oranberries,

T»e

Yesterday

through

THE CRUISER MAINE.

•

the end of this lane lives Mr.
Pride, who
has a near neighbor named Lawrence, i If
one should
attempt to strike, across from
Leighton’s to Pride’s ho would have to
go

Kadieut

Sailing of the Numidian With

widows, orphans ami worthy ones of the Monday night.
There are one or two
city. On Wednesday the PRESS reporter straws that may help solve the mystery,
made a call at the rooms of the
Gospel and one or two connections that should
Mission and found Mr. and Mrs. Pearson he made in what has been stated already.
with a goodly corps of helpers busily enYesterday Doputies Frith and Plummer
gaged in preparing the dinners for distri- made a searching investigation into the
bution. Turkeys, the best in the market, affair.
They found that at a point about
chickens, and spar ribs, were there in a mile and a quarter beyond Leighton’s
abuudanoe to supply eaoh family within house, which is situated near
Pride’s
the knowledge of Mr. Pearson, together Corner, a wood road, or lane,
which
with the large number who were
made runs into the Gorham road, which is the
known by letters and personal visits of road that extends fceyond Leighton’s. At

be
many of our citizens who were to
made happy on Thanksgiving day, and
thus carry out in a measure the
noble
sentiments as expressed in the proclamation of our esteemed Governor.
Besides
the poultry and other meats, potatoes,

DINNERS^

Captain.

A few days ago an appeal appeared in
There seem to be no new developments
the PRESS, singed by the Rev. S.
F.
Pearson, asking for;»esistance to aid him of importance in that mysterious case of
in providing Thanksgiving dinners tor the woman seen out at Pride’s Corner

Eastman Bros, & Bancroft.
AMUSEMENTS.
Fete Somaria.

BRIEF

Schooner

The Old

Identity.

I.arrabee’s White Store—2.
Stevens Silver Co.
A. F. Hill & Co.

“Mrs. \\ insiow'a

SOME THANKSGIVING

MYSTERY.

CORNER

SON,

street.

WE

STOP THE Press
ment to
came

say

to us

limited line of
Ladies’ Flannelette

that

mo-

there

Wednesday,
Night

a

Robes

98 cts.

at

FOR SALE.

a

Several choice colorings, yoke double back
and front, cut long and full.
These are the garments that laugh at cold
sleeping rooms, and chill sheets.

fullness, wide ruffle, $2.50,

J. R. LIBBY.
nov29dlt

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

GRAND

nov29dlt

Vocal
■k S.

FLORIDA

RIOGS, President, or
Henry Briggs, Treasurer,

sepll

FOR THE BENEFIT OF
at the Mill,
WiStf

—AND THE—

ATLANTA pAIR.

CLYDE LINF BEST alul cheapest
SlJisfc—KOHTE.
including all expenses.

Call

or

send

lustrated advertising.
,J. A.

Flanders,

E.

for prices and familv il-

Agt.,

201 Wash’ll St., Boston.
oct3

5

T. G

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,
With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hot*
north ol Boston.

Eger T M

Bowling Green, N

"rS.VT4mo

Y

A. M.

XVINCHESTliR, Proprietor.

WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
febSl
TuThtfW&lp

J.

and Instrumental Concert,

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.
Will be given in the church. %Ved. I>ec. 4tli,
by the following well known talent. Misses
Knight, Ricker and Rice,Messrs. Merrill, Stockbridge and Harmon, vocalists. Misses Philbrook and Blanchard, Mrs. Allen, Thompson,
Johnson and Smith, pianists, and Mr. Walter

Smith, organist.

The programme will be

involving some
teresting features.

one

new

unusually brilliant
and exceedingly in-

an

Admission tickets, 35 cts., reserved seats
50 cts., to be obtained of Stockbridgc, Cressey
Jones J» Allen, Frank B. Clark, T. F. Homstad
and Stevens, Jones Co.
nov28-30-dec2-3-4

